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On the bosom of a river
:
Where the sun unloosed his quiver,
Or the starlight streamed forever,
Sailed a vessel light and free.
Morning dew-drops hung like manna;
On the bright folds of her banner,
‘While

g

i
-

zephyr rose to fan her

a pilot, beaming
of youth, stood dreaming,
in glorious seeming,
angel from above,

Throygh his hairthe breezes sported, *
And

a¥on the wave he floated,

2
=

The parkom cot is offered us

for a seat, at once we stop, when we sit
down and our work begins.

A hymn

in

Santal is usually listenedto in silence jan address follows, to which a few pay attention,
while the small fry begin to obey their juvenile instincts, and a hum and buzz follow.

A second hymn again arrests the attention,
and, by dint of catechising and homely ilJustrations,a portion of our hearers are kept
together tothe end of an hour. Among the
men a few inquiring minds are met with,
but as for the Santal women, they are in

fall of laugh and fun, passionately fond of
song and “Winice, not averse to the handia,
(Santal beer) though seldom becoming intoxicated;

they

seem

neither to knowor

feet above

lead them to

the grove, in which

streams of ingress and
of trade

And pale marble statues numbered
‘Where the locus-eaters slumbered
And awoke to life no more.

Then there rushed, with lightning quickness,
O’er his face a mortal sickness,
°
And the dews in fearful thickness
Gathered o'er his temples fair,
And there swept a dying murmur
Through the lovely Southern summer,
As the beauteous pilot comer
Perished by that city there.
€

throng us.

arms, rather on the hip,

witness, from all points of the compass, the

Night-shades rank the air encumbered,

Still rolls on that radiant river,

egress, and the din

on the ground,from 10,

A_M.,to 3,

P.M. In addition to the usual Ji
of
commerce of such occasions,
fiere were
scores of large earthen pots, or jars, filled
with the favorite beverage, handia, opened
for sale, the embargo on its sale having
recently been removed.
This alone was
quite sufficient to draw a large crowd of
Santals

together,

who

drink, and,

for the

time, forget their trogbles!
Mrs. Phillips accompanied us to the market, and

mango

taking

tree,

our

on

stand

the

edge

under

ground, we continued to sing

and preach

to the

crowds

a large

of the market
occasionally,

thyt gathered

around us, for the space of two hours, when

And the sun unbinds his quiver,

And the star-light streams forever
On its bosom as before.
But that vessel’s rainbow banner

the din and roar of business made it abont.
useless to proceed. Both the Oriya and
Santal languages were used, Dinanath be-

Greets no more the gay savanna, ,

ing confined to the former, and Adam main-

And that pilot’s lute drops manna

ly a

On the putple Waves no more.

Anlong the Santals,
oN

AL,

BEDHAJAL, Joi 27, 1869.
After a weeX at and aboit home to set
things in order and prepare for a new cam*, paign, we cameto this place~on Monday
the 25th, and pitched near the center of a
very beautiful Jake, or sacred grove of
Sal trees belonging to the Santals. The
grove coveringan area of two acres, the under-brush all cleared away, the trees being
mostly the tall, straight Sals, makes a grand
appearance in the open country, and affords

a grateful shade for, weary travelers.

There

are several populous villages near,besides a
weekly market,- held in the place on Mondays, attended largely by Santals.
We
reached here, six miles from Santipore, in
season to preach

atthe

market,

and

have

since made a pretty thorough canvass of
the neighborhood, besides atténding to frequent parties of visitors at the tent in the
Jaher,
:
- My fellow laborers this time, are Mrs.
Phillips, Duala, Dinanath and blind Adam.

We usually form two, sometimes three par-

ties, and I find that Mrs. P's presence gréatly
aids'in securing a congregation. The first
morning we went into the village together,
a hundred pairs of ears ‘were

very

soon

ready to listen, and the same number of
wondering eyes were gazing at the stran-

gers,near ong half of which were owned by
females.
After the orowd had been addressed for an hour, Mrs. P., a8 on subsequent oceasions; sought to interest those of
, her own sex in a more private manner. A
"few have listeried with interest, while the
majority of the women who venture out are
too-much filled with wonder and astorishe

ment, to be benefited.

We have found in-

and

latter, while Dula and I spoke in

both}
The mass of our hearers are very ignorant and understand but poorly.
:
Feb, 5. We went in and spent the Sabbath with our people at home, and returned
to camp on Monday the 1st, taking Bedhajal market on the way. There we spent
about three hours in speaking to the people.
The large Baligadia market has again been
held here

to-day, and

the thousands

come

gone,

a few

and

while

to the word of life.

O!

have

have

listened

it is painful to look

into the scores and hundreds of blank, stolid, upturned faces and realize that they are
thejfidexof immortal souls. One middleaged man, more earnest than the rest, cried
out, “We are all blind, we can see nothing,
and

we will walk

therein,” and the earnest

stare of his countenance added

emphasis to

his words. He evidently believed himself
to be sincere, as did also a youngster, a
few minutes after, who said, ‘We are all
cattle,we are beasts, what can we know of the
way to heaven or hel),"&e. But when I asked
the former if lying were a sin, he unhesitatingly answered, **Yes,"and at once admit-

ted, too, that he himself was gudlty
of lying.
So much for the heathen doinghas well as
they knowhow.
The most we can hope to
do in such cases (and without special divine

‘which may awaken and direct inquiry.

Among the Santals the confession is well
nigh universal, ‘‘We are grossly ignorant,
we are in darkness. We but follow the
customs of our forefathers, be they good or

seldom hesitate to

pro-

nounce all their gods to be powerless for
good,
We have now been a week here, and on
the whole, find it one of the most popu-

lous and thriving Santal hejghhorhoods

to build a house for the school.

We

have

looked out a very eligible site and hope to
see the work putin hand soon.

We

shall

now be able, I think, to furnish competent
teachers from our Normal school.
J.P.

Love

1

teresting hearers here, both among the
Oriyas and Santals, and can but hope and
pray that the good seed sown m) , in some
instances at least, prove wh vo fallen tin
good ground.”

have ever visited, Taking
‘the
ground as the center, there are
than 80 small villages, or hamlets,
radius of two miles, and nearly all

market
not'less
within a
of these

Baligadia, Jan. 90. The above had
scarcely been written, when the muttering

of weavers, who live very much among the
Santals, and often use their vernacular,

are Santal, or Fanti, the latter being a class

the famishing, strengthen the weak, comfort the disconsolate, watch for the endanfrom eternal woe!

Is the preaching of Christ's gospel the
powerto do all this? So we read in the

same word.

So

we

experienced

in our

the death in sin to life

So we felt it when ‘woe
preached not the gos-

“Igo, Lord.”
So we.
professed, so we vowed to the church, that

commended us to the Presbytery. So we
pledged before earth and heaven under the
consecration and charge of ordination.
And we ‘ went” and ¢ did run well.”

Now, “ whodid hinder (drive us back)?

to Christ.

21;

|

good] that a prope
0 ©0
rangement as a posal
opposed by a single vote.

Washington Corr
Corr
WASHINGTON,
oN. Be Cu.
The student of human

in some in-

Christian duties. And much like all this on
ag far as we can endure to go in the terrific
exhibit.

The book is closed,

laid

by,

and

the pen seized. But where are the words
in which the fire glowing in the bones may

out-flow?

Indespair of utterance, the pen

is dropped, till the feeling subside
gree for some expression,
Brethren, here is not occasion
nation and re-crimination between
first stone is to be cast by the one

for crimius. If the
of us who

is without sin in this

this

matter, on

to a de-

prin-

But we will

reason together. With the Register before
us, the record of our stewardship, the confession of our defalcation, so honestly writ.
ten down, let ug honestly determine what
answer it gives to the question of the chief
Shepherd, Lovest thou me? while love to him
acts to the feeding of his sheep. These tens
of thousands of his sheep of 600 folds scattered from the far east to tke far west, and
from the north to the south,of our land, with-

ont pastoral care and

feeding, equally

for

evening was spent in smoking,chewing and

nature

cellent, field for his operations
and ante-rooms of the Senate €

to bring others to ‘adopt a course of selfdenial, and severely condemn them for
not acceding to it, when they find one
less self-denying more than a match for

with the Senators on the inside are made. Here
the messengers are constantly engaged in eon-

veying messages back and forth which gladden
or

make sorrowful membersof the ¢
Some are expecting
0m
they seek will be
to-day.
be informed by their friends 1

cigar as really and almost as fatally as the
inebriate to his cup.
W. PF. BE.

‘Notes with Suggestions.

earnest prayer in times of difficulty.

to

Chamber, through which all

their firmness ? The only efficient course
isto meet men with a consistent exam
whether we urge one moral virtue, as i.
perance, or the sum of all virtues,Christianity. Many a man isa slave to the pipe or

, | be distinguished
by ‘thelr anxious loos, and he
|

How could such a sequence of Peter's love
FEMALE INFLUENCE.
We say mothing
fail? How could he leave the lambs un- - not better we confess the truth to our own
fed while loving Him ‘whose love carries shame, if to ‘¢ confess this truth be to now for or against woman’s rights of sufthem in its bosom? How, loving the Shep- shame the devil.” He is becomebold faced frage, but we say she has a powerful inIn the family, and especially as a
‘herd, could he refuse to feed the sheep for in this matter. He mustbe abashed or his fluence.
boldness as the ‘roaring. lion will devour mother, it is constantly working. It maybe
whom the Shepherd had | given his life ?
us,” with the poor sheep of our neglect. -silent @nd unseen at the time." “It may be in |
| Brethren,is there anything of difference
Yet-our
Star-space for this week is nigh obscure and limited spheres. But it will
in Peter's case and ours, in this respect?
Has loveto the crucified, risen and ascend- filled, and our confessions (which we have reach high places and be felt in the long
If we reveal future. It will be identified with the deeds
ed Jesus, changed in its principle, that it deemed excuses) are many.
loves not whom he Joves; and. changed in them here, to the sight of all of Israel (and of men, who shall be renowned as actors
its act, that it will not bestow what he of the world) whereto shines our Star, it on this stage of being, and who shall shine
as the stars forever and ever. May that inwould have it give them? It is asked of must be deferred to another of its weekly
the ¢ Seven Hundred” inquired for in the phases. But not put off may be the confes- fluence be wisely directed.
Nor Best.
In one town in New HampStar of the 10th of last June. So many of sion within the silent councils of our own
the brethren of our denomination, certified thought, reason, judgment, conscience, heart shire a woman entered a liquor shop a short
time ago, and with an ax began to smash
by our last years’ Register as belonging to and will.
our ministry, yet not shewn as being engag- * Let us look at these tens of thousands of the furniture where her husband got drunk.
ed in the work of the ministry, while the gcattered Christian lives and souls with- She was compelled to desist. It awakened
sheep of more than seven hundred (more out pastoral care and feeding, and the many the public mind somewhat, but moral meththan half the whole number) of our spirit- more ten thousands of souls about them ods and the execution of the law will be far
ore effectual than such violence.
ual folds were unfed, unwatched by pastor- who know not yet the heavenly Shepherd,
al care! Such a spectacle should have struck and ask ourselves, ‘ what have these poor
WELL-GROUNDED FEAR. Many who sell
terror to seven hundred consciences, for sheep done,” that we should withhold from
intoxicating drinks, have children.
The
accountability ; and awakened them to ques- them, feeding, watch-care, comfort and de- fathers often drink themselves, become hardtion themselves of their love to him whom liverance from the roaring lion and stealthy - ened and reckless. But there are mothers
they call Lord, and whom they wish to love, wolf? Or is it that they have not done?
in terrible fear. Their sons help deal out
whom they hope they love. May they as- not offered of their * teriiporal things for liquors, begin to drink, are excited by them.
sure themselves they love him, while they our spiritual things?” and the still lost Mothers foresee their career to wretcheddo not feed his sheep? ‘Such a thought sheep have not first found the shepherds
ness and ruin. Would that fathers could
should have startled our whole connection and indemnified them for cost of bringing see, beforeit shall be too late.
to the mutual inquiry,—brethren, sisters, them to the fold of the divine Shepherd ?
WAY TO DO GREAT GOoD. One church
0, shame! and the opening of our hearts to
what shall we do to save ourselves, our dewas
long ‘without a pastor who inquired as
thou me?—Feed my
nomination, and the common cause of God the voice, ‘“ Lovest
to
the
spiritual state of those he visited in
sheep.”
POSE
Grey.
and humanity, from the awful default?
his calls among the people. Neither hadjt
A few days ago the Register for this year
nursing fathers and mothers, to help the
came. I opened at its record of the far
Inconsistency.
feeble and strengthen the weak. A new
westward Yearly Meetings, new in our ad- |
3
——————
pastor came and he asked professors, ashe
vance,new in civilized settlement,
the blanks
Several years since, when the cause of had opportunity, of their welfare and progfor ministry to our churches are appalling ; Temperence was pushed forward mainly ress. Many were benefited. Some sisters
but these are our scattered, pioneering fron- by the Temperance Watchman's Clubs, it | who had long been members told me that
tier. Turn to the old, matured, primitive chanced to be my lot to be associated with a it did them good. The personal interest
grounds.
Begin with our beginning. Here body of temperance men of that order in a folt-for them, the counsel given, was worth
is the first in order of our record, first in little village in Maine.
more than preaching. How mueh of this
the order of our history, first Yearly MeetThe zeal of the body ran high,and a very kind of labor is needed in all places! Let
ing, first Quarterly Meeting, first churches. large proportion of the community, old and ministers try it. Let deacons and all ChrisThree of the very first in the catalogue young, were gathered into the Lodge. Pub- tians engage in it. "In old times “they who
blank of pastor, blank of ministerial con- lic meetings were often Held ‘ithe neighfeared the Lord spake often one to anathnection! A terrible beginning. The fourth boring towns, and no labor . was spared to
er.” God was'pleased and had it recorded
in the list has a pastor. Three following, save the inebriate from his fatal path. in heaven.
;
no pastor, no ministerial connection.
Six Among the members who were yet bound
Fempee PRAYERS.
I knew a church
folds without pastoral feeding and care, to was a man by the name ofJ.S.
He
| that long was deficient of a high tone of morone that has such! so far as our registra- steadily kept on his course,aud became drank
tion shows.. Can we * write harder things as.often as the means of intoxication could al character. On temperance it was believed
that a majority of the male members were
against ourselves? And what improve- be obtained.
against total abstinence. There was worldment of our record will we make? This
Several leading men in the village, who
liness and but little family prayer.
At
much to begin with, the suffering this were smokers and chewers of tobacco, had
length one of its members was charged
question of the divine Shepherd to reach visited him at different times, in order to win
with a heinous'offense. There was a disour consciences : ‘* Lovest thou me ?”—and him over’ to sobriety, and were severally
position to cover it up or get over it withthe preceptive direction to our love to met by the-same answer, viz., when you will
out having it properly treated. A mebthim: * Feed my sheep !”
|
leave using tobacco, I will leave drinking | ing was held on the case.
At the same’
Onward in the record, the blibk wastes ram. © This was planting a battery upon hour two .or three females, who did not atare proportionally less, till in the third their own ground so strongly that they could tend, retired to a chamber and engaged
Quarter ly Meeting we meet a wintry desert not silence him, and so shot answered shot.
in prayer to God that he would interpose.
After a while however they consented to
of six churches consecutively registered
God heard, and before night light burst
with no sign of any one to * feed the sheep” take him at his word and leave using tobacupon the case that was confusion and disof all those six folds! And this while the co thus to secure hid reform ; and this decision they communicated to him. A meeting muy to evil-doers and those disposed to
pastors of some churches, have one, two,
was
called at the village tavern, where the wink at transgression. Nothing like true,
three or more ordained ministers on thei#

baek, it is to be apprehended

Hi

Thus ended that philanthropic effort to
rescue that inebriate, and he is an inebriate Here daily swarm the crow
still; .one only of the number being true anxious office-seekers to learn
to ‘his pledge. Cana greater tneonsistency | feature is the presence of |
gentler sex in the ante-room assigned
well be conceived.
Is it not true that men sometimes strive Whether they are applicants for the
themselves, or endeavo| ring

This persuasion cometh not of him that
calleth us.” From whom or what has it
come? We are ashamed to tell. But is it

—

‘‘ Lovest thou me?”—‘ Feed my lambs.”

1860.

cusations, spittings, onitings, mockings, | Whereas the penalty agreed upon by those
scourging, crucifixion. . To the degree of all who pledged themselves to the abstinence
this offering of himself. for these sheep, he from the use of tobacco is the payment of
loves them. Is it too much that he enjoin supper for the ‘entire company, therefore,
Resolved, That we call for a supper for the
on our love to him the feeding of these? It
is a necessity to that love, as breathing is company present, each paying his own bills,
to life. : ¢¢ Every one that loveth him that and after partaking of the same all take a
cigar and join iz a social smoke, after which
begat, loveth him also that is begotten of the pledge shall be considered null and
him.” But what 16ve is this that will niot feed void.

if they will comply with the Gov- transformation from
requisitions and raise one-half the inhisrighteousness.
wages among themselves. This ‘was upon us if we
they will be able to do and also’ pel,” and we said,

ciple, no stone will be cast.

‘aid we are utterly powerless ever for this)
isto uttera few plain,simple gospel truths,

bad,” and they

ernment;
ernment
teachers’
he thinks

stances.
Some of those non-pastoral ministers are performing not-less important

show us the way to holiness, and to heaven,

APRIL

quite a number seem anxiously waiting for gered, seek the lost, and save its object

cure for them a grant-in-aid from the Gov-

Young men and maidens, old men

and infants in

dred or two

Every comer to her shore.

subject has been talked of for months,

crowd.

the three or four thousand attendants met,
it would have been an interesting sight to

But those purple waves enchanted
Rolled beside a city haunted
By an awful spell, that daunted

Indeed the

through the main street, or path, of one of
these villages, and we are followed by a

Such missionaries our Santal girls’ school
would readily supply, could the girls be retained long enough. But the desire, on the
part of parents, to marry their girls young
“has thus far been a
erious obstacle to our
work in this line,
Yesterday was market day here, and
could a person have been elevated a hun-

Anxious hearts, with fond devotion,

of material for a school “here.

us to take the initiative, supposing it granted that they are to have a school. I have
told the leading man that Iwill try and se-

see and feel their need of a higher life.

°

‘Watched him sailing to the ocean,
Praying that no wild commotion
Midst the elements might rise,
And he seemed some young Apollo
Charming summer winds to follow,
While the water flags’ corolla
Trembled to his music sighs. :

&

we are surrounded by Santal villages, literally swarming with people of all ages
and both sexes.
We have only to pass

graces, and then by degrees

On his canvas’ snowy fold.

;

Here

their hens and pigs, &e., get into their good

Through those locks so brightly flowing,
Buds.of laurel bloom were blowing,
And his hands anon were throwing
Music from a lyre of gold.
Swiftly down the stream he glided,
Soft the purple waves divided,

@

in the open field in order todry-out.

fat, chubby children, their rude ornaments,

Oft that pilot, angel-throated,
Warbled laysof hope and love.

And a rainbow arch abided,

with occasional Hashes of light-

care to know whether they have souls or
not. And still these very women are justly
regarded as the back-bone of the absurd,deep-souled superstitions that bind the
Santals, if possible, in a more degrading,
helpless bondage than the Hindus themselves, Female missionaries are needed to
go among them, sit down familiarly with
them in their houses, and by noticing their

Softly to the radiant sea.
At her prow
In the flush
And he was
Like an

The country is a fine open one, land high,
free from old pestilence-breeding tanks, and
gladdened the thirsty earth in this region, sloughs on the one hand, and from dense
for nearly four months. For half an hour jungles on the other. The péople are, to
there was a splendid pour. Our tent stood 89y the least, very friendly, and numbers of
the storm, but our native folks had "to flee them have importuned us to start a school
to a village, their covering being less water- among them ; ang the swarms of children,
proof. The next morning we moved camp of both sexes, that meet us wherever we go,
to this place three miles distant, and pitched is evidence conclusive that there is no want

‘thunder,

‘ning, heralded the first shower that had

gross darkness, and their eyes they have
closed. Merry, light-hearted, thoughtless,

Beautiful Poem.

N-E., WEDNESDAY,

From

apparentin

nervous restlessness:
Others are here with the assurance that they are
to receive the appointment they covet, and they
merely desire to learn if it has been done to-day.

This class are much moreat ease than the others,

though not without their anxieties on accountof
the sudden upsets and changes that sometimes
occur. Still another class are merely awaiting

‘confirmation, having been already nominated
and these as a whole are the most comfortable
men
in the

crowd.

A few

are

here

to make a

last desperate effort to prevent the confirmation
of nominations where they are against them, and
these are decidedly the most uncomfortable individuals of the crowd. Disappointment and anger are plainly written upon their countenances,
mixed with but little: hope, for the Senate thus
far has shown little disposition to overrule the

President in his nominations.

The’ present indi-

cations are that rotation will be the general rule,
and the number of changes in offices will be as

numerous
those accompanying any former
change of administration,
The con¥deration of treaties has principally
occupied ‘the special session thus far. The trea~
ties. with some of the Germanic powers relative
to naturalization have been ratified. That rela-

tive to the ship canal across the isthmus of Darian
is still under consideration. The most important
of them all, the “ Alabama-claims” treaty, was
rejected yesterday with only a single vote (that
of Mr. M’Creery of Ky.) dissenting, This ex.
traordinary.

unanimity was reached

after a most

powerful and exhaustive speech from Mri Sumner, from which the injunction of seeresy was
removed, and

it will therefore be given to the

public. In this speech Mr, Sumner endeavers to
eStablish the responsibility of the British government for

ma and

all the losses

occasioned by the Alaba-

her consorts, and for the damages result-

ing therefrom.

He recites

fully

the facts

upon

which this responsibility rests. He farther contends that an acknowledgment of the wrong and
of the responsibility for the consequences

of the

wrong-doing should be the foundation stones of
any treaty upon the subject. The great objection
to the treaty negotiated is, that it contains nothing of the kind, but submits the question of responsibility as well as that of amount

bitration of a commission;

to the ar-

and this after the

British Press, and some members of the ministry even, had admitted their culpability and res
sponsibility in the matter. Immediately following the rejection of the treaty, Mr. Motley was
confirmed as Minister to England, thus emphasizing

the

dissatisfaction

felt at the

course

of

Minister Johnson
by rejecting the treaty he had
negotiated

and

confirming his

suceessor

on the

same day.
Cuban affairs are assuming more importance
and attracting a good deal of attention here. The

recent insane course of Governor General Dulce,
or of his subordinates, in trampling upon international law ‘and insulting both the United States
and Great Britain by outrageous violation of
their neutral rights have stirred up much feeling
and may lead to grave resulty,\ Unless promptly
disavowed and
atoned for, they will lead to
prompt interference on the partof the govern-

ment and Cuban independence will soon become

an accomplished fact,

Meanwhile the govern.

ment is actively discharging its whole duty in
relation to unauthorized armed expeditions that
ure seeking to leave our shores for a descent apon Cuba.
The Supreme Court has recently deeided two

important-cases—the

Mc’Ardle case and the Tex-

as bond case. The Mc’Ardle case had largely lost
its significance in the progress of events, and was
finally disposed of by the judgment that the Su-

preme

Court had no jurisdiction in the

maf-

ter. by reason of the Legislation of Covgress.

That Legislation has been

everywhere

denounc-

producinga suitable pledge to bind the par- the hearts of tender, pious females it goes ed as unconstitutional, but the judgment of the
Court setiles the point that the Legislation was
ties. After mutual deliberation the follow- directly to the ears of God.
constitutional and effective notwithstanding all
No
Domestic
Frricity.
It
has
been
ing instrument was prepared to the satisthe outery uporrthe subject. The judgment in
noticed
that
peace,
quietness
and
happifaction of all.
,| ness are rarely found in the families .of liq- the Texas case -is elaborate and important, being a judicial determination upon many of the
PLEDGE.
uor dealers. Wrongis going on. If the important questions involved inYsecession
“We, the undersigned, hefag desirous of wife is in sympathy with it, the hearts of reconstruction. The Courthold the Union to andbe
recovering our neighbor, J. 'S., from the vice both are too hard for the finer feelings of iddissoluble except by revolution. All ordinaneof intemperance, do, by these presents, most humanity and enjoyment.
If she is not in es or acts of secession are therefore inoperative
solemnly bind ourselves to use no more to- sympathy, there is but little harmony be- in the law to take any State out of the Unbacco during our lives.” To the above sol- tween herself and husband. Children are fon, Nevertheless, during the existence of a
emn pledge all subscribed, anda copy was | corrupted by bad examples. The sunlight civil war between a State and the General Govand
put into the hands of the inebriatepbearing of prosperity goes down in such families in erment her rights as a State are suspended
the duty devolves upon the Government of the
the signatures, while one similar, but pledg- clouds of terrible darkness.
United States to suppress the rebellion and to
ing abstinence from intoxicating liquors,
CANNOT SucCeED. Violations of the ‘restore her rights and relations as a State of the
signed by J. S., was put iato their hands,
seventh commandment may be winked at, Union. Without expressly deciding upon those
Before Separatin g it was agreed that should and an effort be made to pass them over as points the general drift of the opinion condemns
the assumption of the President po discharge
any one violate the pledge, a forfeiture but a slight offense, or none atall.
But this duty of reconstruction and asserts that it
should be the payment of a good supper pain follows in spite of all. It may be de- rests upon Congress thus substantially vindicatfor the entire company by the delinquent, nied, or kept secret. This does not avail, ing the ground taken by Congress in its contest
and a meeting should be held in one “The curse of the Lord isin the house of the with President ‘Johnson. The opinionis elabocommand. yory great at
week.
wicked.” Husband and wife have no real rate and able and will country,
j
i

During the succeeding week, the parties

took to chéwing spruce gum, slippery elm,
snake root and many other things to satisfy

an appetite for tobacco, which had become
fixed upon them. The week rolled around

affection for each other where one is guilty
of the offense. How
fervently can we
pray that this form of sin, pollution and woe
may come to an end !
F.

Noone had violated his pledge however, Afteratime a resolation to the fullowing effect

of the professedly holy, suffered
agony to
sweat of blood, the bonds of felony, the ae:

was

offered, and finally voted for by all

but, one present.

thy! i

ing to celebrate the annivers

i eo

;

these, as forall of his, He left the glory of and the company
met, sad, gloomy, and
heaven to become on earth the man of sor- disgatisfied..in the bar room of the tavern.
rows and grief, for these pasted through Allfels that they had a habit of intemperthe wilderness of temptation, toiled in wea-- “ance of no small power to grapple with

riness and hunger, endured the contradiction of sinners and revilings and persecutions

tention throughout the
The colored peopleof

|
a

46 have's

wri i

+ | forthwith. and be did sou:
adult

portion of the Congr hiv

ger time for

the

Sabbath

school

a lon-

exercises,

and the presence and assistance of the pastor

Sunduy Inst we had the heaviest s

winter.

Theuir has been very chilly

the peach hlossoms seem to be rather al
able in such a cool utmonpliore;
i

diy

=
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PASSING AWAY.

‘taining presence.
the leaf, ‘it matters

spirit is renewed

A Sermon.*

God loveth

BY REV,W. I. BOWEN.

The

MORNING STAR: APRIL 21, 1869.

loves God, can

never

ministries of such love

bestow upon the spirit immortal youth.
.

Isaiah 64:6.

We all do fade as a leaf.

In our weakness we may worship nature,

T

We

all fade as the leaf,

but all her expressions are valuable only as ‘but can we say in the grandeur of humility :

they teach us the sum and source of all values—God. Nature understood aright is always pointing the beholder on and up to

Him who gave to brook and waterfall their
. music, who clothed the avalanche and ocean
with thunder, and

whispered

the melodies

which bird and zephyr repeat.
The forces of nature speak some gracious
word and bless us only as we look upon her
trees and are reminded in some fitling measure of the tree of life whose leaf shall never

fade ; and where rock and mountain point to
the Rock which is the covert of refuge, and
toithe peace-bringing mountains about the
trusting soul. The words of prophecy gain
. power; they breathe tenderness or terror by

the illustrations gathered from the material
world.
Christ found in the wheat, in the
tree, the vine, the fountain, helps to his

gracious teachings. By familiar reference,
linked with some precious truth, the plough,
the

sickle,

the threshing-floor

ministered

spiritual profit. . To the heart which denies God's intimate care and guiding hand,
joyous brook, changing tree and fragrant
flower say nothing of God; to such a one
their work is fearfully low and imperfect.
In the path where prophet, psalmist and

¢It is no more I that live,but Christ liveth in

me?”

Ifit beso with you, a fading world

with broken plans and blasted hopes, with
its waste places of bereavement and sorrow,
cannot become so dear that you will fear to
leave it for the house untried but glowing in

the light of (rod’s love.

.

We seek a country, as prophet, disciple;
saint, a glorious company, have sought before us; we, like them, fade as the leaf, but

like them we trust to the healing of that tree

of life upon the banks of the river of life,
whose

leaf

shall

never

fade,

but

whose

leaves are for the healing of the nations.
Forgetting the things ‘that are behind, laying the

lost treasures,

the

withered hopes,

at Jesus’ feet, let us with undying faith and
unfading hope reach forth to the things that
are before, willing to yield up the life here,
to arise and depart, that we may be found
at last risen into newness of life, born into
the undying vigor o ransomed spirits in
glory.
¢
We will look away from the fading leaf
to the enduring rock. “For all flesh is as

grass,and all the glory of manas the flower

of grass.
The grass withereth and the
flower thereof fallethaway. But the word
Redeemer often walked, let us, on this clos- of the Lord, endureth forever.”
ing, radiant day of the season of the falling
‘We mourn to-day a Christian mother who
leaf, reverently walk, while sacred memstood in herhousehold as the priestess of an
ories of departed worth attend us.
immortal faith. She gave the constant imThe seasons in their changes are types of
pression that she was a Christian, both in
human life. The strength, vigor and beaupublic and in private life. Her devotedty of our Spring-time and Summer fade
ness in the prayer-room, her cheerful piaway.
The leaf that joyfully unfolded
ety, exhibited in the houses of the parish,
when the sun called to it in

May, flies sere

and dead before November blasts like a
thingof fear.
LB
The living word assures us that this
world is not our home. Decline and change

disciples

Our bodies may fade as perhaps, find but-few to come to Zion's
not if so be that the solemn feasts.
The many will allow their
day by day. He whom interest to flag and then they will find an

and who

suffer decay.

easy

excuse

for their

neglect.

Others,

when there, will be so backward and dull,-

“There is no flock however watched or tended
But one dead lamb is there.”

_

blessed many a sermon; of a tact that made
rugged places beautiful ; of a judicious gov-

at naught, and to be crucified, Peter prompt-

ly responded: “Be it far from thee, Lord:

become sources of great

:

But to how many hearts added years
bring no such welcome hues!. Storms,

call to a martyr’s fate. By bearing on amid

care and grief, with a heart stayed on the
great shepherd of the soul, we are blessed
frosts, afflictions, age, only muke them dark-4 "martyrs in his sight.
:
er in spirit,

more bitter and

severe,

unlov-

ing and so unloved. If hardship come they
yield with no trustful spirit; on their despair and repinings no Christian hope dawns,
making a light in the valley of trial.
Though clothed with the body of flesh
which suffers daily, they wear not, nor do
they long to wear, the robes of righteous‘ness without which none can sit at the great
marriage supper of the Lamb.
Some leafhas been earnestly looking up-

on the beauty which the Sun has painted

again and again, in the summer evening's

glow, upon many a floating cloud, and asks

that its eventide might

be alike glorified

and beautiful. ‘But you are earth-born,” replies the Sun, ‘the roots that nourish you are
in the black earth; the cloud I paint is an

etherial thing, how vain’ for you to long for
a like transformation.” “If thou wilt, replies
the leaf,

“I shall; like the cloud, be beauti-

fied. I will dwell long and patiently upon
the pictures stretched above me, so often my
delight, and you shall be my helper.”

Lo!

We may take up the
is good for me that I
if suffering shall find
consolation and token
words of Jesus: “Thy

conqueror’s cry: “It
have been afilicted,”
us repeating, as our
of subxpission, the
will be dane.” Tears

may flow, they will relieve the

Aeart, but

with teers, let there be the Christian's vie-

tory.
‘
"The stone is rolled away from the sepulcher of all who believe. The footsteps of
the Saviour in the valley of death make it
radiant with light unspeakable, for the disciple.
Let us each take up the chastened, triumphant utterance, chanting it in our hearts

as we bear this precious
rest: “For

we

know

house of this tabernacle

dust to its earthly
that if our

earthly

were dissolved, we

have a building of God, an house not made
with hands, eternal in the heavens.”

A Father’s Letters.
ty

No.

roots and trunk strive in vain, tae mastery

My DEAR SON:—In most churches you
of the Suan is complete, and the now radiant will be expected to conduct the social meetings of the church.
And here you will
leaf proclaims the triumph of his power.
have
an
opportunity
for
all the patience
» So, the breathing of some hearts, as they
Here you will be sadly
walk
on to their final hour, is: “Lord make you can command.
In times of
me after thy glorious image ; though I know perplexed, and sorely triel.
religious
interest,
one
of
your
chief
difficulnot what
I shall be, yet make me like thy-

self and I shall be satisfied when I awake

with thy likeness.” “Such are they who
“with open face, beholding

as in a glass

ties will be, to keep the brethren from los-

ing sight of the object ‘before them.
Some, because they feel happy, will want to
sing long hymns, others will talk or pray
80 long that the Spirit will be driven from

the meeting. Others will neglect their duty
till itis time for the meeting to close, and
then get up and say a few, cold things, ina
cold and lifeless manner, and fairly weary

to-day
the sullen murmur ofits all present, trying to talk themselves into a
ne

b

e arise and depart,

Suddenly our tents

happy frame of mind.

You will feel twice

provoked ; first, at their disobedience by

| which they contributed not a little to the

Sodom in the day of judgment” than for
highly enlightened but unbelieving Jews.
Thus sinners of every age will be judged

right. From a boy, he had been taught to
despise the conquerors of his country; he

ercises of the meeting.
These will be to
you like Aaron and Hur to Moses, they
will stav up your hands, and encourage.
your heart.
But you will ask—¢ How
shallwe prevent those dull meetings?”
I
do not know as they can be entirely prevented. But they may be greatly diminished in {requency. ® Go to your prayer-meeting prepared to introduce some interesting
subject, and, in a few brief and pertinent
remarks, awaken an interestin others. If

had heard the old fishermen who had gathered around.his

father's

table,

talk of the

coming deliverer; hehad felt the pulse of
the people all along the shores of Gen-

nesaret; he had seen with what eagerness
every word of his Master had been swallowed by the masses who thronged him
wherever they went; he had seen how anxious they were to take him ‘by force,” if
need be, and crown him king; and he knew
you succeed, your meeting will be a suec- that the nation was ready to spring to arms
cess. If not, and those who follow lead off ‘at a moment’s warning, and proclaim him
in a different direction, and gain the atten- king. Nor could he doubt the ability of
tiomof the meeting, accept it as the indica- his Master to carry out the wishes of the
He had seen the lame walk; he
tions-of Providence, and encourage others people.
to follow
on in the

same

direction.

continues

dull,

don’t

scold

If the

about. it;

with a few appropriate remarks,

but,

pronounce

the benediction and go home.

R.N.

“Vain Things.”
V2

——

E

“Why do the heathen rage, and the peo
ple imagine vain things?” Acts 4: 25.

No sooner had the people of Judea heard

tiof of their sacred books could
not fail to

room

for the

This

into the

hands

of his enemies,

and

they have been estimated as high as a hunabout fifteen to each verse. At first thought
this is alarming, but on examination the

most guilty?

Messiah, and woul

their conclusion

A cdMeful

tained no thought of ever attempting to set
up any other than a spiritual dominion.—
Nor is there’ so much as a syllable uttered
anywhere in tlie Bible that he will ever
change the nature of his kingdom.
S.D. C.

Chips.
——Can we wonder at the unbelief of men
of Noah's times? They had his testimony

gloyious

only, and this, so far as human reason could

penetrate was the most absurd thing imaginable. While their lives embraced many
centuries there was little to fear, and wickedness rolled. on unchecked. With all the

light of the gospel, and long chains of evidence that reason can neither overturn nor
evade, and with a life that now is measured by a span and the shadow of death always upon his pathway, man still disbelieves God, rejects his proffered means of
safety, and madly courts destruction.
——The world and devil have always been
liberal enough td¥vards the church to live in
peace with it onthe terms of free religious
intercommunity. So it was with Jew and
heathen, with Christian and heathen, Pagan Rome never would haves lighted the
fires of persecution if the Christian church

and be-

had been liberal enough to have extended
the hand

of the New

an

e of

ave

The Silent City.
lp

There’s
*

a city vast

yet

E—

voiceless, growing

ever

street on street,

‘Whither

friends with

friends e’er

meeting, ever

of fellowship to

her various

dei-

‘trickling water stains;

‘Where the guests forget to come, and strange,
listening silence reigns;
.
Listening silence ever reigns.
Ships sail past
quiet lie

this

silent city, but their

owners
;

And no signals fly from top-tree *gainst the glow-

ing ¢
son.sky,
Telling the neglectful owner that his well-built
Argosy
For the Fleece is sailing by.
Here the belle forgets the fashions, mindless of
her snow-white dress;
All unheeded now her toilet, free, ungathered,
lock and tress;
2
=
None here flatter face or figure, none come fondly to caress;
‘|
*.
Tresses flow, and none caress.
Hushed are all these many
bolted door and gate;

mansions, barred and

Narrow all the walls and earthy, and the rooftrees steep and s!
ht;
Room for alll—the
and lowly.
Rich
poor here equal meet ;
Equal dwell and equal meet.
Flowers’ are blooming
near these
kissed by lovely dews at night,

Breathing

softly

round

and

mansions,

their porches, flowing

frrough the Soong Night;
Pealing
from their bells sweet music,
odors pure and white;
;
Pealing only to the sight.

pealing

Here each keeps his well-ceiled dwelling, fearing

Dwellin

.

.

ever unevicted, dwelling on
ay .

from May

Paying never quarter-day.

Beckoxis ever this mute

city to its

To its comrade laughing loudly, sitting on the
pulsing bay;
:
Drawing
from its masqueraders pale, white specters day by day;

Bpecters now, men yesterday,
forever, parted

)

Had they formed the slight-

thought of a worldly kingdom, excelling in
splendor and wealth the kingdoms of the
East, and it was utterly impossible for them

to see how such a kingdom could be aestablished and sustained, and the men of wealth
drial

4. The conceptions
of the disciples arose no
higher than those of the people with whom
They were constantly dis-

worship to be the only true worship. Satan is an old compromiser and will not fight
that Liberal Christianity which gives him
the right hand of fellowship.

——It those ministers who felt that God
called them to preach, yet have for various
reasons abandoned the work, would but look

‘to Jesus alone, and with that spiritual armor

which he alone can give, would give them-

New

by a nar»

Testament Readings.

Some Christians are alarmed at fhe statements made respecting the various read-

ings found in the New Testament scriptures,
which they suppose
enemies of religion

Take, for example,

write it down

with

absolute

accuracy,

may strengthen the
in their opposition.

if,

indeed, he had mot himsalf written every
word of it. Buta comparison of two versions of that speech, appearing: in. two
books

“of

extensive circulation,

detects

lines.

But

they affect

slightly. ” They are such as

the

sense

very

a” instead

of

¢¢
the” ** here gave up” for ‘‘ have given,”
“ little” for “very
little," *¢ which” for

‘“ that,” ¢* they gave” for ** they here gave,”
‘¢ this nation” for *‘ the nation,” ** under
God shall have” for * shall, under: God,
have,” agd the like. The ideas which the
two versions would convey to two -persons
of average intelligence, or to the same person reading them both on two successive
days, are absolutely the same.
3. Of equal unimportance arethe im-

—

mensge majority of the various readingsof |
the New Testament manuscripts.
Very
many of them, indeed, are of even less-consequence,

being

no

more

spellings of the same word.
‘‘ Poughkeepsie” may be.
two different ways,

and

than

different

If the name
led in forty-

it is,

in different

records and maps, without impairing
our
confidence in their general accuracy ;: if the
name ‘‘ Shakespeare” may
spelled in
forty-six ways, asit is in as many different
documents

now extant,

without

diminish-

ing our enjoyment of his dramas ; why may
not the name ** David” be spelled in four
ways, without affecting in the slightest degree our faith in the
genuineness of the sacred writings. ‘Hardly of any more account
are the other various readings. They consist
indifferent cases of the same noun, or different tenses of the same verb, without any

use of the singular for the plural,
reverse;

-in

the

in the -

and the

substitution’ of ** which”

for ¢ that,” and the contrary; in the

inser-

tion or omission of some insignificant Greek

particle; in the different arrangement of
the same words without any change in the
of clauses,

like the *“ under God shall have”
‘“ghall under

God,

have,”

instead

in the

of

Gettys-

burgh speech ;in the substitution of one synonomous

word

for another;

and

in

other

of

slightest

consequence

whether

sum ; all the better

to a knowing

and seri-

differences of the same character, *‘ too numerous to mention.”
Such are by far the greater part of tke
one hundred
thousand
various readings
over which infidelity has chuckled. It is not
,the

the one reading or the other is correct.
Let, either of them be established,
and the senee remains the same. Not one
doctrine or precept is brought into the least
uncertainty or suspicion. ‘Make
your
‘hundred’thousand variations as many more,
if numbers of copies can ever reach that

ous reader, who is thereby .more

richly

furnished
to select what he sees
genuine,
But even put them into the hands of a knave
or a fool, and yet with the most sinistrous
and absurd choice, he shall not extinguish
thelight

of any one

chapter,

nor so

dis-

ise ‘Christianity, but that every feature of

They fedr that these will undermine the au- t will be still the same; nor is one article
thorityof the sacred text, but upon careful of faith, or moral precept, either perverted
‘and thorough investigation, the ground of or lost, choose as awkwardly as you will,
choose the wos 2 design, out of the
den their hearts, strengthen their hands, alarm disappears and our confidence in them whole lump of readings.” These things
and at last to drop a tear upon their graves. is increasedas we discover that all these being so, we may look
with calmness, not
Brother; would you not feel better when dy- various readings are so insignificant that only pou a hundred thousand various reading, even though poverty be your lot, to they donot so much as disturb a single doc- ings, blit upon half a million, if so many
retrine or precept of Christianity.
oad should ever be found. The unwearied
know that you had not lived in vain?
search, and severest study of learned men,
The
following
from
the
Congregationalist
“Thy Master calls for reapers,
laboring upon a prodigious hesp of docu-

selves wholly to the work, many waste
places in Zion might again be made glad,
and hundreds. might be converted to glad-

And shall he call in vain?
Shall sheaves lie there ungathered
And waste upon the lain?”

~——In the last great day,‘ the books will
be opened, and another book which is the

on this subject, will be read with profit by
all who are interested in the subject:
1. It is true that the manuscripts of the
New Testament vary from

each other in a

ments,

have not produced, and are not like-

ly to produce, a text differing in any sub-.
stantial

particular from that on which

the

‘most illiterate reader of the New Testament

some one text in
f of
eat multitude of places. It is not possi- rests his faith.
le, without a continued miracle, that - they the Divinity of Christ, or some other vital
their vain attemptto get happy, when it is to who should be the greatest; and when the
should-not vary. Documents of so
great doctrine, were impaired in value or even
by them, enough
of such prooftime for you to close the meeting, and dvery mother of Zebedee’s children would secure Each book will doubtless cover a certain extent, and copied so many times, could not overturned
texts that are only made more unquestiona~
agree
together
in
every
particular,
unless
a
/body wishesto hear the benediction.
You
e appointment of her two sons,—the one period of human probation, and the men of
their testimony, remain to
superhuman
ardioosniyp of the copyists bly genuine by
have a grand chance to try your pa- to sit on, the right hand, and the
ether that period willbe judged by the light of had been continually maintained. In afew, leave the balance always in favor of the
tience. In times of declension, you will, on the left, in the kingdom, — the other that period. The antediluvian age will be a very few instances, a transcriber may have truth as it is in Jesus.

dullnessof the meeting; and secondly, by cussing the question among themselves as

=

fourteen various readings in twice as ‘many

sense ; in a different collocation

comrades liv-

ing gay;

Thus two cities grow
row tide,

Testament.

difference in the essential meaning;

naught of Justerday;
Here no landlord duns
the tenant, and no tenant

moves away ;

not seldom exERMAN, Dro-

Lincoln's speech at Gettysburgh, one of
the gems of modern oratory. - It was
spoken so deliberately and distinctly, and
was so brief, that it hardly seems possible
the phonographers should have failed to

ties and forms of worship. The church This the shadow, that the substance, growing by
each other’s side;
was persecuted because it obstinately pro- Gliding one into the other, and forever more
shall glide;
Hs
claimed its God to be the only true God, its
Growing ever side by side.
Saviour to be the only true Saviour, and its
— Harper's Magazine.

est conception of the nature of this kingdom,
their amazement must have been much less
than it was. Religious, and even literary
teachers have, in all ages, discoursed upon
the dangers of riches, but the minds of the
people were prepossessed with the vain

they mingled.

that he must be wrong.

investigation of the points we

have suggested, cannot failto disclose the
fact, that Jesus, from the very first, enter-

3. It was Wii vin amazement that the
people heard Jests say, “It is edsier for a
camel .to go through the eye of a needle
than for a rich man to enter into the king-

excluded from it.

Supposing

themselves to be right, they were logical in

answered, ‘How can these
If there be founded at Jerusa-

dom of God.”

not enter into the teach-

ings of Christ when he came.

he cannot enter into the kingdom of God}?

or

thousand,

portionally, and as important, as
Th
which appear in the different manuscripts

There
are traders without traffic, merchants
without books or gain;
¢
Tender brides in new-made chambers, where the

wildered the mind of Nicodemus. It was
utterly impossible for him to see any connection between a spiritual birth and a temporal kingdom. When Jesus said : ‘Except
aman be born of the water, and of the Spirit,
Nicodemus
things be?”

dred and twenty

e same poem or oration
ibit various Teadingsy as

Selections,

they

most ardent follower perished in his breast.
The feelings of the disciples find expression
on the lips of the two disciples who walked from Jerusalem to Emmaus, on the
third day after his crucifixion. Says one of

his ruin, when he refused

same thought confused

nounced by readers at whose dictation’ they

of the present age with those bINosirs

had put him to death, the last hope of his

to gratify the vain desires of their hearts.—
This position may be fully sustained by referring to a few passages of Scripture.
1. Assoon as it was told in Jerusalem that
‘the Messiah was born, Herod sought to discover him, that he might destroy the young
king's life. And why did he desire to kill
him? The. one thought that possessed his
mind was, that Jesus would claim his throne
and dispossess one of his sons. He "vainly
supposed, that, if there was to be a kingdom,
it would be a temporal one.
:
2.

y-

day, which shall be found the

advocate a temporal, instead of a spiritual
kingdom.
5. When, at last, Jesus had been delivered

truths which the Saviour uttered,—and bore
them on to seek

co

ists, occasioned by a relaxation of that ay
tense vigilance which
is indispensable ina
labor so protracted and fatiguing; or by
the misunderstanding-+of words
as pro-

were writing.
:
:
When itis remembered that the extant
manuscripts of the New Testament are not
much fewer than two thousand, there can
was opened to receive the record of right-. be no surprise that the various readings are
A centueous Abel, and covers the ‘whole area of hu- numbered by tens of thousands.
man probation, and all the good ofall the ‘ry and a half ago they were estimated by
the best critics at thirty
thousand; and as
ages are therein ‘carefully recorded; and a great many
manuscripts have been disthey will have part in the first resurrection, covered, and collated within that time, the
and on these the second death will have no variations now known to-exist can hardly
power. Comparing the religious
privileges fall short of a hundred thousand. In fact

them, “We trusted that it kad been he who
! meetitig never greet ;
And where rivals fierce and vengeful calm and
4{ should have re
émed Israel.”
ny silent
of the people died away.
.
mutely meet;
i
k of sacred history are suffiThese porti
Never greeting, ever meet.
We have here the strange anomaly of a
people anxiously waiting for, and ardently cient to show

no

were doubtless mere mistakes of the

greatest guilt will, as a natural result, have
the greatest burden of eternal woes.
But
«¢ another book, which is the book of life,”

solitudes of a mountain until the enthusiasm

minds,—leaving

correct what he honestly believed to be an

——The spirit of idolatry has always
subsides, and is succeeded by an inbeen a preponderating element of human alarm
creased assurance that the sacred text, as
depravity, whether manifesting itself in now generally received by scholars and
heathen temples, pagan idols, papal images ‘Christians, is, in every important pecucular,
apostles
and,
superstitions, or protestant love and the same which evangelists and
had heard the dumb speak; he had wit- worship of the creature more than the Cre- wrote as they were moved by the Holy
' Ghost.
nessed the healing of all manner of diseases ;
ator, or ‘‘ covetousness which is idolatry.”
2. The New Testament does not differ in
devils had been cast out; the dead had been’
raised, and the wildest storms that had ev- ——Would a sick man, at the point of death, this respect from- other writings of equal
antiquity. On the other hand, we are more
er raged on old Galilee he had seen stilled be pleased with’a physician who should en- certain
of its original text than of the text
ter his room with a display of his learning of any Greek or
by a word from Jesus: and, now, shall he
classic.
Its various
doubt the-ability of his Master to found and and a parade of a large assortment of medi- readings, it is true, exceed in number those
rule a kingdom? There was no room for cines in various packages, and bottles with of any other book, but this is only because
materials are far more numerous, and
such a thought in his heart. He must pro- curious labels, and who should under such the
have been examined with microscopic crititest against the thought of abandoning such circumstafices attempt to give a particular cism both by friends &nd by enemies.
Of
an enterprise; “Be it far from thee, Lord.” account of the origin and uses of each? some of the classic authors only a single
But Peter was filled with “vain things,” Would not the sick man say, *‘Sir, give me manuscript is extant, and of none of them
and understood not the thoughts of Kis Mas- just that, and that alone which will arrest are as many as twenty manuscripts known
to exist.
ow the number of various readter. Up to this time Jesus had borne with my disease and make me whole?” How ings in any of
them is far,greatexr
inpropormuch
greater
the
folly
of
the
minister
who
the grossness of the conceptions of his distion to the number of ok
go
in the
Bentley. disciples, but now he turns upon them, and seeks to parade his own accomplishments case of the New Testament.
instead ofdeclaring just such truthsas alone covered twenty thousand variations in ‘‘sevsays to Peter, ‘Get thee behind me, Satan;
eral” copies of Terence, and declared his
for thou art an. offense unto me; for thou have power to save his kearers.
strong conviction that if the same number
savorest not the things that be of God, but ——THe who thinks to cure human depravi- of copies of Terence were collated with so
those that be of men.” This is certainly a ty by flattery is as much mistaken as he who much nicety and minuteness as were exervery severe rebuke. When Satan tempted thinks to overcome it by animal force ; snd cised upon the New Testament, the variaJesus in, person, offering him all the king- both give evidence of being strangers to the tions would be found to exceed * fifty .thousand. It is chiefly because a special providoms of the world, he only said “Get thee only remedy for the woes of a world.
dence has Preserved SO many more manuhence, Satan.”
When Peter had thrice deg- ~The rapid spread of gospel light gives scripts of the New Testament, than of an
‘nied his Lord, and had confirmed it wit oh
evidence that ‘‘this gospel of the "kingdom other ancient book, that its various readoath, Jesus only looked upon him;
but shall be preached in all the world for a wit- ings amount to such an immense npum:
here, when he opposes the thought -of his ness to all nations,” but does the honesty, ber.
Nor is it by any means an’ exclusive
crucifixion, he is'promptly bidden, under virtue and piety of our own highly favored characteristic
of the Scriptures. and of other
the name of him who suggested the thought, land of Bibles give promise of Christ's uni- ancient literature, that all the copies do not
to get behind him; as though the most sin- versal reign under the ‘present dispensa- agree in every minute particular.
Even in
this age of printing, different editions of
ful thing a disciple could do: would be to tion?
J. HAYDEN.

meeting drags, callon some one or more
to pray, sing a verse or two; and thus enliven the exercise. If,after all, the meeting

dom?

—

This exposition

accords with Christ's declaration ¢¢ that it error in the manuscript.
But by far the
should .be more tolerable for the land of largest number of the various readings

and always willing to participate in the ex-

vented from seeing it? Will Messiah make
us all blind that we may not see his king-

12.

from Christ till the. end.

this shall not be unto thee.” Judged from by the light and facilities of such age, and
the human side of the question, Peter was ‘those who have been pleasedto incur the

lem a kingdom, how can any one be pre-

a

judged out of its own book of religious -purposely altered the text in order to
en the evidence for some favorite
knowledge, and so with those from Noah ‘stren
doctrine. In a larger number of cases, he
to Moses, and from Moses to Christ, and
may have made an alteration in order to

annoyance.
You will probably: find a
¢ gelect few” that will be always present,

The leaf falls just as it was beginning to rejoice in the glad opening of the earthly life, ernment that caused her children to love desiring a king, yet, seizing upon and putto be borneto the glories of the other. But and honor her. Her memory is fragrant ting him to death whenever he appeared.
How shall we account for this strange fact?
Rachel weeping for her children is comfort- with devotion, consecration and love. *
We fid a solution of the matter in this: Jeless,only when they fail,in their upward go“Why make us moan for loss that doth enrich us
sus
came to éstablish a spiritual kingdom;
ing,to draw her heart heavenward in Chrisyet
the Jews would have nothing higher than a
;
tian longing and prayer. .It is a fearful ‘With upward longings of regret ;
unmossed stone our hearts were, but
temporal reign.
Says Christ, “The heart
thingto be the victim of a stinging grief Bleakerfor than
this immortal gain
:
of
this
people
is
waxed
gross, and their ears
Of
unstilled
longing
and
inspiring
pain.
over which the Sun of Righteousness drops
As thrills of long-hushed tone live in the viol, so are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have
no healing from his wings.
our hearts grow fine,
:
The Autumn foliage is not.changed alike. With keen vibrations from the touch divine of closel.” They had visions of earthly glory;
noble natures gone.”
the Messiah for which they waited was to
.Here and there it grows brighter, more enachieve great®r victories than those achieved
chanting as its latter days come. So, many
So, the lot of ‘suffering, laid sometime ups by David, and reign with greater splendor
hearts become more chastened and beaution each of us, comes ‘to these wounded
than Solomon ; the banner-of Judah was to
ful.
Their presence contributes to our
hearts in new measure to-day. The glory
calmness ; their ministriés of Jove and hope, of our suffering shall be that it was borne float over the walls of Babylon and Rome;
all kings were to lick the dust at his feet,
cheerfully performed under the light of for Jesus’ Bake.
Trial cannot crush, but and all nations serve and obey-him. These
heaven, win us often from our darker pur- will strengt!
the heart that restsin the
poses to think anew upon him who has so | counsels of Jehovah. We need no trumpet were the vain things which filled their

placed his seal upon their brow.

that he

was going up to Jerusalem, there tobe de-

ened by her works of ‘leve.
a
Cheerful without levity, a thoughtfulness:

| whose sympathy was an oil of healing; of a
quick and sensitive .taste that aided .and

Their

livered into the hands of sinners, to be set

“the voice of one crying in the wilderness,
saying, Repent, for the kingdom of heaven
is at hand,” than the wildest hopes inspired
‘their breasts, and the vaguest schemes filled
made her, though not advanced in years, a their brains. ' The most cursory examina-

matron in the church which she strength-

envious of them.

|rciptes apart, and frankly told them

that you can hardly geta prayer or a word
“from them, and your social meetings,
which ought to be ¢ heavenly places in
Christ Jesus,” may

were

minds were fully possessed with the vanities of earthly grandeuf. . When, therefore, in all solemnity, Jesus took the dis:

have revealed to them the fact that the time
for the coming of their long promised Mesran beneath all her mirth, which made one siah had fully arrived.
The scepter had
are written upon the doorposts of our dwellfeel that she ruled her own spirit. No one departed from Judah; the seventy weeks of
ings, upon the friends who encircle us, and
felt to charge her with inconsistency. Relig- Daniel had about passed; and the nation
: {the bodies we bear, to call us away ‘to
'Ithought of heavenly homes, where the trees ion was not the expression of spssmodic was now groaning under the iron. rule of
feeling, but of daily living union with the’ the fourth ugiversal monarchy; hence, they
lof life are ever fresh and young. All earthMaster. In her sickness, becoming more could not fail’ to perceive that the time of
~ ly things are saying : continuance, strength,
chastened and beautiful in spirit by the their deliverance was at hand. That strong,
enduring-joy are not in us; not here, yonpangs and sorrows meted out as her por- stern, clear voice, ringing in the desert,
der is the only fitting portion with the great,
tion, she-calmly girded herself for the com- caused the nation to spring to its feet, and
changeless One.- The Spring may symboling
of her Lord. Taken up at length from. prepare for the coming kingdom. . A depuize our strength and the Summer
the
earthly
garden, the dust of earth shaken tation was at once sent from Jerusalem to
ry, but the Autumn time of the
off,
she
is
transplanted
to bloom in the gar- John, to inquire of him whether he were
leaf comes surely, when it shall be aid :‘He
den
of
the
Lord
forever.
the Messiah ; but he at once assured-them,
is faded as the leaf.”
The sacredness of home-life eannot be that, though he was not, yet the Messiah
Not every leaf which the Spring-time unfolds reaches Autumn changes. The cold invaded here. The husband and children was in the midst of them. When, therefore,
carry such memories of it as will make the Jesus began to astonish. the multitudes
may say toit no farther, the fierce storm
heart yearn after it through all the earthly which thronged him, by the number and
. may beat it from its resting-place, or the
years,— memories of a hand that, in the “splendor of his miracles, the people rose up
+ heats of Summer wither it. So, little children yieldin the very budding of life, or in sweetness of love, caressed with magnetic to take him ‘‘by force” and make him king ;
touch the aching brow of care; of a heart but he fled, and concealed himself in the
the tender leaf, to the angel of death;
g

©
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book of life, and the dead will he judged
out of those things written in the books.”
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The

'

During the

@

!

Last Dance.

«
Master, don’tyou think that God gov- | POSTAGE.—The postage
edpy |
omed the world very well before you came | of the Myrtle, under the onnewa single
law,is 24

yr

occupancy of the

city of

Moscow byy the French army, a party of
officers and soldiers determined to have a
military levee , and for this purpose chose
the deserted palace of a nobleman. = That
night the city wasset on fire.
As the sun
went down:they began to assemble.” The
women who followed the fortunes of the
French army were decorated for the occasion. The gayest and the noblest of the
ere, and merriment reigned
army; were
over the crowd...
Durin
the dance the fire rapidly aproached them; they saw .it coming; but
eltno fear. At length the building next

¢¢ Yes; but why

do youiask ?”

“ Don’t you think he will govern it very

well when you are out of it?”
“Yes ; but why do you ask?”
‘¢ Well, then, can’t you trust him to
govern. it for the little time you are in
t

;

Bhat shot killed his fretfulness.— Watch-

man and Reflector.

Being ‘and not Seeming.

Orders are solicit-

solemnity.

At last the fire,

i

look well on the outside, but which,

communicating

own building, caused them

to

to prepare

their

closely . examined, will be found,

when

after all,

for not to have flowed forth out of a good heart,
flight, when a _braye young officer, named but from an evil heart. One of the most
Carnot, waved his jeweled hand above his common forms of self-deception, isin athead, and exclaimed:
¢¢ One dance more, tempting to secure the look and effect of
and defiance to the flames.” All caught the goodness without real goodness. That virenthusiasm of the moment, and ‘‘One dance
more, and defiance to the flames,” burst

tue which is only an after-thought,

ural and

spontaneous,

may pass

A few early
Rose by the: pound only, at 75 cents
per pound.
The Harrison has a smooth, white skin
and fresh, having no hollow at the center, and is perfectly hardy, very free from rot, yielding immense
crop—from $00 to 500 bushels to the acre of smooth,
handsome tubers, of excellent quality. This variety
sold readily last year for $5,00 per bushel. Two or
more kinds sent in a barrel or boxby rail.
MOSES H. HUSSEY,
3t14
North Berwick, Me,
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COMPOSITION PAVEMENT,

The most complete assortment of BOOKS and all

RIETY of the LATEST and BEST SUNDAY SCHOOL

‘HH. F.

BOOKS PUBLISHED IN THE UNITED STATES may now
be selected in one store upon as favorable terms as
they could be obtained at the various places of publication ; Catalogues, or an assortment of Books from
which to select, sent when desired. Orders sent by
letter will have our personal attention, thus saving
‘Comnlitees the expense of a journey, in order to get
good hooks. - Address all orders,

#413

D.LOTHROP

&

Dr.
Kennedy’s Rheumatic and Neuralg
rh ale
. Dissolvent.
:
!

EADER,you may consider
this a sort of a

R
eagle headin 7, but I mean every word ena.
have been there.
When your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC
3

is laid

ain, and you cannot
even turn yourself in bed, or

Co.,

BATCHELOR’S

around

the

HAIR

i; was morning:
When you have the
NEURALGIA,

when every

Morning
1319

en you

DYE.

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

Varieties.

the cry, * time enough,” ‘‘ by and by,” they

are only moving in a circle ;—and

has come, ard the soul is lost forever—Ilost!

are

sure

5

“ Then haste, sinner, haste, there is mercy fo
thee,
;
And wrath is preparing—flee, lingerer, flee.”

— Christian at Work.

— Universalism

|

Tested.

:

re

.

the wicked ?

Certainly, I have

no lack

of faith in

the theory that all will be saved,
immediately after death.

and that

paused a little,

:

est smile,

“I

would

rather

: lar, Flue and

This

work is offered forsale, cash

livery, without the privilege

would you say: ‘I have no choice, Iam
just as likely to .be happy with Judas as
with Paul ?”
B.
Imust confess that,

The

Crooked

twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.

This Register has a blank page for memorahda for each.mponth; also a fine cut of
the Star Office Building on the cover.
|

James Therrall, an old carpenter on|
Salisbury Plain, said to a young Ch#istian |
who complained that che was unworthy
serve

the Lord,

¢1 used think as you

Orders are solicited from all parts of the
country.

For

do, |

there was a corner to turn in, and not a stick

Sale

3. One NEwspPAPER FOLDER,—S. C. For-

in the yard would fit it. I thought of the saith’s patent,—which will fold a paper
crooked one, and fetched it. It seemed as
if the tree had grown aside for that pur- about 28 by 40 inches.
We know these to be good machines, beose. ‘There,’ said I, ‘there is a place
or the crooked stick, after all; then there's cause. we have used them in this office and
a place for poor James Therrall! Dear proved them. Our reasons for selling them
Lord, show him the place in which he may
We have increased the
fit in the building of the heavenly temple.’ are satisfactory.
That very day I learned that, poor and size of the Star, and otherwise enlarged
unlettered as 1 was, there was a work for ,our operations, thus necessitating larger
me. And so there is for you to do, and and different machines.
nobody else can do it.”
| Persons wishing to purchase any one or

Don’t

Fret.

ly

en

Don't fret ; for a fretful Christian is like a
prickly pear, bitter within and..irritating
without. God says ‘* Cast all your care on
me, for I care

for you.”

¢No,

all of these, or to make inquiries concerning them, will please address the subscriber.
L: R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N, H,

This semi-monthly,
published by the
says the fretting Christian, ¢* and so I'll fret
over my cares,”
.
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
Don’t fret; for you area witness for for the use of Sunday School scholars, was
Christ.
What is your testimony worth if
your fretting contradicts his words,—¢ M enlarged and much improved about the
yoke is easy and my burden light?”
first of April. It is printed on paper,of a
Don't fret; for fretting, instead of re- very superior quality, and its mechanical
lieving from trouble, will Jay on you heavexcellence is equal to that of any other paier burdens.”

As

fear

slays

more

persons

than cholera, so fretting kills more than per of its class.

All communications in-

‘| tended for publication should be addressed
to Rev, J. M. Bary, Epitor, Dover,N. H.
all things. . Consider the hairs of your head,
All orders and remittances for the paper

care,
ey
Don't fret ; for God's providence

governs

the fowls of the air, the lilies of the

field.

Thus stay your heart on God, and thou shalt
have perfedt peace.
. One of Cromwell's friends was a fret
ting Christian, to whom every thing went
wrong, and portended-«lisaster.
One, day
when’ unusually fretful, his sensible servant

8

pis

should be sent to I. R. BurrinaaME,

KE

Do-

an

i

or

IS

Throat

OFTEN

Worm

Throat

ev. James

cures

Affection,

Lung

THE

Catarrh,

o of

DOYOUR

and

Bronchial

do not take any of the worthless
may be offered.
7 SOLD EVERYWHERE.

Priceof Pressey,

"An

Troches,”

and

imitations

that

which
acre.

will net the
For the last

tured by Prof. Wilson has been thoroughly

tested by

a chemist and the result of the test published

in

the

November number of ‘the Journal of Pharmacy at
Philadelphia,
J
Prof.
Wilson of Monkton,
Vt,will furnish seed, and
Suphiy 8 Book, giving
all needful instructions as to
cultivation, ete., to all desirons.
Or orders may be

glass.

and

Debility.

|

sent

free.

WATER,

=

| in the vegetable kingdon.

the curability of the disease, Address
VAN BUREN LOCKROW, M. D..

No. 86 Great Jones stret; New, York City.

Baker & RhAndall,
MANUFACTURERS,

R.I.

FOSS,

IT

I3

. DOES

NOT

--

SMOOTH
STAIN

AND

THE

GLOSSY,

SKIN.

AND

RECOMMENDED
AND USED BY' THE
FIRST MEDICAL, AUTHORITY,
»
For sale by all druggists.
Price $1,00,
R. P. HALL & Co.
Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.

Prophetic

Chart.

JT published and for sale by Rev, A. D, FAIR
BANKS, a Scriptural Chaxt 84 inches by 26.
Its object is to aid in the etudy of Prophecy. It is
illustrated by numerous engravings and explanatory’

|

notes.

rH ER Summer term of this Institution willgommence
May 13, snd continue 10 weeks,
The
School will

the new building.

MAKES THE HAIR

:

Secretary.

Tre vosition Bf those who reckon -the time

and end of Daniel
ing to know when
confroverted, and
Price of charts,
Address,

18t7

and John’s
Chrigt shall
exposed as
in colors, 75

visions, thereby claim.
come, {a auth ntically
a fallacy.
x
cents; Jin 50 cents,

A.D,

FAIRBANKS,

COOPER,
Proprietors,
FOR

-

Leightgn’s Corner, N, h..

SALE

1869.

-

BY

WILSON
-

-

DEALERS

Wm.

'| And Catalogue

-

another

but in

Proprietors, 8. R. Van Duzer & Co., Wholesale Druggists,
‘35 Barclay St. and 40 Park Place, New-York.

18861.

THE

GREAT
TEA

AMERICAN

COMPANY
CARGO

PRICES.

OF

CO.

rr

Philadelphia.
6m29

HH JLYWANYS

©

1869.

of SEEDS

published,

TEAS.

and

PLANTS,

is

containing descriptions of over 1,600

varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants.
It is splendidly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engrav

¢“Mrs.

Hair Dressing over high cost French Pomades ts

-WSTABLISHED

&

-

EVERYWRERE,

ings and two beautiful colored
will be, the celebrated

all not only in this country

pleasant to. the taste,
swallowed,
instantly

- Illustrated Floral Guide °

RESTORER

PRICE LIST

lmeowl4

ORGAN ANDMELODEON
INSTITUTE.

Ir

HAIR

Club Orders Promptly: Supplied.

HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR AND
#
PROMOTE ITS GROWTH,
It is an entirely new scientific discovery, combin
ing many of the most powerful and restorative agents

heat in Catarrh ; is so

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.
It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked.

AT

the hair,

burning

gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
DELICIOUS SENSATION OF
:
COOLNESS AND COMFORT.
1s the best Voice Tonic in the world! TRY IT)
. Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, Address

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

the

As a Troche Powder, is
and never nauseates; when

1y9

Cures SCROFWLA in all its forms!
Cures CONSUMPTION by Inhalation!
Circulars free. J.P. DINSMORE, 86 Dey st., N. Y.
GALES from Araby the Blest, freighted with the
breath of oriental spice flowers, are not so entrancing as the perfume of PHALON'S ‘FLOR DE
MAYO,” the new perfume for the handkerchief,
Sold by all druggists.
!

GRAY

CAN BE CURED.

soothes

now

as a

DR. H. ANDERS’
JODINE

HAIR,

Europe.
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum should not
be used one with the other. BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,

It will positively restore

St., Boston.

Py
id OBED
Pittsfield, April b, 1869,

and

mild and agraeable in its effects that it positively
ice"CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING !_&3

Will Hestore Gray Hair to its
Natural Life, Color and Beauty.

acknowledsedyby

IN

ness, dgc., -and all Disorders
resulting from COLLS in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS,
This Remdy does not “Dry up” a Catarch, but
Loosens it; frees the head of A
Bsn
A
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays

Pearl St., New York,

Mrs. 8. A. ALLEN'S ZYLOBALSAMUM,

1y40

CATARRH SNUFF

Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deaf-

preparation for the Hair ; clear and transparent,
without sediment.
It is very simple and often produces
wonderful results. lis great superiority and economy

J. P. DINS-

st., N. Y.

Is the best article known to preserve

Those having friends afllicted are earnestly solici-

RNG

HAIR

Boston,

AND TROCHE POWDER,
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY

MRS. S.A. ALLENS

| RENEWER .

ted tgueend for a circular letter of references and testimos#ials, which will convince the most skeptical of

kt

ALOOEI®L,

Street,

2

cases as above.—

GRAY

Water

JACKSON’S

New Style. Emportant Change.
A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND. DRESSING
Combined in One. Bottle,

HAIR

PROVIDENCE

55

Agent,

A@- The Morning Star type is from: this Foundry.
Tus

of decay at the roots,

"Tonic,

A 82-page pamphlet

MORE, Prop’r, 86 Dey

eve

2t10

ocoupy

SYRUP,

CAUTION.—All
genuine has the name ‘ PERUVIAN SYRUP,” (not “Peruvian Bark,’) blown in the

RENOWNED?”

PLUMMER & WILDER,

m2].

’

Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

MACHINES. Manutaturing.

48t¢

JOHNEK. ROGERS,

the

BN You Must Cultivate it

Invigorates the Brain.
Cures Dyspepsia

.

EPILEPSY

12{3

Grafton

can order the Paint and reof the goods.
Address

DANIEL BIDWELL, 2564

FACES.

Address orders to

Nature's Crown.

Diseases.

addressed to Nelson Chase, Montpelier P.O., Vt.,who
is an equal partner in the business with Prof, Wilson,
and i
furnish books, sced, &c., on same terms,

59 Broomfield

NEWSPAPER

Is a certain indication

Iron

Cures Chronic

|

4m40

the best physicians. and scientific men.
These in
form him he has mide a fair stand and has inaugurated producing Opium in the United States, openin
a fine business® The vod
1 of farmers
and all
tillers of the soil, is invited § this enterprise as one
that will bear investigation§
The Opium manufac-

&

in all

BEAUTIFUL

Makes the Weak Strong.

six years Professor Wilson has had His mind upon |
this subject, and has had the assistance and advice of

57

ineral Paint.
Persons
mit the money on cain

THE

WITECUT

fully
gs anywhere
inthe world, From 300 to 400
pounds of Opium can be realized from the poppies

to

Warranted

PRINTING.

PERUVIAN

voice when

ment d¢monstrated that poppies can be grown for
Opium{in this SquNiys and in this climate, as success-

adapted

come.

$8, $12, $16. Offices, $15, $20, $30
LOWE
PRESS CO.,20 Water
8t11

.

Opium .is an artile of commerce commanding <a
high
pricg and has
never heretofore been made in
America, SProf.W, C. Wilson has by actual experi:

Sewing

BOOK And AND
JOB TYPE,
lately
for its unrivalled

end for Circular which gives full particulars. None
nuine unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton

Street, Boston, Mass.

New Discovery in Making Money!

ELIAS HOWE

ears to

gnd Boys Making Money.

* Send for a Circul

true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test

“WORLD

And its large varieties of

$6 per bbl. of 300 1bs., which will supply a farmer for

of wonderful
certify them to

humbug imiNions,

OWN

Men

of many years, each year finds them in new localities

[*

& PINKHAM.

NOTED FOR ITS

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

and as a paint for any purppse is unsmrpassed for
body, durability,
elasticity, and.adhesiveness,
Price

Cheapest agd Best Portable Presses.

relief.

useful in clearing the

, THE

ALWAYS

Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. the past year,)

6m3]

in various parts of the world, and the 7roches are
universally pronounced better than other articles.

8m10

Address

liable.

or

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDR

I consider it

others.—The

T.eonar
13t7 .

First Letter Foundry in New England.
OOMMENCED IN 1817,

RESULT,

Consumptive

Diseases

grown on an acre of good land,
owner from $1,500 to $3.500 per

lists of tgétimonials, refer

to

Corson, Albert S . Tash, I.- N. Wentworth,
Ricker, Mary E. Baker=Dover N. H.

:

coats well pat on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will
last 10 or 15 years; it is of a light brown or beautiful
chocolate color, and can be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to suit the taste of the
consumer.
Ii is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,
Gartiags and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels anc
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire, and Water proof,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one

its grea\curative power during
induces meXo give it a trial,

Disease

taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommendéd and prescribed
by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent
men throughout the country. Being
an article of

‘ Brown's

sent

and

whole, but in a

mass of strings and shreds, combined with mucus
and morbid matter. EVERY BOTTLE WARRANTED,
Prepared and put up by DR. HENRY
SMITH,
at his Botanic Dispensary, sign of the Good Samaritan, No. 2 Fourth street, Dover, N. H.—to whom
al! orders should be addressed.
;
Dover, N. H., Oct. 1868.
‘We the undereiged, hereby ce:
that we have
used Dr. Smith’s celebrated
Worm
Cordial, and we
can cheerfully recommend itas one of the
best
' medcienes ip use, and are confident it will accomplish all that he claims for it.
:
.
>
Mrs. George Kingsbury, Nathaniel Bradley, Hirar)

*Best, Cheapest and most durable Paint in use; two

AsBorT/Jersey City, N. J.

wxials

not always bring the worms @way

>

Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing

NEILL)

“son tells me ke kas seen
his recent western tou

TROCHES ARE USED WITH AYWAYS GOOD SUCCESS,
‘- SINGERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS
will ind TROCHES

with

for FARMERS

for

stomach or intestines of children or adults. It has
been tested for years and never known to
in a
single instance. It has a double advan
over all
other preparations, in that it invariab!
accomPlishes the object desired, and at the same time eing pleasant and agreeable to the taste.
IT IS A PURELY VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
It does

'D. J. DEMERITT & CO., Proprietors,

AINTS

known

the sure destruction of Worms ‘of every kind in the

a sample of what we daily

A%-Sold in Dover by LOTHROP

The unimpeachable testi
Tobacco Antidote. in com: ctioMvith-what Bishop Simp-

Sore
:

give immediate

Asthma,

Antidote.

Agents wanted?

me.

Cordial.

Is the best and only reliable Medicine

Tested free at their office, 117 Hanover 8t., Boston.
Send for Circular.
.
‘Wholesale Agents in Boston—M. 8. Burr & Co., G. O.
& oodwin & C: Oe

From Bisgop S1MPsod

Having a direct influence to the

parts,

| package.

ALL DESIRE FOR TOBACCO.

. R.

80 cents a year.

EE

\:

Brown's Bronchial Troches,
Fofpronchitis,

:

Lungs, a per-

Incurable

MAINE CENTRAL

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
.
:

A

Cold,
hroat

Irritation of the

ver, N. H.

TerMS.—Single copy,

jurious'effects of tdacco,

aw Mill

REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE CHECKED,
IP ALLOWED
TO CONTINUE,

AVR

i ——

1 Cough,

& CO.

p refreshing, and establishes
ropfist health,
vers for sixty years cured./ Price Fifty
cents per box, pos\free . An interesting trgfitise on the in

Castings, Gasometers and
.

£151)

BELCHER

‘fobacco

WMGRANTED TO RevOvE

(both circular and upright,) Iron -

A

EU

Steam Engines,

and Brasg

|

The Myrtle.

you don't,”

Great Joy to the Afflicted.
SMITH’S
2

receive. We warrant it to give immediate and permanent relief as can be attested by thousands who
have used it. Sold by all Druggists. Price $1.26 a

SEED.

entirel\pegetable and harmless.
It purifies. and e
the blood\invigorates the system, possesses gréat nou.
and streng\pening power, is unequaled as a Tonic,
enables the stomach to digest thg/heartiest

.

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of -

OBTAIN only

Lord taught me otherwise by a
We now have for sale at this office:
stick. One day my son went to a |
1. One five-horse PORTABLE ENGINE,
timber, and in the lot that he
was a piece so twisted and bent, with eight-horse boiler—>all in good con-_
that I said, sharply; ¢ It will be of no use.’ ditiop.
.
\ :
* Wait a bit—don’t fret; let us keep a look2. One Curis & BAILEY'S ADDRESSING
out, father,’ said the lad; ¢there’s a place
somewhere forit.’ And so it proved; for MACHINE, nearly new and in good condiEa
soon after, when I was building
a house, tion.

©

§

Factory, Chicopee Falls.

r. Burton's

every description, Mill Work, all kindsof

or 87,00 per hundred.

Stick.

by all

the best remedy in the world for the Catarrh, and as
such earnestly recommend it to all.
ISAAC H. LAMBERT.

This testimonial is

‘34 Merchants Row, Boston,

4113

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

Machiner¥,

TOOLS

WHITTEMORE,
[3

AND

at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,

.

AGRICULTURAL

to

Kennedy,

Roxbury,
Mass.
Wholesale Agents, Geo:
AA
8. Burr
& Co., Rust, Bro.
Gilman & Bro. Weeks & Potter.

it, I was partially deaf and had lost allsense of smell.
I can now hear as well as ever I could, and my sense
of smell is completely restored

MANUFACTURED BY

x

zents,—For the last ten years I have been a great
sufferer
fiom Catarrh, got no help until I used your
remedy for that disease.
When I commenced usin

Also for sale, all kinds of

STATIONARY

Portable

Fertilizer.

BEST FERTILIZER IN THE MARKET.

Boilers ; Barlow’s

for Repairing Boiler Tubes; Ship Tanks ;

on de-

those cir- |

———

but the
crooked
sale of
bought

——

of returning,

a choice

Burnham.

;

Donald

NORTH COHASSET, Dec. 2, 1868.
Messrs. D. J. DEMERITT & CO.,—

has any doubt please call and get a little and try it
on grass or house plants. We will warrant it the

Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules

manent

Persons wishing it sent by mail, will
to | remit the amouply of postage
in addition
to
the
price.
The
postagé
on a
A.
Then you do not believe in the theo- |
single
copy
is
2
cents,—six
copies,6
cents—
ry you profess to hold, you only hope that |
under

cumstances I should express
share in the lot of Paul.
it may be true.—A.

for

F. Baptist Register
for 1869.

receive |

‘“ a crown of righteousness” like his, or to
go and be with Judas in *‘ his own place,”

OF

DEMERITT’S

North American Oatarrh Remedy.

UL!!!

Concentrated

Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

A. Will younow give a direct and hon- heart.” Her teacher asked her why she |
est answer to one more question ?
chose this above all the rest.
¢¢Sir,”she
B. Ipromise that I will answer it as| said, ¢¢
had a
heart, I should have
plainly as possible.
;
all the othér graces spoken of in the chap
A. Suppose you knew that you should | ter.
pass into eternity in just five minutes, and, |
suppose, too, that you could bave your |

choice
to go agd be with Paul, and

Cylinder

he

HE effect which is produced on all kinds of vegetables is wonderful.
It is betterthan the best
Peruvian Guano, and at about halfthe cost. Ifany one

Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu-

a mod-

in

Fales'

N. H.

CATARRIHH.

W.J. HOLLAND, Springfield, Mass.

WONDERF

Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;

slip;

be pure

NEW-MARKET,

MANUFACTURERS

They humbleus before
.
neat

and then said with

Company,

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and

A LITLE GIRL hiiving one day read to her
teachér the first-twelve verses of the fifth
chapter of the Gospel of Matthew, he asked
her to stop and tell him which of these
holy tempers, said by our Lord to be bless:
ed, she would most like to "have. Sh

Then you believe that there. is. nothing to choose between the condition of the
righteous, in the future state, and that of

413

2, most
the dis-

Directions to Use,

22

A SURE CURE FOR

in one

day, another twentydtwo, and still another fifteen.
Every body wants it. For full particulars apply to
or address
.

PAUL, . . AGENT,

SOUTH

always the

It is on the smooth ice we

i Chui jor help.
od.

A.

B.

road is mot

AMOS

a rough path is usually safer for our feet. |
Our _ diffidulties make us watchful. They

in the future world,

as the most consistent Qhylbtians Po
Ido.

Machine

of. repentance | P lainly show us our weakness, and send us

who die without the exercise

B.

SOFTEST

| best road.

A.--Do you really believe that-the wicked
will be just as happy

THE

and hundreds of orders are already reported.
One Agent reports twenty three copies. old

—

SWAMSCOT

Gop MADE tears and laughter, and both
for kind purposes; for as laughter enables
mirth and snrprise to breathe freely, so tears
enable sorrow to vent itself patiently.
Tears hinder sorrow from becoming de| spair and madness; and laughter is one of
the many privileges of reason, being confined to the human species.— Hunt.

LOST!!!

r

;

You will take a table-spoonful and three spoonfuls
of water three times a day, and ina few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic a
Wil be dissolved and pass off by the kidneys.

CARTER’S
BALSAM.

speed on, stifling the voice, till often, ere they are in the right path, because with
ays or months have passed, the bolt has every circuit the foot prints multiply, when
sped, the sword has descended, the Judge ‘they are only following their own tracks.

rost!!

Pravda

ride

‘When you have the
;
. LUMBAGO,
lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable
ourselfin bed, and eve! ‘movement will
"heart like AX
now
Te rr
snd cure
is not the Greatest
any ofthese diseases ina few da;
Medical Blessing of the Age,
‘us what is! -

properly
16 Bond

Street, New York.

ER

;

eases that can afflict our poor human nature:

Nn. _per
hitbeent.t. is saved by purchaging of Mr.
HARMON. He
gives valuable information in re. - Single and by the dozen; also Postage on the same.
spect to keeping
instruments in good tune,
No man _rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr.
rr
Total
12614
HARMON.
Old Instruments of allkinds taken in.
Psalmody,
f:}
0
18me. me. in Shee;
eep,
8 ingl ©,
100
1,20
ng footsteps of dancing men and women, looketh on the heart.
oa
exchange
for
New.
He
does
this:
11,88
hoy
do
dozen,
9,60
228
y
Per Day Sure, and
0 risk.— |. - 1, By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $150 per
do
Embossed
Morocco,
single,
1,1
»16
1,26
when suddenly they heard a cry: ¢ The fire
If we wish to be honest with oursebves, if $10 to $20
Agents wanted eve
ere, on
to keep up a Music Store.
do
do
do
le, 10,56 1,9 12,52
has reached
the magazine!
Fly—fly for we wish to understand what our characters commission or by the month, to sell our Patent Ever- week
II. By sending Instruments directly from the mando ©
32mo.
single,
,86
,98
White Wire Clothes Lines, For Full Japon.
ufacturer to the purchaser.
your life I” One moment they stood trans- really are, we must watch and see what lasting
do
do
dozen, 8,18
,96
9,14
lars, address the AMERICAN WIRE Co., 76
PLEDGE,
If
any
Instrument
fails
to
give
satisfacButler’s
Theology,
gingle,
1,60
,~
1,88
fixed with terror; they did not know the flows naturally from our hearts. There is St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St., Chicago, II;
4
tion after a few weeks’ use, MR. H
ON will re
ANTED, Agents.—'‘ Wonder of the World,”
magazine was there, and ere they recover- such a thing asa good heart, kind, merciful, .
fund the money and take the Instrument: hence he
easy,
Jo
Joie i] i] 1,40
_is
warranted
to
cure
Rheumatism
and
Neuralen
is
compelled
to
deal
in
none
buffhebest
Instrum
rl
dozen, 11,52 2,40 13,9
ed from their stupor the vault exploded; benevolent, bringing forth without artifice gia. “Sold gn the package system. Not to be paid for ST
ky every Instrument that he sells, for
Chrighian
Baptism,
Bound,
single,
,25
,04
29
;
the building was shattered to pieces, and that which is good, intrinsically good ; and until tested. I pay $60 per month and commission, five years.
Send to MR. HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cabthe dancers were hurried into a fearful eter- there is such a thing as an evil heart, and P distribute packages. J.C. TILTON, Riusburen,
0
0 Paper Covers,8
y
a.
inet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows.) Aldo
do
dozen, 144
28
1M
the stream which flows from it is evil, hownity.
80, for all kinds of Pianos;
éspecially Chickering &
Life of Marks,
single, 1,00
20
1,20
NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
Thus will it be in the final day. Men ever much the fact may be disguised. The
Song’, of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’ of New York,
0
0
dozen, 9,60
240 12,00
Church Member’s Book,
single,
,80
08
38
will be as careless as these ill-fated revel- Latins had a phrase. which exhorts men SUMMER TERM begins April 26, 1869. Apply
For circulars address
A
do
do
do
dozen,
2,88
,60
848
ers—yea, there are thousands and tens of to be, and not seem to be, and therein lies th
Rev. L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H.
EARLY to the Principal.
Treatise,
gingle,
25
,04
29
»
E.C. LEWIS, Sec’y § Treas.
:
thousands as careless now. We speak to secret of all genuine holiness.
We, the undersigned,are prepared to say that Rev.
New Hampton, N, H., March 31, i869.
414
Thought
oughts
upon
Thought,
Thoug
Suzan:
single,
2
Ly
vil
.
them of death, the grave, judgment, and
L. L. Harmon's NEW METHOD ' of guppiside Musical
3
oe
do
dozen, 2,10
,56
2,66
Instruments in any part of the United States, makes
eternity. They pause a moment inTtheir
The Book of Worship,
e, 1,00
20
1
FOR COUGHS, COLDS
urchasers perfectly safe; and by its advantages our
St) 0 £3 2
0
Rg
9,60
34 nz
search for pleasure, but soon dash. into the
Frethren
may
obtain
Instruments
of
the
best
quality,
ASTHMA,
&C.
of
Jesus,
(Ques.
Book.)single,
,
sl
.
at the very lowest figures.
.°
wl
world and forgetfulness as before, God's
intl
fp Gre
a
nua
dozed, 1,44
28 1
TRY IT!
12t11 *
Bro. Harmon's long experience and familiar achand is laid on them in sickness, but no
Lessons for every
Sundayin
a
ONE ‘EVENING Martin Luther was lookin
quaintance with all the First Class Firms,enables him
. the Year, (
, Book) single,
,20
,04°
24
sooner are they restored than they forget it out of the window, and saw a little bir
to give valuable informationto all enquirers,
do
do
do
dozen,
2,
44
244
Rev. E. Knowlton, So. Montville, Me.
all,” and hurry on. Death enters their perelilug himself on a bough and making
Appeal to Conscience,
gingle,
,14
,04 ' ,18
*
.« @, 0. Libby, Cor. Sec. F. M, Soc., Dover, N. H.
. ¥do
« do
do
dozen, 1,35
,20
1,66
homes, and the cry is heard, Prepare to
imself comfortable for the night.
Ah,”
¢ T,. B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vit.
A,
Communionist,
single,
,08
,02
,10
meet thy God ! ” but soon, like Carnot, they said he,*‘ see how that little fellow preach« J, Burnham Davis, Charlestown, Mags,
OO
Jozem
ul
2
ed
¢« Jamer A. Howe, Olneyville, R. I.
say, ‘‘ One dance more, and defiance to the es faith to us all. He just takes hold of a
Choralist,
8
a,"
»
« T,, Dewey, East Troy, Pa.
3mb
do
dozen, 120 1,44 884
flames,” and hurry on. The Spiritof the twig, tucks his little head under his wing
Minutes of General Conferliving God speaks powerfully home to their sad goes to sleeps, leaving God to think for
ence,
single,
,75.
20.
,9
ANTED.—1,000 Agents to sell “ORA, THE LOST
hearts, and they shake, tremble, and are
WIFE,” by Mrs. Bella Z. Spencer, author: of
im.”
A%~ There is no discount on the Minutes by the
“Tried and True.”
This is the best selling book now
amazed; but earth casts a spell around
offered Agents. It hasbeen published but four days,
dozen.
MEN OFTEN boast of progress, when they
them, and sings to them its songs, and with

from the lips of all. The dance commenc- well, at least for a time, among men who
ed; louder and louder grew the sound of | ‘look on the outward appearance, but can
music, and faster and faster fell the patter- never bear the scrutiny of that God who

have the
SCIATICA,

most heart-withering,
most stre:
-des
spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—

me

of

(that I have just got through with,) that most awful,

the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, in.
stantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
- Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and
applied at Batchelor’'s Wig Factory, No,

nervein your being is like the

wasp, phd Fr is the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you te the very
verge
of madness:
>

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;

MELODEONS!

bp?

Ditting in a chair, you must $il and suffer, In’ the
‘norning wishing it was night, and at night wishing

Box 701 Dover,
N. H,

Attention is called to the fact that many purchasers
are being greatly favored by Rev. L. L.
ON’S
new ion $0 of sending
Melodeons, Organs and Pianos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the leas

MACHINE,
KNITTING
TSERICAN
The simplest, cheapest and best Knitting Machine
ever invented,
Will knit 20,000 stitches per minute.
Liberal
inducements to Agents.
Address,
AMERICAN
KNITTING
MACHIN!Y CO., Boston, Mass., or St. Louis, Mo.

Snow

A%~ This pavement
Star building.

& CO., BOSTON, MASS.

PIANOS ! ORGANS!

L

SNOW & DAVIS

REQUISITES for the Sabbath School may be found
THE BEST PAVEMENT FOR
atthe spacious and-popular Bookstore, (which is also
a BIBLE WAREHOUSE and DEPOT FOR. CHROSide Walks, Street Crossings,
MOS,) 38 & 40 CORNHILL, BOSTON}
Shop Floors, Carriage Ways,
MESSRS. D. LOTHROP & CO. have made speeial |
ul
“Warehouse Floors, Gutters,
arrangeinents to keep constantly for Sale a full assortment of all Books of the American Tract Socie"Coal Sheds, &o.
ties. American Sunday School Union, and all new
PATENTED SEPTEMBER
1, 1868.
»
and desirable Books for Sunday Schools of other
Societies and Publishers, so that a COMPLETE VAState, County and Town Rights for sale by

WANTED — PGENTS — To sen tno

not nat-

tolerably

Li

Sunday School Libraries at wholesale prices.

Adberfigement.

deep and awful shall ‘havé the semblance of virtue, yshall

i

"FREE BAPTIST BOOKSTORE.

sentto one address, than on a single one.

No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

|

Si

Aber frsements,

BN

The postage is payable at the office. of delivery.
The
volume begins with the

' It was a most searching test of character
which our Lord applied when he said: “A
the one they occupied
was on fire.’
Coming good man out of the good treasure of his
to the windows,
they gazed upon the billows
eart bringeth forth
that which is good,
of fire which swept the city, and then re- and an evil man out of the evil treasure of
turnedto their amusements.
Again and his heart bringeth forth that which is evil, SEED POTATOES FOR SALE.
again they left their pleasures to watch the for out of the abundance of the heart the
Progress of the flames: At length the mouth speaketh.” How ready men are to | HARRISON, GLEASON, CALICO, EARLY SEBEC,
ance ceased, and the necessity of leaving imagine that they can set asd
gis law. of
EARLY GOODRICH and CUSCO.
the scene of merriment became apparent,to character ; that, by momentany thought and | + Price for the above varieties, 60 cents per'peck.
all. They were envelopedin a flood of care, they ean introduce something which + $1,60 per bushel, $4,00 per barrel.

fire, and gazed ofi With

° .

cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8, when

hss number in April.
ed.

?

x

¥

IB

Pollock”

plates; one

of which

Geranium;

colored from nature.
In it will be found, designs for
arranging the flower garden; together with full directions for Sowing ‘Seed, Transplanting, &e.
This
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and to all
others on receipt of ten cents, which is not half the
actual cost.
'
yg
I am also introducing to the Public my new Toma-

to,the LX WAN

MAMMOTE

CLUSTER,

Dr. D. Rice, says:
“Everybody should have it”’—
For illustrated circular, containing deseription, rec.
ommendations, &c.
Address Wm. H. L MAN
Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Bh
Teverett, Mass.

»

1Twl

A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 pages. Dr. 8.78,
FITCH’S ‘ DOMESTIC
FAMILY
PHYSICIAN?
describes all Diseases and their Remedies. Sent by
mail, free. Address DR. S. 8. FITCH,
?
,

9m10

INTEMPERANCE

714 Broadway,

CURED

and

‘New

York.

prevented

view of its consequences, as shown in the
mo, 20x24,
of the Black Valley Railroad,

by

a

new Chrocontainin

Dr.Sewall’s diagrams. ‘Asan exhibition of truth
know of nothing comparable with it.”—J. B. GOUGH.
Price by mail $2,50.

Half price

to Missio naries

and

Pastors. Address BLACK VALLEY CHECK Co., Box
224, Boston.
17t10

Shutlte, “Lock Stitch, Straight
Needle, Simple Durable, Practical, Adjustable.
We have

four sizes,

adapted for manu

OOLONG (Black), 706, 80¢, 90c, best $1 per Ib,
S EWI
N G facturers’ use,besides our new
MIXED,
(Green and Black,) 70c, 80c, 90c, best
“ETNA IMPROVED”
Fawm$1 Jer b.
:
ACHINE,
GLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 7c, 80c, 900,
M A C H | N E J
gency for N. E. States,
$1,00, $1.10, best 1,20 per Ib,
318 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
IMPERIAL (Green), T0c, 80c, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,
H. 8. WiLLriAMS, Agent.
best
$1,25 pale
12t14
AGENTS WANTED.
YOUNG
HYSON (Green), 70¢, 80, 900, $1,00,
$1,10, best $1 5 yer 1b,
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 90c,$1, $1,10, best $1,256 per b
GUNPOWDER, (Green),best $1,50.
:
A THRILLING INCIDENT
COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND

DAILY,

Grouxo Corrs, 20c.,250., 800., 85¢., best 40c. per Ib,—
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and
lies who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

by using our French Breakfast and Dinner Coffee, which
we sell at the low price of
per pound, and warrant to
ve
perfect satisfaction, ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 860.
st 460. per Ib. GREEN (Unroasted), 26o., 80c., 83¢
best 860. per Ib,
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiere satisfac
tion.

If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at

our expense, within thirty days, and haye the money re.

In the life of Mrs. Ingalls, in Burmah, is well told in
the Bapfist Messenger,” relating
how she was sent
for to visit one of the Buddhist
high Friests, who had
been nearly killed: and how, while in most holy
nlace in the temple, where none but priests had ever
Pefore been admitted, she’ was permitted to use for
him the sacred” vessels, which none but the high
priests dare touch, and to even overturn and sit on
one ofthe gods to rest; all through the influence of the
Pain Killer, called by them the “God Medicine,” so
successfully had she used it in curing diseases, heretofore fatalin that climate, sniong»which were Chol.

era, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, the bites of ven-

omous reptiles, &o.,, speaks volumes for the Pain
od.
siller,
fa
GREAT AMERICA
A OOMPANY;
Hiller J. B. Clough. Missionary at Ongole, Southern
‘
|
India,
writes
:—‘“We'
esteem
your
Pain
Killer very
wn
Pe Ti and 1 Vises ot otty, |
highly for scorpion stings, cholera, &¢., and cannot
very
well
L
gota
ong
without
it.”
’
8. M.PETTENGILL & 00., Newspaper Advertis
Rev. I. D Colburn, Missionary at Tavoy, Burmah,
ing Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row
writes :—‘‘I shall be happy to “assist in extending a
New York, are authorized to contract for advertisin,
knowle:
of a remedy 80 speedy and effectual.”
‘Pain Killer is sold by all Tedioine dealers. d4tld
in the Star.
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MORNING

ing. the.** hill of science,” finds the way
steep and perilous; and he must take many
a weary step in the midst of obstacle. and

STAR:

own consciousness he should impress his
thoughts upon his hearers. As another
has said, ¢ His propositions should be fairly

disappointment, and with the shout * excel-

drawn from his subject, and should have
sior” press on and upward in his course. some relation to each other. He should
Sometimeshe ‘thinks he is almost at the ‘never announce a proposition that he is not

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 21, 1869.
yl

.. THE

®

Le

«+ Editor.

summit, and begins to be impatient to reach
it, but when

Junior Editor.

All communications designed for publication should
be addressed tothe Editor, and all Jetters on business
remittances of money, &c., shonld be addressed to
the Agent.
4
Li

Fill up your Church.
The injunction to fill up the church, is

he reaches

the point in view

another still higher looms up before him to
try his patience, and discourage him, or to
arouse him to new efforts. Though ardent
at the outset, many go no farther; they turn
their attention to something else, lose their
‘ambition for ¢limbing, forget the end which

they have had in view and mingle with the
crowd. Their patience fails them.

APRIL 21, 1869.

Christian, He'laughs

and

rubs

his hands

justsuch thoughtful,

things in

Dixon and Collector Babcock, of New Ha-

rest and worship; that

her the

ven, are two of the defeated candidates ‘for
Congress.
In Rhode Island the Republican candidates, headed by Seth Padleford

riod of our history, legislation has

unobtrusive

the same quiet way; and

furnishes

means. She works on, afd often waters
the seeds of grace with her tears, just as
fully able to sustain, He should never she did the peach stones, She was- one of for Governor, werd elected by an overjemattempt to preach another man’s sermon. the principal laborers in starting our little whelming majority. ‘The General
He should never condescend to be an ape mission church lately planted in that city. bly, as usual, is largely Republican. NN.
| nor an actor.
He should spin out no pul- May it become like the peach orchard.

pit yarns.

Current Topics.

He should preach politics occa-

tionally, but, partyism never. He should
not be too modest to tell the people of their
sins, and of the consequences of the same.
He should never attempt to display any
more learning nor eloquence than he really
possesses. He should preach no sensational
discourses.”
When he has made one proposition clear

without any hypocrisy ; it is the

very

spirit

ofe@he gospel; it is a sort of missionary
work which all Christians are bound te do;

®

and if they do it, it will be attended with
the most gratifying results, Let all that
artificial etiquette

which

waits for an in-

troduction in the house of

God

be

entirely

ignored, remembering that the social element there is the strongest feature in it.
What is wanted is to have this element
brought out; and it can very easily be done.
Let the warmest-hearted men and women
in the society have courage enough to go to
work in this direction and they will

soon be

prove well founded, we shall be as ready as

The Preacher in the

any to condemn his course. 122

Pulpit.

hind the time, as if thers

five

minutes

be-

was a dignity in

being waited for,” It is mot so. It will
detract from his influence and his efforts. He

should be there in time and not come in
seems

with a rush and swagger which
of place

to the

beholding him.

fine

out

of those

sensibilities

If he comes from his closet

and has a right viewof his position, his
own mind will be filled with such awe and
reverence as will be seen

ment
every

every

in

move-

and be impressed on the mind of
beholder. Not that he should as-

able to revolutionize the whole society.
Then the visitor will receive a. Christian
sume an affected or sanctimonious air—by
greeting from any one and every one that ‘no
means; but he should appear himselt
he meets,

which

will

give him a ¢ delicious

home feeling” indeed.
sow the seed and reap
vest,

The

investment

Then wesay to all
the abuniant haris

small,

but

the

returns.are great. Try it and fillup your
house, and you will find that the people are
not the mere satellites of the minister. They
are there by a stronger,

bond of union,

ii

a more permanent

in worship, in labor.and in

- A

as if in the very presence of his Master and
acting for him.

When the time arrives and he

place, let him begin his work in &n easy,
natural cheerful manter, without any special
effort, artificial tone
or ch iting; and

whether he reads a bymn orthe Scriptures,

his prayer should be simple

element

of sloth,

in-

activity or imbecility.
Nor isit a mere
negative virtue. It is anelement or rather
a necessary concomitant“of enterprise and
thrift indispensable to the highest order of
perseverance and success.
How can we
without it endure the suffering, meet the
perplexities and obstacles in our pathway
and maintain our hope amid all the uncer“ tainties before us!
There is hardly any-

thing of importance in which we engage
"from youth to old age but demands it.
There is nothing accomplished without

/

means, nothifig consummated without wait

ing
in hope. In laying our plans for life
there is a demand for the employment of

b

yropriate
[Y

subject

and brief

with

some point pressing upon his own heart, without any

an

use his own
the sense re-

prays or preaches, he should
voice in such a manner as

quires. His hymn should.
be read distinctly,

Patience.
Patience is not

is in his

means to secure the end spughs,
to disappointments,

tions

and renewals before the end is really attained. Here patience is necessary to pre-

pare
us to wait for the results, and to en-

moral ddsquisition

or exhortation.

The Mary Jane Peach. -

but lay them

quietly

on

the

Bible

without taking special painsto hide them
from the audience. They are for his own
convenience.

:

and

He now comes to his sermon;

upon

‘Mary Jane

was the little one, and

essarygo be said to make it plain, or

some-

thing which will lead the minds of his audienceto give their attention to the argu-

ment following.

v

He should look his audience in the face,

al-

awuy in'the

corner,

and wept

because she

had nothing to send. Bat all atonce, as
though a lucky thought had seized her, she
rushed out of the house and gathered up
abouta pint cup full of peach stones, of a
very choice variety, and put them into a
little bag, and bringing them to the mes-

senger she held them up,
violet

eyes

were

full

of

and, ag Her little
tears,

she

said,

“Here, give John these peach stones; and
tell him Mary Jane sentthem; and that it is
every thing in the world she has to send.”

They all laughed and told her she had done
There

Kansas

2
were

then,

no

railroads

from

Ohio to

and almost no roads at all.

the

“Here, John,” said

little bag was found.
the good

friend, ¢ here

are some peach stones from your father's
best fruit ; Mary Jane sent them, and told

me to tell you that it was every thing in the
world she had to send.” John
seized the little bag, and opened

eagerly
it. He

looked at the bright kernels, all ingood
order, and exclaimed, “Tell Mary Jane I'd
rather have her present than all the rest.”

A peach orchard :was raised ‘from those
stones,

and,

besides being the first

in that

part of the country, it proved to have splendid fruit. Settlers for 200 miles around
gent to that orchard for trees and scions,

ing anybody, but he should look at the ' Dr, —, the father of Mary Jane, ‘has
persons addressed just as if he were ad-’ long since “gone to the better land. Her
dressing them, and thus his eyes will help mother was, a few weeks since. a faithful
pilgrim onthe heavenly road, Mary Jane
him preach.
:
;
80, by appropriate gestures,such as lively is the wife of Capt. R., a wealthy citizen in

(..,Ohio, a benevolent man and a devoted

oo
LC
eT

in

there having been 629,178 petitioners against

this proposal, and only 24,066 in its favor,
when they broughtit forwardin 1855; that-

The

appointment

of

rendered a decisidn Jast week of more than

ordinary importance.

It involves

the

ver-

dict of the Court on the much-vexed questions whether, after the acts of secession
and rebellion, the southern

states

were

or

were not States in the Union, and whether
the existing governments in the unrecon
structed states are entitled to. legal recog-

nition ; while it intimately
absolutely undertaking

affects,

to decide,

without
the

con-

stitu'iovality of the reconstruction measures
ot Cimgress.. The decision says of the con-

stitutional clauses quoted against the doctrine of secession: ** It is difficult to convey the idea of indissoluble unity more clearly than by these words.
What can be indissoluble if a perpetnal Union made more
perfectis not?”

Andit sums

up

the argu-

ment on this point by declaring that the

=———=SoUTHERN FREEWILL BArtists.
We
have from time to time called attention to

the fact, that bodies holding the essential
doctrines of the F. Baptists existed in
several of the Southern States, particularly
North. Carolina, Georgia and Alabama.
We have now before us the * Minutes” of
the thirty-third annual session of the * Chat‘tahoochee United
Baptist Association,”
which convened with the Corinth church,
in Macon Co., Ga., in October last. The

meeting seems to have been well attended
by both ministers and laymen, and the
usual amount of business was transacted.
There

are

connected with the Association

people from Sunday schools, and much discourage Sabbath school teachers; that the
opening would deprive a very large class of
deserving public servants of their

rest

and

religious opportunities ; that it would inevitably lead, as it had led in other countries,
to the subjection of the people to labor on
all days alike ; and that the true way of benefiting the working classes in this matter is
to secure the opening of the British Museum,
the National Gallery, and other similar in-

stitutions in the evenings of the week.” Mr.
Gladstone, while guarded in his reply tothe
deputation, so expressed himself respecting
the importance ofthe religious observance

seventeen ordained ministers and five licen- of the Sabbath, and also that, in a moral,
tiates, and a membership of five hundred ‘social, and physical point of view, *‘its oband thirty-four is found in twelve churches, servance was a duty of absolute and vital
The most interesting featurein these ‘* Min- consequence.”
utes”

is

the

‘Circular

Letter,”

relating

Political
to the doctrines and polity of the church, ——CHARGES OF CORRUPTION.
which has the true ring.
The doctrines corruption seems to be the order of the
inculcated are not only Biblical, but there day, and one of its chief seats, outside of
is breathed the true spirit of Christian earn. Washington, is manifestly Albany. A genestness.
We quote a single sentence tleman who has recently been there declares
which indicates the character of the whole: the corruption to be absolutely appalling ;
“But if you wish to build up a church in to include men of all parties; and to sweep
the faith of Christ, be Christians indeed, over all bounds, not only of° honesty, but
act as men of God; fulfill your baptismal “evenof decency. He says the Legislature
vows, let your religion control your pleas- is bought and sold as much as is any drove
ures, your profits and your politics, and of cattle that is brought down on the cars to
not these your religion. Take the Bible for Albany ; that no measure however excellent
vour manual of life, often visit Calvary, can be passed withoutmoney. Such a state
cherish enlarged Christian sympathies, be of things issaddening, and it appears even
patient,

watchful,

generous, just and

self-

denying; think much of poor, lost sinners,
especially of those around you, bringing
them as much as possible under the means
y of grace by Christian kindness; be interest
ed for your families in the Sabbath school
and all benevolent institutions that are

cal-

culated to ameliorate the condition of suffering humanity; think much of the crass of
Christ,” of sin, Oy

lines of life, of death,

and of eternity] and, finally, walk humbly
with God, drink deep from the wells of sal-

vation, live in love, resist the devil and
all his agents; trust not in man whose
breath is in his nostrils, but place your. geliance on the purpose, grace and faithfulness of God ; continue in doing these things,
and nothing can. harm you, neither the
prince. of the powers of darkness, in
his own place, nor all his agencies on earth
can harm you.”

——A

SUGGESTION.

The

Reflector referring to the

Walchman

and

discussion

going

on in-our denomination in reference -to the
locationi of the Theological school, says :—

more 80 whena gentleman

who has been

for four years governor of New York, and
has been elected U. S. Senator from that
state, is charged by a Legislative committee

with having entered into a bargain to sign

the Erie Railroad bill upon condition that
twenty thousand dollars be given to his
agent. All this may be true or it may not
be true,butit is due to all concerned that the
whole affair be thoroughly examined.
The
Senator cannot evade an inquiry. Silence
in this case isa confession of guilt.

——LAY DELEGATION. In June next the
entire membership ofthe Methodist Episco-

pal church, above the age

of

twenty-one,

will vote upon the question of lay delega-

tion.

Last summer,

the

General

Confer-

ence received numerous petitions in favor
of the movement, and matured a plan by
which laymen might participate in the councils and government of the church. The
vote of the majority of the membership is
necessary to its final adoption, which can
be consummated by a vote of two-thirds of

the members of the General Conference

in

that the
the enStates,
will be
experiagainst
one de-

1872. We have but little faith to believe
that the measure will be adopted at pres-

nominational journal be thought of, but this

Massachusetts, New-York, Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, North Carolina, South Car-

“Our friends will allow us to say
idea of one theological school for
tire - denomination in the United
however well it may look in theory,
quite sure to fail in practice. The
ence of all other denominations is
it. With vastly more reason might

experiment

lias already failed them.

Let

the school go now where it can turn out the
most work for the next twenty years. A
second is inevitable by the end of this peri-

od, at the furthest’,

The suggestion may

prove a valuable one.
——CENTENNIAL

hundred

have

DartyMouri.

now

One

passed

Wheelock laid in the wilderness

since

of New.

Hampshire the foundation of the Institution

known as Dartmouth College.

From small

beginnings, and with the educatig of the Indinsas

its primary object,

it hds grown

to

it spresent dimensions, sending out scores of
graduates annually.
Among its Alumni

are numbered some of the foremost- jurists,
statesmen and divines in the land; and ever true to its motto,

blessings
untold.

which
The

it

——THE

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT,

‘Chrsitos et

has

ment to the Constitution has now been rati-

fied by twenty-one states, as follows : Maine,

olina,

Alabama, Tennesee, Florida,

Mich-

igan, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Missouri,
Nebraska,
Nevada, Arkansas,
Lousiana, and Kansas.
The
ratification

is said to be informal;

but if

80, the necessary correction will . Surely
be made next November, when the Legis-

lature again meets.

The following Stites.

are morally certain to ratify before the year
closes : Vermont, Connecticut, New Hampsfiire,

and

Georgia.

Rhode

Island,

Vir-

ginia, Mississippi, and Texas, will give
the residue needed and more too ; and there
is hope also from Ohio, Indiana, California,

and Oregon.
Success is almost
contingency. 5

beyond

Feclesia,
the

disseminated

centennial celebration,

will take place in connection

It

appears that the proposed fifteenth Amend-

by Missouri

AT

years

ent.

are

which

Spirit of the

with the ap-

—

TOKENS

Press.

Wn.

OF

SUMMER.

proaghing Commencement in July, promises
to be an occasion of much interest.
The
exercises
as announced
will
be :—Bue-

The Congregationalist and Recorder, speaking of the indications of approaching sam-

ealaureate Discourse,Sabbath P. M.,July 18,

mer, says:

Prize

Speaking,

Monday

evening, July 19,

Class Day Exercises, Tuesday P. M..

July

20.
Wednesday and Toaursday, with
exception of the Commencement on the
ter day,

will

be

mainly

tennial Exercises.
10,3.

devoted to

Wednesday,

the

the
latCen

July 21,at

M., an Address of Welcome

by

Pres-

ident Smith, and a Historical Address ‘by
Rev.-S. G. Brown,D. D.,President of Hamilton College.
At 2/P. M., an address by
Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase, with ad-

dresses by several other gentlemen

of the

Alumni.
Thursday, July 22, at 10, A. M.,
Commencement
Exercises.
At2, P. M.,
Alumni Dinner,at which Chief Justige Chase,

:

The bird song

4s spmmer alreadybegun,

and through the long, fine days, it will help
to swell the chorus of nature, andfulfill its
own hright propheey.
Sitting of late with a band ot Christian
friends around the altar of social worship,

sorrowing together over a long spiritnal
winter, and offering the praver: * Wilt
thou not revive us again, QO Lord?” a
note of melody

came

to

ourears,

sweeter

than thatofany warbler of the spring. It
came from one who, through the dreadful
winter of rebellion and sin, had never before been heard to sing.

Its sweet

refrain

was of Christ accepted, sin forgiven, new
love experienced, and better hopes inspired.
What we heard was only a single cadence
ofthe new song. But, so sure as God liveth, it will continue to. be sung throughout

the Alumni,
will preside.
simple
eternity. That
of
the summer
Levee at Reed Hall in the evening. Alarge snatch of Christian melody, breaking from a
tent, capable of containing several thousand penitent sinner’s lips, is evidence that our
persons,
and fitted up for the purpose, will prayer is heard, and that grace is, even
State, as a member, and of her people, as
now, shed upon us from on high. Though
citizens of the Union, were suspended.” be setup at the north end of the Green, for rough winds yet howl around us, we know
the
exercises
of
Wednesday
and
Thursday.
The language held concerning the provisthat summer is near, yea, is at the door.
idnal Governments established by President At the south end of the Green, a temporary Christ does not deceive his people. When
Johnson is very guarded, although it is structure will be erected for the Alumni -they wait for his appearing,and long for the
comfort which his presence imparts, and he
open to the inference that the Court agrees Dinner, in which ables will be spread for at sends them atoken
of his faithfulness, let
with Congress in looking upon this act as least one thousand persons. Ample prepa- them not fear to receive it, and to exclaim,
ration
will
be
made
for
strangers
and
visit.
an usurpation of power.
The whole decieven while the trees of the Lord are yet
Resion (from various points of which Justices ors; and the Alumni intending to be present bare ‘of verdure and of fruit: «+My
Thisis His blessed voice.
Swayne, Miller, and Grier dissent) is likely are requested to notify Prof. Quimby with- deemerisnear,
He will bring joyous summer to my soul.
to prove a landmark in the settlement of out delay.
Spices more sweet than those from Araby
constitutional questions arising from the
the blest, shall flow forth from His garden.
——SABBATH QUESTION IN ENGLAND.
The
war,
:
’
The dead shall live again, and the tongue of
question of opening museums and galleries of the dumb shall sing.
.
THE ELECTIONS
art on the Sabbath,is being again agitated in
the ground that *‘ all admit that during
this condition of civil war the rights of the

in

Connecticut and

Rhode Island, as is the British House of Commons.

A delega-

tion of nearly two hundred clergymen and
more than one hundred laymen, have alclose, but the latest returns, including every | ready called upon Mr, Gladstone to protest
town in the state, give a Republican majori- against the proposed measure. They prewell known, resulted in favorofthe Republicans. The contest in the former oe was

ty for Governor of 811.

‘Congressmen elected are

Three of the four ented a memorial which is temperate in
Republicans, and language, and expresses ** the common be-

CELEBRATION OF EASTER.
The Watchman and Reflector thus critises
Bishop Coxe's sermon at the recent consecra-

tion of Bishop Huntington :

Bishop Coxe, in his sermon at the conse-

cration of Dr. Huntington,

last week, in

this city, administered what may well be

called an ecclesiastical snub to those of
»

i

been

harmony with this belief; thatit is only a
little knot.of persons who desire to have
museums and galleries opened on Sanday,

the opening ofthese places of recreation on

But after along journey with a team, the Constitution, in all its provisions, looks to
package reached its destination. ‘When it an indestructible Union composed of inde- President of
was opened and the presents were taken structible States. The decision also takes

not keep his eyes closed or fixed overhead,
persevere until the end is fi- one side, or on any ‘one point, nor stare all and the frait became known all through
over the congregation without really see- the country as ‘‘ The Mary Jane Peach.”

- | conversation would suggest, without his

Hale.

are not so'satisfactory. The feeling is prév-

ways quiet; and in this hasty preparation
nobody thought of her. And so she hid

what he says, and his manner of saying it, out one by one,
may depend the weal or woe of immortal
souls. If he has a superior sermon poorly preached it will fail to accomplish much,
while an ordinary sermon weil delivered
will accomplish much good.
His introduction should be b¥ief and contain something which will prepare the way
for the subject of discourse—somethinyg nec-

of Mr.

alent that; the President has been induced
Mary Jane——1lived on the Western Re- to make some of them contrary to his better
serve, Ohio. She bad a brother who had judgment.
It speaks well for him, howmoved to Kansas. A friend, one of the ever, that two of them are colored men: —
family I believe, wasabout starting for the. Clay, a banker and broker in New Orleans,
place where the absent brother had settled, for Liberia; and Bassett, principal of one of
and could carry any little presents to him.
the leading high schools in Philadelphia,
One thing after another was being select- for Hayti. The mission to Hayti was offered by the different members of the family, ed to, and declined by, Frederick Douglass.
which it.was supposed would add to the The consular appointments are said to be of
dear brother's comfort in his lonely home, a high order.
and a considerable package was rapidly acTHE SUPREME COURT
cumulating.

If he has notes, let him make no display of well.
them,

place

Messrs. Motley and Jay meet with very
general approval, but some of the others

1

The preacher of the gospel should be
punctual and not think that he is excusable
for being fifteen or even

-

from an early pe-

‘Sunday afternoons would draw away young
do that little well and give that little cheerfully, and God will make them great.
<¢ Sow thy seed in the morning.”—Aa. K. M.

In the Christian's life and labor, this princi. not designed for the minister alone.
Too ple is elevated to the position of an eminent
: Events-of the Week.
much is expected of him, especially in this
| —
—
Christian grace. The follower of Christ has
|
direction. Societies stand back and look
ADJOURNMENT
OF CONGRESS.
an up-hill work to perform. The consumma- let him pass on toanother, and when he has |
on to see whether the ministeris going to
The first session of the Forty First Contion is at the end, and step by step he is gone througdr the whole and made his apfill the church. If he does, all right; if he
plication, let him ‘close in as simple and gress adjourned on Saturday, the 10th
required
to
hold
on,
in
the
even
tenor
of
his
does not, why, he is not‘ the man for the
way, until that end is reached. To do this appropriate manner as he commenced, and rst. Apart from the action taken in refplace. ‘‘We want a man to fill the church,
-erence to the Tenure-of-office act, the main
he must watch and pray and toil and "never good wil be scvomplihed, Jf, A pe
and then it will be easy supporting the
features of interest were the néw. measures
be “ weary in well doing,” and as he
‘meeting. To be sure, the church ought to
of reconstruction, putting the matter subclimbs one hill and surmounts one obstacle,
be filled, not because it will relieve burdens,
stantially into the hands of the President,
itis but to gather strength for another ef—
but because it will bring more under the inalthough
providing that, before Virginia,
fort, to meet. another obstacle and to asThis gentieman,is at present under a cloud.
fluence of the gospel, and more good may
cend another hill until he shall reach the Failing of a reélection to the Senate, one of Mississippi, and Texas are admitted to repsbe accomplished. But the question is, how
top of ¢“ Pisgah” where he can catch a view the last acts of President Lincoln’ was to ap- resentation in Congress, their several leg"is it to be done.
:
of that happy land whither he is to be trans- point hit Minister to Spain. The appoint- islatures shall ratify the pending ConSuppose the minister does it by his tallated. Even there ¢“ Ye have need of pa- ment was regarded at the time as a deed of stitutional Amendment; the amendatory
ents, his eccentricities or some other. attience, that, after ye have done the will of great magnanimity on the part of the la- tax-bill, the new Indian policy, the Actcontraction which he may possess, will it be'a
cerning the Pacific railways, and Gen.
God, ye might receive the promise.”
mented President, since the retiring Senator
healthy growth which will really increase
In the Christian's course the demand for had, for some cause, never been in full Banks's resolution of sympathy with the peothe strength and efficiency of the church, or
ple of Cuba. The promptness and harmothis grace is seen in the fact that he will sympathy with his administration.
Mr. ny with which the first of these measures
will it be the minister's hangers-on who will
constantly meet with enemies led on by Hale's new position has, however, proved
leave the moment he does? Such care noththe arch-enemy of souls who will assail him anything but pleasant or desirable. The was adopted, were calculated to produce a
ing about the church and society but are
onevery hand, making his attacks upon Secretary of Legation at Madrid, Mr. Perry, most favorable impression respecting the
merely satellites around their own solihim at the weakest points to his great dis- with his Spanish wife, conceived a strong efficiency of the new administration.
tary primary. - When that goes they are
We see it stated, that probably for twenty.
He may be dislike for him, from the very first, and
nowhere to be found. Having no love for comfort if not discomfiture.
years there has not been a session of equal
troubled,
distressed, cast down, but he matters seem to have been going constantthe church they depart with the minislength with so little talk for ‘‘buncombe.”
must ‘ bring forth fruit with patience, ly from bad to worse.
.
ter.
However small the amount of work really
possessing
and
exhibiting
selt-control,
such
A week or more since, the cable anThis is not the right way to fill the
done,the time was not wasted,in the House at
as Christ recommended when he said, ¢ In nounced that the serious charge had been
church, and it will fail of the highest utility.
Of the measyour
patience possess
ye your
souls.” made against Mr. Hale of abusing his diplo- least, in fruitless harangues.
Christians, when called ‘into the service of
ures
pending
in
Congress,
which-were
lost;
There
is
no
trouble
but
the
Christian
may
matic privileges, in countenauncing the
Christ, were called as laborers, each one
the most important were, that regulating the
surfiount every obstdcle, and, armed by smuggling of goods.
The
charge
first
bidden to work, and of course each one
eight hour law inits effect; that relieving
having something to do.
They are all the ¢¢ patience of hope in Jesus,” ¢ run with made has been repeated, and made even
a large number of Southerners from politipatience
the
race
set
before”
him.
So he stronger than at first; and it would seem
bound by the most solemn obligations to
cal
disabilities; that restoring the negro
meets
the
enemy
but
te
conquer
him,
that our
government
either acknowluse all their influence in accomplishing this
members to the Georgia Legislature, and}
‘‘strengthened
with
all
might
to
all
paedges
its
justice,
or
considers
the
state
of
work, whether it be the influence of wealth,
The very tribulation
which he affairs so complicated that his return home that redistributing the National currency.
learning, position or what not, all should tierce.”
convened in
.
experiences
‘“
worketh
patience.”
So that is degirable. It has accordingly accepted The Senate
be consecrated to God and his cause.
All
La
4%
this
virtue
is
the
legitimate
result
of
suchis
resignation
and
appointed
a
successor
EXECUTIVE
SESSION
these should be brought to bear so as to bring
the stranger to the house of God and to re- cessfully meeting the diffculties, dangers, in the person of Mr. Sanford, of Conn. re- oh Monday, agreeably to a proclamation
tain him there.
But these alone without trials and opposition of the Christian life; cently minister to Belgium. Under these of the President. The time thus far has
thé social power will fail, while without and the very things, which appear to be circumstances, it appears that Mr. Hale
been spent mostly in the consideration
them the latter may prove very efficient. dark and foreboding hindrances, prove to must come home in disgrace.
treaties
with foreign countries, and in
be the means of establishing and perfect:
Such is the popular version of the mat- taking action upon executive nominations.
The former will appear cold and aristocratic and fail of attracting men, while the lat- ing the character demanded of us. Hence ter, and one which may prove correct. The treaties with Belgium, namely, one
James says, ‘ The trying of your faith But, writing from the home of Mr. Hale,
ter, which every Christian ought to possess,
worketh
patience.
But let patience have we feel called upon to ask for a suspension defining the rights. of naturalized citizens,
will bring all other influences downto the
her
perfect
work that ye may be perfect and of the popular judgment in relation to the one for the protectiong/of trade-marks, and
practical work before him.
It will make
one enlarging in
te of consuls, and
entire
wanting
nothing.”
:
the congregation courteous, impress the
whole affair. As yet, Mr. Hale has had no one on naturalization with Wurtemberg,
The nature of the Christian’s work de- opportunity to speak for himself, and it is,
stranger with their civility, make him feel
have been ratified without amendment. The
mands this grace. It is sowing seed which
at home, and induce him to come again.
wrong to condemn a man without a hear- session on Tuesday was
almost wholly
He may find just as good singing elsewhere isto spring up, grow and produce a har- ing. Some ’of the stories reported respect- devoted to the consideration of the Alavest
far
in the future. It is running a race ing him have already proved ‘to be false,
and justas good preaching it may be, and
bama claims treaty, which was finally rewhere the crown is at the end, which isto
forget them during the week; but he canand it is possible that this one may be. It jected by a vote of 54 to 1. Mr. Sumner
“ notforget the smile of friends, the warm be attained only by pressing through a is also due Mr. Hale, at this juncture, to re- occupied. about two-hours in stating the
~shake of the hand, and the kind invitation erowd-of opposition; enduring hardship like call his past services. He was among the reasons Why the treaty should not be ratito come often and
make
himself at a soldier, and, clad in the panoply of right- first to raise his voice in our state against the fied, apd the remarks were of such a char:
home. Kindness will make him feel at eousness, daring to fight the battle of the extension of slavery, and he contributed acter that all who heard the speech speak
bome. Eloquence will fail to do this; costly Lord until victory perches upon his banner. largely to wrest the state from the controj in praise of its candor,
clearness and
music will fall short of any such result, but There is no retreat, no change of base, but of the pro-slavery party. Inthe U. S. Senate judiciousness, and several senators speak
affableness whicl costs nothing will legiti- onward, right onward, he is to move until also he fought for years,almost single hand- of it as one of the wisest ever delivered in
It is not
mately accomplish it.
Thenlet your ush- the glorious result is achieved.
ed, in behalf of liberty and justice; and if that body.
ers be men of Christian courteousness physical strength nor intellectual caliber reports_can be relied upon, he has during
THE EXECUTIVE
hat
is demanded somuch as the patience
who will give as warm a welcome to the
the past winter contributed to the advanceto believe, to work,to wait.
nominations
have
been numerous, the chief
This kind of
stranger as they would if he were a customWhile,
patience faithfully carried out, will make ment of religious liberty in Spain.
among
which
is
that
of Mr. Motley to Enger in their places of business, and who will
him ¢ perfect and entire, wanting noth- however, we mention these considerations land, Mr. Jay to Austria, Ex-Gov. Cartin to
not suffer him te leave the house without a
in his behalf, if the accusations against him
ing.” 1.7
.
Russia and Mr. Sanford to Spain in the
cheerful grasp of the hand inviting him to
come again and making him welcome to
all the means of grace. This can be done

Ex-Senator

lief of the people that one day in seven has
been set aside by Almighty God forever for

on joint ballot will be forty.

Hon. John P. Hale.

Coa

the Republican majority in the Legislature

to see his wife doing, forthe cause of Christ,

MORNIN

late

James

L:. R. BURLINGAME,+ :-

would no longer

pray, as he

had

been

tar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
colds, influenza, sore throsf,

wont, to

and feasts.” Yes, gentlemen, the whole or
none! The * church” will not recognize
Ministers and Churches.
any half way business; you get no thanks,
and no honor. The Bishop, by the way, | Rev. T. Keniston has accepted a call from the marked that if any accident happened to him in
was very earnest in his attempts to prove the church ‘at’ Bow Lake, Strafford, to become its riding, he would like to be carried to St. Luke’s
Hospital. His wish was strangely fulfilled, as
“ apostoiic succession,” and even took this pastor.
the accident occurred near the hospital, into
ground: ** We defy any one to establish the
The name of Rev. Robert Hayes was omitted which he was taken, and where he died.
canon of holy Scripture itself, except by a from the last Register. He ig'a member of’ the
A Georgia minister: expresses the belief that
primary demonstration of the apostolic E. Livermore church, Me.
A.F.H.
succession.”
Perhaps the Bishop will tell
;
‘the “forbidden
fruit?”
tob
.
hould
The

. us where the true ** succession” is, whether
oo

Chesterfield & Lenox

church, located

om”

in the Romish or the Episcopal church—for

the line of the Grand Trunk R. R., about 80 miles

both claim it—and the precise time of the
divergence.
There should be no: mistake

from Detroit, desires ta correspond .with some
minister in regard to the pastorate of said
church. Address the subscriber.

in this matter. /4.

:

1a
Revivals,

:

.
ult., the wardens

4

The work

just commenced.

of the 2d F. Baptist

church in

dwich laid before the meeting the resignation

TusCARORA, PA. The Lord is revivi
his work in the Tuscarora Church in a-wonderful manner. Eleven have found peace

and many are seeking.

W. H. SUTPHIN.

of our pastor,
the close of his
A decided vote
us the hope of

seems

Rev. G. W. Bean, to take effect at
fourth year’s labor in May next.
in favor of its withdrawal leaves
his continued services.
:
A MEMBER.

=)

There

is

a good

in progress in Dover, Me.

revival

occurred, and others are

ing Christ.

The spirit of love and union

is seen

among the people who

“to draw near to God.

« Rev. G. W. Gould and wife gratefully acknowledge the receipt of a donation and presents from
their friends at East Dixfield, Me., and vicinity,
:
amounting to some $140.

Several conver-

gions have

seek-

are trying

8. L. Cross and wife express their gratitude to
the Boyd’s Grove church and friends of Milo for
a donation of $134, of which $122 was in cash,

~~ M. H. TArBOX.

2

LissoN, Mave.
I closed my labors
with the church at Lisbon, Me. On that day
I was privileged to administer the ordinance of baptism. May the Lord send that

good

people a faithful pastor.

with

the

church

at

North

menced immediately.
GiLsertr's
his mercy

J. M. Langworthy

Berwick

N. Y.

The

Lord

in

has visited the church and people

in this place.
He has heard our prayers and blessed the efforts of his peo-

ple in reclsiming the wanderers and

thanks to

annual

donation, amounting

of sal-

to $65, independent

industrial village at Brixton, near London, was
laid on the 30th ult., with appropriate ceremo-

nies.

ry, Mass,

This is another attempt to solve the social

the

Jukewarm and in the conversion of spme sixteen happy converts, most of whom are
precious youth and members of the Sabbath
school.
J. WiLsoN.

Pb

day.”

WiNCcHESTER, VA.

Yesterday was a
place.

The following preamble and resolutions were
unanimously adopted by the Pleasant Plain F.

happy converts were buried with

P. W.

day of rejoicing with

Twenty

us in this

Christ by baptism, all of whom united with
the church in the evening. I have baptized
fifty-five since the revival began, and many
more are to be bapfized in a short time.
The revival seems to continue with as
much power as when it first began. We
ask the prayers of all. = J. W. DUNJEE.
Oxrory,

been

N.Y.

For

three years I have

pastor or the Oxford church.

In the

month of October, 1568, we raised to aid in

building a meeting-house for the church in
Norwich, cash down.$112,50. R. Gibson
had given $100,00, thus paying for Home
Tne church is small.
Missions $212,60.
We did what we ‘could. Our congregations are good, and we hope to see sinners
converted. Pray for us. As the church
has given me a unanimous call to remain

W. Baptist church, March 20:
Whereas our beloved brother,Rev.

E. R. CLARKE,
Ross CORNER, ME. Allow meto say through
the Star, that I have just closed my

labors

with the church and people at Ross Corner, Me., where I have been stopping for
the last year. Thoughwe have seen no
special revival during this time, yet there
has been a giod degree of interest, and
some three or four have found peace in believing on Christ, while a number of others
are ‘almost persuaded” to be Christians.

A new Sous has been organized, com-

posed

of th¢’

‘bodies,

members of the

both of which,

two

by united

former
consent,

were disbanded. There is alsoa flourishing lodge of Good Templars there which is
having .a decidedly favorable influence up-

on the moral condition of the community.
Here is a larze and promising field of labor
; open to some one of God's chosen

servants.

Who will go? Further information may
be obtained of Dea. A. Baker, Ross Corner, Me.

C. A. HiLTON.

Revival,

Church

Organized.

Ordination.

NELSON, O. Rev. J. Short held a protracted
meeting commencing about the fifteenth of Dec.
1868. in Nelson. Portage County, Ohio, and continued icabout foar weeks, which resulted in the
reclaiming and donversion of about twenty-five,
By vote of the converts, a council was called,
consisting of Rev, W. Whitacre of Chagrin Falls,
and J. Snort of Braceville.
Coancil met at Nelgon, Jun. 19. 1869, and examined the candidates
On the 20th
for membership and for baptism.

Rev.

W.

Whitacre

baptized

the

On

twelve,

evening of the same day the committee convened
at a large schoul-house in the corner of Windhath, where a large congregation were assembled
and proceeded to organize a church, to be known

in

as the First Freewill Baptist church

Nel-

Unitarian,

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
Revivals.

The New York Herald, in its last religious
summary, sets the number of conversions by recent revivals in this country at nearly 9,000. « Of
these 4,179 are among the Methodists,1,660 among
the Baptists, 900 among the Congregationalists,
525 among the United Brethren and 500 among the

Presbyterians,

The

religious

interest

a request to beap-

pointed Jacob Earl and Joseph Hurtman, dele-

__.gates to present the request to the Q. M. conference which was to assemble at Cleveland,Feb.

6th.

On Feb. 6th said church was received into

the fellowship of said @. M. A request was also
made to the said . M. conference, to examine
and

ordain

Brd.

J. Short.

A

committee

con-

sisting of’ Rev. O. Blake, W. Whitacre, and A.

‘H, Chase were appointed.
satigfuctory,

and

the

The examination was

committee

voted

Interior

Cox

is a

Westfield, Mass., continues without abatement:
Some 600 p-rsons were lately present at a prayer-

meeting in Music Hall. “The daily

noon

prayer-

meetings are well attended in the chapel of the
“Second Congregational church.
As the result of an unusual degree of religious interest in
Vineland,N. J.;during the past winter, sixtyfive were received
to the first Presbyterian
church, April 4th ; making the church, which was

organized less than six years ago,

to meet

with the First Freewill Baptist church in Nel

gon at its discretion, The couneil met April 1st,
and proceeded to ordain Bro. Shbrt in the fol
lowing order ;~ Reading of the Scriptures by O.
‘Blake; Singing; Prayer.by W. Whitacre; Sing-

Itis stated that Prof. Park of Andover is re' casting and rewriting his well known and justly
celebrated lectures, and that they will be pub-

lished.

Statistics

to consist of

for

For

in

of our letters sent with. money
premiums have been lost.
good our promises.

By a united

GENERAL.
Twenty fashionable balls came offin New York
the week before Lent began,
Over 30,000 persons wenf, and $50,000 were spent for carriage

hire, $50,000 for wines

and suppers, $360.000 for

toilets, amd $1,800,000. for jaweley(basides
what
was hired). Such is the High Church preparation (for this was Episcopal more than Roman
Catholic) for keeping its memorial fasting before
the crucifixion of the Lord.
What & mockery of
religion! These women should read Isaiah, third
chaprer, and see the way God feels towards such
professors, and how he will treat them.
By official statistics recently published, it appears that Spain at this moment posseses po less
than 800 converts, with 15,000 nuns.
These are
55 bishops. 2,5000 canons and abbots, 1,800 *‘regular priests,” 24,000 vicars, ete., ete. The budget
for the Church is twice as high in Spain, which
contains 16.000,000 of souls, as in France, with
long as
So
Catholics,
of Roman
87,000,000
Spain persists in sitting down under this densely
overhanging shadow of Romanism, all her revolutions will fuil of achieving liberty for the people.

ences of Germans

in both cities, who

passed

resolutions pledging themselves to the maintenance of the cherished institutions of their adoptthe

better

Commitof

class

our foreign population meet the movement with’
much favor,

Of the 86 undergraduate students now in the
Theolbgical Seminary at Andover, 73 are graduates of some college; 21 colleges being thus repOf these graduates it is.a curious fact,
resented.

and one which probably never

before

occurred,

that 20—or more than one-fourth of the whole

number of Bachelors of Arts—are Alumni of
Yale; of whom 12 are in the middle class. These
Yule men almost all sustained a very high rank
as scholars at New Haven; two being Valedictor
rians, two having taken the De Forest, and two
the Yale Literary, gold medal.

It appears that during the forty-five years existence of the American: Tract Society, it has is.sued from the press. 23,600,000 bound volumes of
POI

P.M,

in the

part

sufficiept

last year; a

new subscribers to provide

Hutchinson—§*

Ladd—R

of

two

now,

and continueto work through. the year in
getting subscribers for the Sfar, and by and

The offers which

liberal.

and

varied

numerous,

are

make

the

Register,

enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk.
those which

were

sent

to

the

lines for the names of the Pastors,
ed Ministers

and

Licensed

sufficient length in ‘which

In

latter,

the

Ordain-

Ministers

pages;

space in which they put the name of the
Pastor, &c.
The latter can easily be done
by placing the name a little higher up, in

new

Worship.”

4

new

Or,

subscribers and

5. For the same, and (20 cents additional
to pay postage) we will send one copy of
¢ The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages:
Priee $1,20.
1V.

Four new books just published and ready
for delivery. Two of them are the prize
stories.
‘ANDY, LUTTRELL,” is the story
prize of $500,

and

is

a work of unusual genius, skill and power.
«SuINING Hours,” having been thoroughly revised and much improved by the au-

thor since the award of the prize, is not one
whit behind the prize story in every essential particular, and will at once arrestatiention by its literary brilliance, its vivid portraiture, and its high and wholesome Chris-

tian teaching.
delivery.)

(These

are now

ready

for

Of this prize series, we now have in proeess of publication, some of which will soon

be ready for delivery, the following: **MasTER AND PupiL,” ‘May BELL.” ¢ Sabrina
Hacket,” and *‘Aunt Mattie.” The publication of each book will be announced as it
comes from the binders.

Price of each book,

$1 50. Postage 16 cents. Also, of the Rainy
Day Series, we now have ready for delivery, ‘A Rainy Day AT Scioor,” and “Tne

Birt

Day PRESENT.”

The five other

books of this

series, viz:

«Tue Curist CHILD,” “Good Little Mittie,” ‘Making Something,” ‘Jamie and
Jeannie,” and the “Boy's Heaven,” are now
nearlyall printed, and will be ready for our
customers just as soon as they can be ob-

1.

JFor

three

Price $1,60.

new

Libraries,

or to replenish old

ones,

=
1,00
1,00
00
10,00
9,03
=

Soc's,

per

A”

C

Agare,

$1,000

10,25
7,00

each,

and

to pay

for support of a heathen

boy

$l, 0, A

Maricit,

named

NY

A friend, Arcade, N Y
Adam Brown. Wolth rough,
make

up ar ary

dia, n wed. by
support

N

H,

arage on two

$10,00

boys

2,75

490

to

in In-

2

the

in India to be nam-

ed Brown Adams and Pickering Brown

50,00
478,53

=

C, 0. LIBBY,

Dover, N. H.
—

+

87,-

post-

additional to pay

postage)

we will send a copy of the new
$500.00
prize volume, containing about 400 pages,

entitled ** Andy Luttrell,”
to the a superb book for the
Sabbath School ;—or, we
volume of more than 400
competition

¢t Shimpg

for the

Hours,”

and pronounced
Family and the
will send the new
pages, written in

$500,00 prize,

which,

entitled

in literary

eéxcel-

lence, high religious tone.and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

tioned.
Price $1.50.
Or,
3. For three new subs. ribers and $7,50,
we will send the ¢ Sabbath at Home,” for

the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.
Y.
For

six new

subscribers

and

$15,00,

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the' first

volume

of

Strong

and

MecClin-

tock's Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.
Price $5,00.
For

cleven

vi
new

subscribers

and $27,-

50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
VIL
For

sixty

new

subscribers

ant $150,-

Randall's Five Octave double Reed

Organs,

Treasurer.

errs

———————— tb

Married

n OR BLACK

St.. New

ict. Black and Miss Emma Kaowles, both of Augustid; Nov. 29, Mr. Hiram Rockwood and Miss Fllen F.

23, by
the same,
Mr.
and Miss K ae-Horn

Stephen
of New-

pory; Maren 20, by the same, Mr Mariio V. B. Chapman and Miss Viola E. Jordan, both of Pininteld, N.
In Whe lock, March 80, by the rame, Mr. Russell
T. Jonson,
M, D, of Stanstead P. Q., and Miss
Asenath A Weeks of Whétlock, Vt.
In Burke, Vt.. Feb 3, by Rev. W. D. Noyes, Mr. S.
| A. Netson and Miss Emma J. Bundy, both or Burke,
In sutton, Vi. Murch 17, by the same, Mr. Archibald Craig and Miss Martha A. Akins, both ot 8,
In Poruand, Jan. 1, by Rev. S. F. Wetherbeo, Henry E IL Brackeit of Portland and Miss Margie Clit

ford of Biadef rd.

by Rev. J. Nason,

My)

Thomas W. Goodwin and Miss Clara A. Hooper, | oth
of Berwick, Me.; March
13, Mr.
Jr, or Lyman, and Miss Maria F.

lis, Me.:

May h 27, Mr.

Berwick,

aml

Miss

F. Pave and Mis
In Columbian, N.
bride, by Rev. O,
and Mrs. Jane E.
1a Hican, Me,

Nehemiah Nuson,
Wakefield, of Hol:

Lorenzo H. Guptill ot Noith

Harriet

Ii. Raymond, by Rev.

FRECKLES,

use PERRY’S

MOTH AND

AND

Prepared
6m10

PIMPLES

Sold

everywhere.

The

THE

trade sup6m10

Ydberfisements.
MOLASSES,
6 Hds. PORTO RICO MOLASSES,
CIENFUEGOS
MUSCOVADO
DEMARARA
BARBADOES

“
“
£*
“

i

CALENDER & Co.,
1 & 3 COMMERCIAL ST,
;

Boston,

THOUSAND.
— Hunter's
Trapper’s Companion.

Guide

How

and

to hunt,

fish and trap ALL animals. How to tan and cure
hides; &e. New secrets; &c. Worth $10 to any boy
or farmer. Neatly printed and bound- only 25 cents
post paid; 6 for $1.

3w16

Send

to

HUNTER & CO., Hinsdale, N. H.

WANTED—AGENTS—To sELL THE
AMERICAN KNITING MACHINE,
- Price $25. The simplest, cheapest and best Knitting
Machine ever invented.
Will knit 20,000 stitches per

DAY

to Male

Agents to introduce the

BUCKE

and Female
Y E $20

SHUTTLE

SEWING MACHINES.
Stitch alike on both sides,
and is the only LICENSED SHUTTLE MACHINE in
the market sold for less than $40. All others are infringements, and the s: ller and user are liable to pros.
ecution and imprisonment.
Full particulars free.—
Address W. A. HENDERSON & Co., Cleveland,
Ouio.
13w16

¢¢

A LUMNI

BRILLIANTE.
— $10 WATCHES.—

new metal, splendid timers.
graved cases, equal to Gold. Fini-h,

Kleganily
Suyle and

CHEAP and costly

&¢.,

enap-

pearance of “Waltham.” Sent C. O. D., and can Pe
returned if not satisfactory. Send for trade list of

dress,

Warct es, Jewelry,

&e.

Ad-

N. E. WATCH Co., Hinsdale, N. H.

rrr

a

LEBANON

ACADEMY,

E. Fall of

Berwick.

J. Fullonton, Mr.

Me.

Jonathan

Luella vimond of Danville,
Y., Ap:il 1, at the iesidence of the
H. Jackson, Mr. Carmi McKoon
Skipner, botu of Columbia.
Feb, 14, 1869, by Rev. K. II. Hart,

Myr. Kugene Lang of Milton, N. H., and Miss Avgeline

.

GEO. E. GAY, PRINCIPAL,
is i & 13 Rout, PRECEPTRESS,

kS.E.E. C

ELL,

a

Miss NELLIE BERRY, § ASSISTANTS.
Summer term commences
Apply to the Principal.

LAPHAM
FPVHE

May

Summer

17,

Tuesday,

May

11.
3tlo

¥.

INSTiTUTE,

Term

Complete

will

commence

Monday,’

courses of Study

sexes.
G. H. RICKER,
No. Scituate, R. I., April, 1869.

for both

Principal.
2
° 16

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
FPHE
16
¢é

Summer

day,

Term

April

27.

?

YOUN,

wil

commence

Wednes=

J. FULLONTON,

FUN."—Rubber

Principal.

Balloons.— Wonderful,

Instru ive, Amusing. Full directions
and two
sample Balloons ready for use, sent tor only 2 cents,
post paid.
Address,
HUNIER & CO,
wie
Hinsdale, N. H,

FOR

SALE.

1 SECOND-HAND GRIST MILL.
Stones 30 ine. diameter, manufactured by HoLMES
"BLANCHARD.
only.
Also,
2

Has

SECON

been

in

D-HAND

use

about

STEAM

two

&

months

BOILERS,

cach 4 x 20 feet, with 2 Flues 15 inches diameter,
1 SECOND-HAND

STEAM

BOILER,

314 x 20 fect, with 2 Flaes 13 inches in diame ter.
Above Boilers in excellent ¢ondifgon.
Apply’to
SWAMSCOT
MA
NE CO.
17°F
Sour NEWMARKET, N. H.

AE “BEST”

SEWING

MACHINE —Will do ALL

that any machine can.

Price only $18,—( Beware

of al. #3, $5 and $10 machines.) If 1s tne cheapest
aud best,
Agents waoted. Samples very low to
Agents.

County.
3wl10

Wanted,

one smart

Speak quick.
ASHUELOT

Agent to

control

each

Address,
!
8. M. CO., Hinsdale, N, H.

Brown of Hiram, Me
In Deeriieid, Pa. Oct 30, 1868, by Rev. John W.
Brown, tv. C Waters, M D, of Sc. tt, N Y., and Sue
A. Brown of Denmfield; July 4, b. the same, John L.
Fulkin=on of Woodhull, N. Y., and Emma Harrison
of the same
In New Hampton, March 10, by Rev. E. H. Presdott, Mr Daniel 8. Andrews of F reedom, and Mis.
Hannah H. Howe of N,

Iu Gorham,

Me, Feb. 21, by Rev. Benjamin P, Par-

ker. Mr. Frankhn H. McDonald of Gorham and Miss
Sarah A. Witham of Stafidish, Me.
In Gre:nneld, Feb, 9, 1869, by Rev. B. E. Baker,

My. « harles Hedge of Buffalo,

N Y , and Miss

Julia

A. Wheeler of Greenfield, Huron Cb., Ohio.
In Tarner, Nov. 22, by Rev. H. Brewer, Mr. Nathaniel H Johnson of Turner, and Anna N. Preston
of Sumner.

In East Leon.

N.

Y,, Feb.

14,

by

Rev. D. Brown,

M.
of Napoli, and Miss Rosa
Mr. Floyd R. Vincent
)
Sekine of Leon, N.Y,
CrosMr,
Guptill,
C.
f.
Rev.
by
2°,
Jan.
In Milton,
both of M.

the
Bixby: both of East Brookfield, Vt.; March 24, by
same. Mr. Daniel M Jiken jn Miss Lucinda A.

Nature's
Sparkling
Specific for In
and he
vy the ter of the RT in Tigestion
wi
moment
a
in
Soa, is duplicated
TARRANT'S SELTZER APERIENT,
«
ery valuable clement of the German
greatest Physiciane of Europe pronounce that.
gt of Providence the most potentof all known alter:
ative, and its fuc simi’e, fresh and foaming, is ow

True, Mr. Albert UO, Bates and Miss

ers world,
2016

‘Remick and Miss Jennie Goodwin,
a Ponland, Me. April 5, hy Rev. O.T. Moulton,
Miss Emily E. Deering, daughMerril 2. Jordan and
~
ter of Rufis Deering, Esq., of Portland.
Vi, March 14, by Rev. 8. 8,
in B «wt Kandolph
Ida A.
Miss
and
Newell
C.
Nicker-on, Mr Everett

ley

both of Ra dolph, Vt.
by Rev 0. H.
In Noth Scituate, R. I, Dec. 20th;Josephine
Dex-

Bennett,

:

placed within the reach ot every invalid in the
s

Sold
BY

ALL

DRUGQGISTS,

:

:

'
a

re

ON

West Lebanon, Me.

Johnson, both of Reudficld; Lse. 12, My! William G.
Nason and Miss Mary KE. Davenport, both of Hallo well; Jaa. 2, Mr, John Kirk and Miss Elvira Clark,
both of Gamdiner.
Iu Lyndon, Vt., March 18, by Rev. L. B. Tasker;
Mr. Hollis B. Welch and Miss soptua E. Griflin, both

Feb. 24,

WORMS,

York.

in Hallowell, Oct. 29, 1868., by Rev. J. Coittis. Mr.

Berwick,

PATCHES,

face,

plied by Wholesale Druggists.

pram

Wihi m rowier and Miss G.orginnna snow, both of
H -lloa ell; Nov, 24, Mr. Philacder S. Bod aua Miss
Eitiza J. Clark. 1 oth of Halloweit; Nov. 28, Mr. Daii-

In Nortn

the

FACE, use PERRY'S ( OMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, grepased only by Dr: B. C. Perry, 49 Bond

|.

In Strafford, Mafch 21, by Rev. Thomas Keuniston,
Mr. Loring O. TuttléAnd Miss Sarah E. Waldron.
Iu Farmington, Me., March 2, by Rev. F. Reed,
Mr. A, W.Jolhn-on and Miss Mary A. Ba-kus, botn
of F; Nov. 28, 1868, Mr, samuel F. Hansell and Migs
Sarah R. C. Bailey, both of beueseo, Iowa.
In ¢‘anterbury, Jan. 5, by Rev. J. B. Higgins,
Afr.
“George P. Morrill and Miss Abbie P. Emery, both of
Canterbuly.
3
:
In Vamworth, Jan 23; by Rev. J. Runnells, Mr. W.
fl. Lougee of i., and Miss 8S. A. Glindenof Madison;
Feb. 110 Mr. Newton K mball and Miss E. A. Sanburn, both of T.; Maren 20, Mr. John Young and Mrs.
Athalind lead, of 1.

of Wheetork; Marcel)
Eastwan of Thetford,

MOTH

Tan from

$20 A

2,00

550,00
450

himself, also $40.00 for

ot two

REMOVE

and

FRECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists.
only by Ur. B. C. Perry.

5,00
10,00

Treas.

boys

A. WILSON,

minute. Liberal inducements 10 Agents. Address,
AMERICAN KNILTING MACHINE CO., Boston,
Mass., or St Louis, Mo.
.
12614

20, R Cooley, ,50

New Brunswick, per Wm Peters,
in god
>
Josiah Wetherby, Hopkinton, Iowa,

age) we will send *¢ Life Scenes trom the
four Gospels.”
Price $2.00.
Or,
2. For three new
subnseribers and $7.50.

(with 16 cents

ry'O

EDWARD

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York. :

17,00

Higgins
Free ( hiistian Baptist. Foreign Mission Soc,of

00, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
tained from the binder. Price of each book in Black Walnut Case, (Trankportation to
75 cents. Postage 8 cents. All of these ‘be paid by the receiver.) Price $85,00.
are first class books for the family and ‘the
VIIL
Sabbath school.
For eighty-five new
subscribers
and
Parties designing to get mew Sabbath $212 50, we’ will give one of Baker and
school

1,00

Manuel and wife, Franklin,
$1.04, Verna
M stillings, Canterbury,
N H,,54 pers B

Or,

subscribers

50, (with 80 cents additional

REV,

1316 .

4w16

o Big Foot. II, per R Cooley
Robert smith and »ife, Northfield, $1,17, Rufus

$5,00,

ology.” 456 pages.

To S. S. Superintendents,

Prince,

B T Colburn,

(with 28 cents additional to piy postage)
we will send one copv of *¢ Butler's The-

the line.

the

ment

subscribers and $5,00, |

Price $1.00.

For two

Parties wishing the prescription,
will please address

20T

1,00
B

-

nothing, and may prove a blessing.

for sale by

mE

W C Byer per Mra 8 Griff :th,
and I” C, $v each, Mili Port,

BC

or,

quite small letters, and the P. O. address on

that was awarded

Susan

III.
1. For :two

him

HENRY

Odessa, N Y. per d J Hoag
8 School. Gilberts Mills, N Y, a quarterly pay-

of these books, 75 cents.

ad- |3

cost

230 ¢
160 ¢
1400 “
150 “

t'lumer Chesley
A friend, Hil sale, Mich
Miss Polly E spaulding, late of Odessa, $15,00,

. “The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
.* A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
194 pages; or,
LEE
7.‘ The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
Latham Clark, 174 pages. ~ Price of each

have

to give the

155

Larrowe—

To all who desire it, he will send a copy of the pre-

scription used (free ot charge), with the directions fox
preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the
Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread
information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will

BY MAIL.
:
D Hurlbut, Armada, Macomb Co, Mich
Wm H Trarer. Danbury, N H
Pemberton Randall, Whittlesy, O
Rev N Brooks, Manchester, N H

1 F Bch, Brunswick, Me
E Rochester and 8 Lebanon, F W

viz. :

and Jeannie,”

B

Jawes Bailey,
East Andover,
NH, per J M
Bailey
(??) Me
Lucy Moxiey. Tunbridge, Vt, per 8 8 Nickerson
Col of New Hampton chi, N H,ver E H Prescott
1st F W B ch Charlestown, Mass, per Edward
Castelow
Mrs G G Frost, Mrs H K Alexander,50 cts each

. *“ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
« Jamie

J

Foreign Missiond

2. *“ Good Little Mitry,” 178 pages; or,

On March 23, the requisite blanks to be
filled to aid in making out the statistics for
the Register for 1870, were sent to all the
Q M. Clerks. Inthe same package were

Langworthy—Mrs

Ch Columbia, N Y. per C H Jackson

1. *¢ The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,

1870.

M

«

1.
1. For one new subscriber and $2.50,
(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send any one of the following books,
just published,or immediately to be published, for the Sabbath School and the Family,
Maria Child,

Lewis—J

Cpnsumptives.

of cure.

Books Forwarded.

day of May, 1869, we will send, postpaid,
one copy of either of the following books,

L.

C Ham-

-

HE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after
having suffered several years with a severe lung affection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow-sufferers the means

‘Wells—A Cumberland,

who. will renew his subscription for one
year in advance at any time before the first

by Mrs.

H Howard—s

To

—J P Wight—G W hecler—J Woodman—F L Wiley—H C

Look at them.
Offers to old Subscribers.

I,
\
To every old Subscriber to the Siar,

Gibert- 8 G

F H Lyford—H § Limbueker—A K Moulton—H P Manson
—D 8 Maxficld—B Minard—A Z vitchel—Mrs N M Marst n— B Mes-er—J Mariner—H L Marden--R Miller—
E Mitler—J D Murry—B 8 Moody—Wm Mack—Mrs C T
Millard--I Nortou—=8 Noyes—dJ Nason—dJ
C Osgood—W
Oliver—dJ G Osg od—A
Vratt—G D Plumer—L H Osborne=1 B P’otter—J L Phoenix—L Parker—B F Parker
—B F Pritchard— E W Porter—bL Plummer—dJ C Penuington—T A Parker—C 8 Perkins—N Jones—C F Persing
—F A Palm r—R Poston—+R Patterson—Miss B Roberts
—. Runneils—F Richardson—D W Read—G P Ramsey—
O FRusseli—J N Re bertson—C B J Root—M#ts L Richards
—R Hichardson—John Rodgers—
EG Sawyer—S A Steere
—1 shaw—L C sherburn—I
I Steele=T N Seward—H
Small—L Sargent—L Shine y—E A Stockm#a—S8 Smith—
A G Spinney -J Shumway -8 sweet—E B Smith—J Snyder
—F W Towne—E Tine—L B Thompson—A ‘Paylor—M H
Thompson—A Tucker—E A ‘Lourtéllotte—T Tibb tts—Wm
Tucker—d B Tompkins—S Tolman—W H Yeoman(2)—S D
York—A Yo k—David Vinzl—G Whetler—Mrs- N"Winship—M A Wheeler—A L_Warriner—C 8 Wiggin—A 8
w steD Woodworth—D § Witham—S J W ovdbury—
O D White—L Warren—A Watson—3 Wheeler—A Wares

‘effort, any church can secure some one of
the organs now offered as premiums. Let

we now

Hi 1-E C Hodge—G

They cleanse

the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds. GEO. C,
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Sold by all druggists,
:
16t11

ilton—d B Higgins=J H Hazen—C SHarwood—J W Hink=1ley—A H Hill—B D Hungerford—=R 5 Howard—J) H Williams—Mrs N Johmson—A 8 Jones—A W Jefforson—0
,dohnson—J) Keen—G W Knowliton—O D Knox—dJ Knights
—R Lovejoy—dJ E Lawrence—E D Lewis—H Lord—E
P

however small in numbers, be without an
By a faithful, persistent and united.
organ.

by he will be rewarded.

Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &c.

Glines—M J Hayes— Mrs L Hodgdon—I Hutchins—J E
Hinkley—Mrs 8 Holbrook—J Hutehins—W Hurl—A Hobson—C-F
Harriman—A
H Heath—S8 M Hagget—A F

of the

work

Gordon—J

Supt.

é Buy me, and I'll do you good.’—DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a
sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Serofula, Dyspepsia,
Coastiveness, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and

in that

Received.

J Given—Mrs E C Gnodwin—L

good organs. Let other churches .go and
do likewise, and let no one of gur churches,

every one who reads this go to

Church

Office Addresses.

Letters

for

itself with

F, W. Baptist

:

‘WM, MERRITT,

the

EI Avery—J K Austin—D H Adams—G W Burroughs
—D Brown—dJ A Brown—G W Bean—J J Banks—S Bedell—R m Blaisdell—A H Bray ton—Lydia Buzzell—Wm
Brown—A E Boynton—A P Brewster—S
D Bates—O
Baile: —8 N Brooks—N Brooks—S Bowden—P 8 Burbank
—B Cross—R M Cruik-hank—H H Childs—G 8 Bradley
—W M Clark—B Cozad—G Cowell—E G Chaddock—M Cole
—8 Currier—J M ¢ illey--J B Clough—J-D Cuuillard—S P
Cotton—H Chase—J C Cram—E Champlin—8 Cummings
—I B Coleman—Mrs W H Claik—B A Coats—8 Cox—J
Co0k—N P Chadbourn—L Chancy—J Clair—E R Clarke—
A D Corse—dJ M Chapman—Mrs R B Cranson—8 Curtis
8 8 Cady—H Dudley—W Dewey—dJ 8 Dinsmore—G Duly
—H F Dickey—0 Dimond—sarah E Davis—M Dake—L
R Draper—D W C Durgin—R Dean—L Dewey—dJ F Doty
—8 M Eastinan—G Elliott—L
W Ellis—J Ede-—S
Fernald—N Foster—S KF Frary—F Flanders—dJ Fullonton
—E Flood—J M Farnham—J H Foss-P Flanders—C E
French—I Guptill-8 Griffeth—dJ Granville—B 8 Gerry—

church members and Sabbath school scholars, the Washington Street. church, Dover,
obtained,

in

Rev. Thomas Keniston, Strafford, N. H.
..
H.F. Wogan, Big Foot Prairie, Ill.
of
[3
8. C. Kimball, Kennebunk, Me,

some

number

interested

J. O’DONNELL, Chairman,
Post

We wish to make
:

effort on. the

P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 P.M.
. Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A. M., 12 M,,3, SP. M
and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 P, M.

all others

ing thereto,

of the

to pay

deliver

organization, aga to transact other business pertain.

with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
than three hundred and fifty members.
dress of each; and church Clerks are here- the book entitled *¢ Sunny Skies ; or AdvenAn extensive revival now in progress in
by requested to‘give the P. O. address of turesin Italy,” 261 pages; or,
Holden, Mass, is the result, chiefly, under God,
2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,’
of efforts inaugurated and directed by the Y.M,
the Pastor, Ordained or Licensed Minister,
Price of each book $1,50. Or,
C. A. Union meetings, conducted by a wise and
as the case may be. Q.M. Clerks will please | 2578. pages.
For two new subscribers and $5.00,
experienced evangelist, have been held daily for hut the P. ©, address of either of the above,
(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
three weeks. * The work still progresses with unad
Tho
case’
may
be,
in
‘the
same
blank
we
will send a copy of the new ‘Book of
abated power.

more

organized, and

and

the

but we shall still be joined in heart, and hope to

tee has been

Q. M.,

of

again.
meet
Resolved, That our prayers will accompany
him to his new field of labor, and that we commend him as worthy of the kind regard and love

tending theiand of fellowship by W. Whitacre ;
of the Geauga

Secretary

Swedenborgian, Secretary of the Navy Borie is a

In Cleveland a Sabbath

a member

“You said the

ah! is that all?” said the good woman, ‘What
puir fool I were not to understand that.”
It is stated that Attorney General Hoar is a

ed country.

Benediction by J. Short.

EY

Perry, has this day tendered his resignation as
pastor of this church, Therefore
Resolved, That in Bro. Perry we have ever
found an able, loving, and faithful servant of
Gad, and a zealous co-worker with Christ, and
we accept his resignation with regret and sorrow, and as we separate it gives us inward pain;

Dr. Schaff, Secretary of the New York Sabbath Committee, has recently visited Cleveland
and Cincinnati,
and
addressed
large
audi-

come

what was it?”

us

fact, as we have recently learned that

Apostle used the figure of circumlocution; and
I dinna ken what it means.”
“Is that all? It’s
very plain.
The figure of circamlocution is
merely
a periphrastic mode of diction.” ¢‘Oh!

son, consisting of twenty members, in the following order:
Prayer by Rev. J. Short; Reading of
the doctrine
by W, Whitacre; Elected three
Trustees, Viz, L. P, Merwin, Jacob Earl, and
0. Hartman; Reading of the covenant, by W.
Whitacre, und the assenting to it by the members; Consecrating prayer by W. Whitacre; Ex-

The church immediately made

“Indeed;

inform

will

city, 17th Street, near 6th Avenue, to perfect the legal

Catholic, ex-Secretary of State Washburne is a
Universalist, Secretary of State Fish is an EpisV1Z.!
.
a
:
Sa
- copalian; ex-Secretary Stewart is a Presbyterian,
1. “The Free Communionist,” 214 paand
Postmaster General
Creswell
eschews |
ges ;.or,
2 churches altogether. The religious faith of Bout~
wof all Gord's people.
2. Four copies of The communionof
Resolved, That our clerk furnish copies of well and Rawlins is not yet known to fame.—
Saints the communion of the Bible,” pamthese resolutions to the Christian Freeman and
Grant's family are Methodists, and that is the
the Morning Star for publication.
phlet, 45 pages.
church he usually attends.
From the above, it
W. K. GREELY, Clerk.
Premiums for New Subscribers.
will be seen that it would have been difficult to
have obtained a greater variety of religious
~ We offer the following premiums for new
creeds in the Cabinet.
subscribers to the Star.

this year, I now intend to do so.

Corporators, and

o'clock,

SR —
+t

ceived it, is requested to

and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. um,
¥
A. M., 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10,10
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
.
- For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M,, 245 P, M.
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.51, 8.32, 10.55 A. M., 5.08

publishing of a Free Baptist paper in N. Y. City,
are requested to meet on Tuesday, the 2uth inst, at2

miums offered last year, and not having re-

mg

Strickland

Notices.

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD.
‘ Summer Arrangement,
June 22. 1868.
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10,10 A. M., 5.45 P.M.

NOTICE.

» Any one having sent for one of the Pre-

county. This hequest absorbs the great bulk of
Mr. Miller's fortune, Sarah Hodges, (colored)
receives a house in Columbus, Ohio, and the in-

Special

In the Rochester'Q. M. notice, I

msde to say Rev. M, IH.

Tee

Premiums.

“terest on $12,000; Willie Ann Kelsoé (colored)
a house in the city of Lynchburg, and the interest on 4,000. Handsome bequests are made to
tenor twelve relatives.
The sum -of $100,000 is
given to the University of Virginia, to endow 2
MICHIGAN CENTER Q. M., Mich.—Held its chair of Agriculture.
last ses<ion with the Jackson church.
Next sesI would not give much for: your religion unsion with the Spring Arbor church, commencing
July 8, at ten o’clock, A. M.
less it can be seen. Lamps do nottalk, but they
Af, H. TrOMPSON, Clerk.
do shine,
A lighthouse sounds no drum, it beats
‘no gong, and yet, far over the waters its friendly
PRoSPECT, Q. M.,Me.—Held its Feb. session
spark is seen by the mariner.
So let your actions
with the First Monroe church ; but few attended,
shine out your religion.
Let the main sermon of
on account of a severe snow storm, on Friday.
your life be illustrated by your conduct, and it
Business meetings were harmonious, and the
churches generally reported.
Any church desirshall not fail to be illustrious.
ing to entertain the June session will please no“Sir,” said an old Scotch woman to her ministify the clerk immedintely,
;
>
ter, “I didna ken a part of your sermon yester1. G. CARLEY, Clerk.
ie

——

years and 2 months; March 13, William Bail, aged 23
years, 5 months,
:
out

a

:
re

Quarterly Meetings.

com-

C. H. KIMBALL.

Mirrs,

extend

their friends in Prospect, Me., for their
Arye

My labors

and wife

:

The demand for the ¢ Appeal to Conthat when opportunities were afforded, as they
science,” and ‘The Spirit of Roger Willshould be, to the workingmen of England to live
iams,” as premiums, has ‘been so great
happily at home with their wives, and bring up
that our supply of these books is entirely
their children in decency and comfort, he would,
exhausted. We are obliged to fill some of
though not much given to politics, bid universal
our last orders for them with some of the
suffrage God-speed.
:
The will of the late Samuel Miller, of Alber- books of the same class which were offered
marle, Va., has been made public.
By it the | as premiums.
We will send in the place of
sum of $830,000 is appropriated to establish in
either of these books ¢ Christian Baptism”
Albermarle county an institution to be called the
in" paper covers;
or, ‘Thoughts upon
“Albermarle Manual Labor School,” for the orThought.”
phans and the white children exclusively of that

Con,

ME.

:

ection.

bury gave his blessing to the enterprise, and said

Donations.

Dover,

am

If SAVES LIFE.~“I have lost three children by
bowel diseases, and should have 10st all, had it not
been for Doctor Seth Arnolds Balsam. Thousands
die every year who would live if they could only get
it’) So writes Rev. Jefferson Hascall,of Shrewsbue

problem which in this country, as elsewhere, interests those who are doomed to live in large
cities on small incomes.
The Earl of Shaftes-

In Hollis, Me., Feb. 23, EphraimP. Berry, aged 22

‘the 8. 3. address. It should read, Kev, N, F'. Strick:
land will deliver the 8, 8. address.
WM. WALKER, Clerk.

. The Golden Cornucopia, with its inexhaustible treasures scattered forth by the hands of the
Goddess of Plenty, lacks just one thing, namely, that
perfume of unsurpassed fragrance and
never-failing
odor, * DEW D’ANDIES,” sold everywhere.

The memorial stone in connection with a new

improvements.

the Poesienkill church, commencing Saturday mosning, May 8, 1869,
;
1. B, COLEMAN, Clerk,

We have 1 doz. of “The American Ecclesiastical
and Educational Almanac for 1860” now for sale.—

any beast of the

and

Rensselaer Q. M. will hold its Spring term with

Cor

Price, 50 cts.

excellences

Notices and Appointments.

cases
i

Almanacs,

field which the Lord had made.”

At our monthly church meeting on the 7th

&c.

“more subtle than

attested

Buy Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
Use Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
Adopt Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hai» Renewer.

asse, whoWe first
sho insay, at least,yen that the wes
“serpent”
duced men and women to eat and smoke it, must

have been

speedily cures coughs,
&c. It will always re-

lieve consumption, and in any well
it has effected a perfect cure.

to regard it as an evil, if we live in a state of habitual preparation,
And from that time onward
he omitted such petitions from his prayers in the
family. He had also lately, in conversation, re.

stops and Book-Case, and combining

latest

(Transportation to be paid by the reeeiver.)
Adupted to churches and large vestries,
Price $240,00.

A Distressing Cough causes the friends of the
sufferer almost as much pain as the sufferer himself,
and should receive immediate attention. Dr. Wis-

be delivered from sudden death; as he had ceased

Clerk.

seven

the

surance on his life against death by accident. A
few months ago he said to his family that he

|

Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having

Dover, N. H.

Harper.

|i

1. ALLEN,

the

Address -

as eRe

year,

with all its tribatary and dependent fasts

concerning

Ss
A
Wheelock, Vt.
In Norwich, N. Y., Feb. 17, by Rey. D.J. Whiting,
Mr, William L. Sehut of Salisbury, Ct., and Miss
lia H. Lewis of Norwich, N. Y.
3

For one hundred
and fifty ‘new sub| seribers and $375,00, we will give one of
Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three

SS

of the Christian

facts

sale prices.

i!

some curi-

Just before the accident which terminated his
life-he had renewed the policy ($10,000) of in-

7th, ¥o ordain him, The exercises were as follows: Sermon by Rev. 8. HL. Davis; Prayer by
Rev. D. C.Parshal; Charge by Rev. 8S. H. Davis; Hand of Fellowship by Rev. I. Allen.

ration of Easter, when it is kept i

chain

‘ous

Carson, by a council chosen by. the Shiawassee
NA. conference, said council proceeded, Feb.

tion, a8 a mere anniversary, and not in the
continuous

:

After ‘a satisfactory examination of Bro. Geo.

Bishop Coxe, in reference to these Vv
rsons, * There is, in fact,, no trug

Amo

‘The Presbyleriah Observer relates

of

DE yarton,
LB.
April 1:1, by Rov. . L.B.
on, Vie,Vt., Abril
Joseph Barber and Miss Hannah E. Gray,

EA
See

ey are thus paving the way for lapsgs
Said
from the simplicity of the Gospel.

guages and dialects.

i

Eee

Ordination.

of other publishers, and ‘will be furnished
to Sabbath schools ¢n Libraries, at whole-

Price $125,00. *

ER

the fact that

Ithas made $580,000 cash

approptiations to the Foreign Mission fund, and
has issued its publications in 141 different lan-

8.3

1as and Miss Sarah F. Si
98, Mr, Samuel T.Allen

*

religious culture, and perhaps save some
from going over to Ritualism or Romanism ;

a single individual.

parlor or vestry.

.

ter, both of N, 8.; March 14, Mr. James H. €.

in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to the

with our own publications as fast as they
are ready, or will be filled with the books

Co

who try to believe that the adoption of a
few fast or feast days will gratify modern
parently not recognizing

It has performed in colportage what would be equal to 4,400 years’ labor of

‘position of hands, and consecrating prayer;
Singing; Charge, and Hand of Fellowship by
W. Whitacre; Remarks by O.Blake; Singing;
Benediction by the candidate.
;
.
:
Com.

and

of formalism,

“itching for a modicum

religious literature, 300,000,000 tracts and 12,57 0an send us their orders which will be filled

On pi

us who. have an

There are some among

Eo

3

count of Easter, and we

The

council proceeded with the ordination by the im-- 000,000 periodicals,

do not regret i.

S60; -

—

a

ing; Sermon by W. Whitacre; Singing.

special ac-

other denominations who make

STAR

ro

ennai

4
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Poetry,

MORNING STAR: APRIL 21,

| voicé shouted
in ‘my ear—*Wake up, boy!

en, and they have the truest friends in all the

wake up, I say! In the name of all that's
‘| good what are ye here for ”m

world.

I rubbed my eyes open and found the sun

Childhood’s Joys.
.

>

—

:

shining brightly, but instead of “myself
being on ship-board as I had dreamed, my
skiff was alongside a fishing smack, and a
gray-bearded man held me by the shoulder.
“Where's yer tongue, boy ? Gone for

=
:

i

Oh, give me back the dear old woods,

The hills and mountains grand,

:

. The rocks and glens, with solitudes
By sighing zephyrs fanned.

fish bait, !”} shouted he.
“No, sir!” replied I hesitatingly,

The valleys, with their cosy nooks
‘Where blue-eyed violets peep,
The ceaseless music of the brooks
‘Where crystal fairies sleep.
Through all the sunny west,
~

©

Tts wild-wood flowers the best.
The earnest trust, the sacred

I gave to Jesus there,
:
All, all are clustering round me now
Like some remembered prayer.
I long, as when a child, to kneel,

Ere one bright dream was riven,
And all my heart’s deep love to seal
‘With perfect trust in heaven.
The sweet child-joy, the care-free hour
No more may come to me;
But dearer far is heaven’s own bower,

‘When Christ shall set me free.
MARILLA.

—ly W—

Close nestled in his mother’s arms,
His cheeks as red as roses,
‘With eyes of Heaven’s bluest blue,
And snubbiest of noses—

run we'll hev to fetch Harvey's Harbor
the wind that’s

Fast moldering on the hillside green,

for

Sweet slumberer in loving arms—
Dear dreamer ’neath the roses—
May I as free frem all alarms
Rest when this brief life closes,
‘When, moldering on the hillside green,

»

This weak old boy reposes.

The Family Circle,

me

to

"write it as he repeatsit:
;
The first years of my life were passed
in a country town, faraway from the blue
ocean that reaches beyond

my

vision

as

I

now sit in my easy chair which is drawn before the open window.

cloud,

but

of the

men

My earliest recollec-

a broken match.

passengers,

but

this

bit 'll

stay

yer

stomach till ye git home to yer mother!”
The sea air had given me a fine appetite,
and with thanks T took the food and ate a
hearty meal. We
sailed along before a
light breeze for nearly half an hour, when
| the wind began to rise, and soon every
wave was dancing merrily, and every few
:

lay at anchor in the harbor, aw4iting orders
rose nearly to phrenzy.

become

a sailor

I cried bitterly be-

cause my mother told me I was too young
to go to sea, and that I
my father in disgrace,
teasing her. I thought
me, and, though I said

was, I found

it kept

out

both

wind

and

the skiff asleep ; they then supposed

gone adrift

I had

on the ebb tide which with

great rapidity set directly

seaward;

boats

still looked outrat the
return, forebore to chide me for my error as
eyes,.
I deserved ; but I never forgot that experiAt last the day came on which it was reence, nor went in a boatagain without her
ported that the ship was to sail. How well permission.
I remember it—seventy years next August.

The atmosphere wis hazy, the air very sultry and oppressive, while the ocean lay so
still that the breaking of the surf upon the
long line of beach came to my ears like some
dreamy murmur.
A skiff belonging to one
of my uncles lay moored at a little log pier
- in the cove, and, during the last hour I had
been curled up on its bow, watching with envious eyes the busy bustle on board the
ship. Suddenly some evil spirit whispered to
me to loose the skiff from its mooring, float
out on the tide, hail the ship“as she passed

1 was a wick-

ed boy to indulge a moment in such thoughts,
but no sooner indolged in, than acted upon,

and Iimmediately felt the

gliding move-

ment of the skiff as it drifted away from the

pier, and heard the musical ripple of the
water as it parted before the bow. I soon
saw that the distance between

myself

and

the ship was rapidly increasing, ‘and never
that a ship could not sail without
thinking

wind, I kept wondering why she did not
start. However, I felt no fear, partly because I was too young to realize my danger,
“and partly because I had such love for the

oceanas to leave no room in my heart for

usually

industrious,

‘the boss,”

as

«Cowme,” said Allan, “I will preach youa
little sermon.”
:
“Well,” said Johnny, ¢“I will listen.”
So Allan fook the great Bible, and found
this text, which was so easy that Johnny
could read it himself “Iam the door.”

years old,” said Allan, ¢ for it has just four
words in it,one for every year ; the first word

is ‘1’

That has only one letter in it. This

means the Lord Jesus, the good Saviour who
loves little children. The second word is
‘am.’ That has two letters in it. When
Jesus says,

‘I

am the

door,”

of course he

doesn’t mean that he is the door like
you shut just now ; but this little

that

sermon is

a peep

Now, little friends, I have told you of my

first voyage.
Since that time I have spent
the best years of my life upon the deck of
my own ship, and have never felt happier
than when bringing

the

power

of

human

science and” skill to bear against the
fierce warrings of the mighty winds and
waves. Ihave known no pleasanter home
than my own cabin, no

softer

repose

than

when rocked by the roll of the billow.
I am an old man now, my face has been
browned by the scorching sun of the tropics, and my hair bleached by the numerous
cares of the passing years ; but I am anchored in a quiet harbor at last, waiting orders
to sail upon my last voyage—even from
the shores-of earth into the peaceful port of
Heaven.
:

- Deformed
People dread

personal

deformity

na‘urally ; and mothers; asu general thing,

get

into a house,

tance.
The ~ flag-stones below, which I
knew to be at leasttwo feet square, looked

by him, and they prayed

So Allan kneeled down, and little Johnny
to make

them his

own

to the dear Lord
good.

children,

so

Father, why don’t You
w——

wy

UY

Ey

“ Father,I don't want td'go to Sunday school

shingles, observing their eccentric course,
whirling now near the wall, now far out, any longer. Fred Jones and Harry Smith,
and thought it would be a terrible fall for who are in my class, have quit, and I want
:
a human being. -Ithen arose, and, turning 0 guiftce.”
“Why,
my
son
?”
toward the hatchway, found myself stand¢ Oh, becauseé’itis‘\dull to be confined to
ing face to face with Butler. His whole
a
Sunday school bis gm weather, and
manner had changed, and his eyes fairly
then
I haven't time to get\my lessons, and
blazed with*wild excitement.

“Ha! ha! youthink it's fine fun to toss
chips down there,” said he, in a harsh

and shaking

me

‘ Why, Mr.

Dll

fun than that—I'll pitch

Butler,” said I, assuming

a

the roof.

I made a desperate bound away from
him, leaving half my school jacket in his
hands, and rushed

toward the ladder.

he seized me again, and

taking me

But

in his

arms, carried me once more to the eaves.

The calmness of despair was upon me.
I had somewhere read of the ease with
which a maniac had been deceived by one
whom he had attempted

said, with
could.

to

murder, and

as good a ghost
x

.‘Bah! that's nothing

I

of a laugh as I

to do, Mr. Butler;

any fool could toss me down into the yard
from here. But I'll bet you a half-dollar
you can’t jump over that mortar-bed on to
the grass beyond.)
He stopped, and, setting me on my feet,

drew out his purse.

Taking out a silvér

half-dollar, he said:
““ Put up your money—put up-your

“
mon-

ey—I can %bss you down afterward, and
might as well make fifty cents out of you
as not.”

I heard some one coming up the dttic ladder, and fumbled for some time at my purse,

in order to gain time.
‘* Make

haste!”

r

he cried;

s
“I can’t wait

¢¢ All right,” said I, and

handed him

the

‘money, adding, ‘* you had better take off
your nail-pouch or you will scatter the nails
all over the college lot.”
so—true

enough,”

he

replied,

laying down his hammer, which he had
til then held in his hand. Untying
strings of his nail-pouch, he stooped to
it upon the roof. My opportunity had

unthe
lay
now

arrived,

dealt

and, seizing

the hammer, I

him a blow which laid him unconscious .at
my feet. At that moment the head of another workman appeared through the scuttle.
:
;
“Be
quick, Mr. Johnson,” I shouted ;
¢“ help me to tie’ Butler.
He is mad, and

1 knocked him down to prevent his killing
himself.”
;

Ina few minutes

we had him securely

bound under
a tree near the well, and by
the application of cold water restored him
to consciousness. HE was conveyed to his
home,

and in a short time

returned

to

his

work. A month or two afterwards he became a member of a temperance society,and
is now a leading church member and a
much respected citizen.

Allan’s

Little Story.
a

[)

W—

playthings were all put away, except Kitty ;
so Johnny played with Kitty till he made her
angry by trying to take her up by the ears,
as Allan 100k his rabbits, Then she'jupiped
out of the window, and Johnny saw het no

would choose death rather than distortion,
for their children. But such children have
their compensations. On them is lavished
;
the fondest love, the tenderest care; and it more that morning.
is not often that one of them is unhappy'or | + #*Allan,”
he baid, ‘I wish I could just

hills

it

:

‘“ Then what?”
‘ Why, Fred and Harry say that itis

all

nonsense for such big boys as we to be tied to
a Sunday school. It does very well for little fellows like our Charlie. But
think I
am too old to go to Sunday school. Don’t
you think so, father?”
“No, my son. The Sunday school is a
great and good institution. All our best

men
of

are in favor ofit,
mischief,

It keeps boys out

Sundays.

It is

respectable,

and tell him; he
in he
o

She ran over, and

found him at work

““When shall I be, father?
were you when you stopped ?”

How

old

¢¢ Oh, I don’t know, Thomas; never mind
that.”
:
‘‘ But, father, if the Sunday school is such

a great
telling

thing
me,

and all that you have

if we are never too old

been
to go,

why don’t you go, too? I'll agree to stay
if you'll go with me.” . (Exit Tom.)
““ Well, he’s got me this time, turned my
own

sermon upon myself.

I don’t see

but

that I mustagree to the bargain. I shall
feel rather strange at Sunday school; for,
ta tell the truth, I have not been for twenty years. People will stare a little at first,

but if it will keep Tom in school and out of
mischief, I will go.”—Sunday School Times.

' . A Noble Boy.
A crippled beggar was striving to pick up
some old clothes that had been thrown from
when

a

crowd of rude

boys

gathered about him, mimicking his awkward
movements,

and hooting at his helplessness

and rags. Presently a noble little fellow
came up, and pushing his way through the
crowd, he helped the poor crippled man to
pick up his gifts, and placed them in a bundle. Then, slipping a piece of silver in his
hand, he was running away, when a voice
far.above him said, ‘Little boy with a straw

hat, look up.” Alady leaning from an upper window, said earnestly,‘
God bless you,
my little fellow. God bless you for that!”

As he walked along, he thought how

glad

he had made his own heart by doing.

good.

He thought of the poér” beggar's grateful
dook ; of the lady's smile, and her approval ;
and last and better than all, he could almost

hear his Heavenly Father whispering:
“Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy,” Little reader, when you have
an opportunity of doing good, and feel

RR I

he

ME
I
A

TIS

RD

a

in

she was a sinner, but that

her

blessed

Sa-

admirers,

indites-sonnets to the

moon;

composes

eloquent

hymns to his Creator and
m
s to
laiy's eyebrow; writes polished epigrams in the

rose-watery

¢ Beautiful Answers.
.

Loy,

A pupil of Abbe Sicord gave

»

the

follow-

ing extraordinary answers :

Q. What is gratitude ?
A. Gratitude
heart.
Q.

is

the

memory

of

What is hope?

A. Hope is the blossom of happiness.
Q. What is the difference between hope
and desire?
A. Desire is a tree in leaf, hope is a tree
in flower, and enjoyment is a tree in fruit.
Q. What is eternity?

A. A day

without yesterday or to-mor-

row, a day without end.
Q.

What is time?

A. Aline that hastwo ends—a path that
begins in the cradle and ends in the grave.

cking the foot-ball; sat up burning

t quantity

of mid

ht oil, when

an extrava-

they

had

po much more profitably employed sno;
their bunks; and, wh
nfounding the twinges
of a morbid conscien
th the pangs of indi-

gestion, and, while mistaking the depression of
abused nerves for ah angelic summons to leave
this Vale of Tears, they

awaited

somewhat

im-

tiently the time when they also should become
artyrs to Science. bemoaned and canonized by

the principal Parish
ilized world.

Here is a most

Sewing Societies of the civ-

admirable

burlesque

upon the

spread-eagle style of oratory:
The most incorrigible orator in our Club is an
interesting young gentleman named Mr. Leoni.das Climax, who holds the position of clerk in

the village bank, and is fired with the noble am-

bition, as he once chastely
expressed it, ‘of inscribing his name on that immortal scroll of

fame on which are already written, with s
letters of imperishable sheen, by the diamond

Literary Review.

pens of recording chernbims and seraphims, the
deathless names of Demosthenes and Cicero, of
Chatham, Patrick Henry, D. Webster, and H.

We have mentioned the qualities of the leading
books that have

career infected the colleges of Chrise

tendom.
Straightway we had a plague of Kirke
Whitelings-emaciated
long-h
2 pigeyed,
gent emen, who exce ed
ious and moony young z
Homer and hypochondria;
cultivated prayer, .
poesy, and dyspepsia; made tender reference in
rhyme to their lyres, their lutes, and their longings to be no more; sauntered lauguishingly by :
urling brooks, when they ought
to have
n

the

recently appeared.

We

present

this week some paragraphs from two or three of
the books that will not fail to arrest attention.
- In his volume, *Pre-Historic Nations,” Mr.
+ Baldwin thus speaks of the civilization that he
assures us flourished in Arabia, anterior to that

Clay !”—* and,” as a sarcastic member
added, *‘ George Francis Train!”
It must

be confessed

pendous

enterprise,

that for

this

Mr. Leonidas

kindly

rather

stu-

Climax

pos-

sesses a stock of personal qualities which will

no

doubt enable him to accomplish wonders—a thick
head of hair and a thin crop of ideas,
a small

brain, a largé mouth; and an enormous pair of
lungs, beside a cool, nay, a sublime audacity, in

of Egypt and Pheenicia:

bellowing forth his resonant nonsense in sny as-

This antiquity of civilization in Arabia is necessary to explain the facts that, in the oldest recorded traditions, Arabia is the land of Cush, the
celebrated Ethiopia of very remote times, and
that, according to the testimony of linguistic and
archeological science, the first civilizers in West
ern and Southwestern Asia and in the Nile Valley were a people described as Cushites or Hamites.
These facts are incontestable; but, while
it is necessary.to accept what they signify, we
have no chronology for the scheme of Arabian
history which they suggest.
Guided, however,
by what we know of the antiquity of civilization
in Egypt and Chaldea, we may suppose as probable that the history of the ancient
Cushite civil
igation was somewhat as follows:

thrust

1. There was the primeval

period of first de-

velopment and growth.
Did the original culture
of the Cushite civilizers come to them from a
still older civilization? or was it originated entirely by themselves, without -assistance or stimulus from abroad?
We cannot
answer these
questions.
Man was created capable of improve
ment, and no very long period could have elapsed before the use of reason and the almost spontaneous activity of the aptitude for invention in
providing for the wants of life began to create
civilization.
This development would necessarily be
greatest and- swiftest in the most highly
gifted families and under the most favorable circumstances.
If the first appearance of the human race on earth be as far back in the past as it
seems necessary to believe, the Cushite civilization could not have been the oldest development

It is, howev-

er, the oldest of which we have any trace.
It
may have been original; and therefore the period of its beginning, and its growth to the condition out of which grew its eminence in commercial and colonizing enterprise, may have been
very long.
2. The period of colonizing enterprise, commercial greatness, and extensive empire.
Early
in this period, Cushite colonies were ‘established
in the ‘valleys of the Nile and of the Euphrates,
which
in subsequent ages
became
Barbara,
Egypt,
and Chaldea.
Its beginning could not
have been later than 7000 or 8000 years before

Christ,

and

it may

have begun

much

earlier.

The Cushites occupied India, Western Asia to
the Mediterranean, and extensive regions in Africa.
In this period they brought to full development that knowledge of astronomy and of other sciences, fraguients of which have come down
to us through the nations they
created and by
which they
e succeeded.
The vast commercial system by
which they brought together ‘the

ends of the earth” was created, and that ugrival-

ed eminence in maritime and manufacturing skill
was developed, which the Phanicians retained
down to the time of the Helleaes and the Romans.
In this period were the grandest ages of
the great empire of Ethiopia, or Cusha-dwipa.
3. The period of disintegration, when Egypt
and Chaldea became separate countries, and the

Sanskrit branch of the Aryan race

invaded

and

occupied Northern India, This period may have
begun about 5000 years before the Christin Era.
But
the Arabian Cushites, having control of
Arabia, Southern India, many colonies on the
Mediterranean,
and extensive districts in Afri.
ca, were still unrivaled ir power and commercial dominion.
At length camé a time, for which
there is nothing to suggest a probable date,when,
under control of the people called Phenicians,
Northern Arabia, Syria, and the connected communities on the Mediterranean became a separate dominion.
There is some reason for supposing (as I shall presently show) that the rest of
the peninsula was divided into two kingdoms,
not later -than from about 3000 to
B. C.—
one including Yeman, Hadramaut, the Hedjaz,
and other western districts; and the other con.
sisting of Oman, the districts towards the Persian
Gulf, and the whole region known as Irak Arabi

sembl

upon

himself.

into five or six separate kingdoms, of which that

described by the Greeks as Saba was the most
important.
The Phoenicians, finally restricted in
Asia to the little district immediately connected
with their great cities, and the rich and still enterprising people of Southern Arabia, called Sabeans and Himyarites, continued to represent

what remained
down

to a period

of the old Cushite
comparatively

civilization

quite

the- ancient glory of the country

modern.

long before the beginning of the Assyrian period,
the whole northern portion of the peninsula was
invaded and overrun by Semites, chiefly nomadic, who occupied the Hedjaz, became
permanent
inhabitants, and finally originated
Mahometan-

ism.

The Land of Cush was transformed.

In the absence of regular historic annals, any
| scheme of Arabian history that takes in sll its

which

Mr.

it is possible for

him

Leonidas Climax

to

is not a

sensitive person.
Perhaps some would consider
this a fortunate circumstance for him. Certainly, had he been anything less than one of those
Muscovites, of whom it is said that the only way
to give them a sensation is to flay them alive, he
would long since have wilted
beneath the cannonading of hints, sneers, jests, and Suppljeations with which a much suffering humanity
has
tried to temper the fatal paroxysms of his-fluen-

cy.
;
Like all

has his own

;
great. orators, Mr.

Leonidas Climax’

little peculiarities in speaking,which

distinguish him from the common herd
of desisjiners by a fine flavor of orjgiuality. We have
read

assage

of an orator who never

without

rises to an eloquent

first vigorously

scratching

‘left side of his nose; and of another who
ably signalizes his finest bursts of oratory

bursting

of his coat under

the

invariby the

both arms.

Mr. Le-

onidas
Climax, as has been already intimated, is
the proprietor of a little peculiarity which is'ex-

~

clusively his own—namely, to soar into the altitudes, as he would say, by dint of incessantly
drinking from the water pitcher. It was in vain
that, at the outset of his eloquent career among

us, certain members

took the herty of pouring

water into a tumbler and of placing
it near him,
as a gentle hint that if he must drink he should
do so in a civilized manner. He is superior alike
to gentle hints and to
any vessel less heroic than
the pitcher, so that the
Club has been compelled
to avenge itself upon the hydro-bibulous orator
by voting an appropriation of twenty-five dents
for the purchase of a pitcher for the use of Mr.
Leonidas Climax alone.
It was in vain that on
one occasion a member guXiousiy inquired of
him “ whether he did not think
his eloguence
was already thin enough without mixing it with
water”?
He
benignantly answered: “Oh,
I can

take a joke, gefitlemen{” It was in vain that at ~
another time one of qur members asked him
“if he considered that an orator was raised to

the hights

of eloquence on

humor, he

replied:

hydraulic ram?”

the

With thé most
“ Go

principle of the

unruffled good

on, gentlemen;

I trust

I can take a joke!” Inthe course of a tremendous speech he made at the Club but a jew oven.
ings since, and while frantically engaged as
|
in spouting wind
‘paper was seen to
man.
At the end

de

and imbibing water, a bit of
ass up the table to the Chairof the harangue, the Judge

rose and with the utmost gravity
paper:

read from

the

“Several nfinbers, unable ‘their views to compare
]
n
Tr
On a question of order appeal to the chair.
Though of words it: be-just to make such.a
‘slaughter,
Has a windmill the right to go thus by water”
When the roars of laughter had ceased, the
Judge roused
them
ain by adding: * The
Chair will give its reply to this appeal in the
same manner as that in which it has
been made:

“If a windmill ean grind without ever a grist,
A windmill can surely do just what it list.”
Mr. Leonidas Climax sat with arms compla-¢
cently folded, and with the most provoking serenity of amiable feeling, merely replying:
“You know, gentlemen, that I can take a

joke.’
;
ig Yes,” said the Judge, * but I can assure the
gentleman that to us all this
ing a joke at all.”

is very far from

be-

po

LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Open

to the Euphrates, of which Zohak, celebrated in

Iranian history, was a famous ruler.
4. The period of continued decline, which finally brought the Arabian peninsula to its present condition. Much of what is usually written
as “the History of Arabia before Islamism” belongs to this period. The country was divided

departed
tempted to neglect it, remember the * little
to the rise of the Assyrian empire, in
boy with the straw hat.”
v: previous
the thirteenth century before Christ; and, not

“When Mr, Whitefield was preaching in
New England, a lady became the subject-of
divine grace, and her spirit was peculiarly
drawn out in prayer for others. She could
persuade no one to pray with her but her little daughter, about ten years of age. After

0 satisfy
the 1ofty expectations of his

viour had heard her mother’s prayers, and
style of Horace, which show the elegance of his
had forgiven all her sins ; and that now she taste,
and essays on Melancholyin
the style of
was 80 happy, she did not know how to tell Addison, which reveal the disordered condition
of his liver; supplicates Heaven for the restora-.
it. .
:
tion of his health, and denies himself needful
‘The shoemaker was struck with surprise, sleep by the help of strong tea, pins, and cold waand his tears flowed down like rain. Hg ter compresses ; utters a pious ejaculation before
with a rapidity
1{ every meal, and then swallows
threw aside his‘work, and, by. prayei and jndisasive of hie Sonia t fore Tunisions
c juice, an
‘other carn
3
supplication, sought mercy. The neighbor- tee
ans all the h hest prizes, amazes all the wisest
hood was awakened; and, within a few
ons, violates all the holiest ws of health, and
months, more than fifty persons were brought dies’ in 8 blaze of glory, a MARTYR TO SCI~*
:
cody
tothe knowledge of Jesus, and to rejoice in ENCE!
Success is the mother
‘of imitation; and the
his power and grace.”
unintended evil of Kirke White’s radiant and

But

The Little Missionary.

patron, and is enabled to enter one of the renowned universities of the world. Pensive,
poetical, as;
ayerful, and bilious, he
ts

succeeds in beco!
the model of a
ous
his shop. She began
by tellihg him that he and
ut romantic and lackadaisical student. He wres168
with
the
sterm®
realities
of
the
Calculus,
and
must die, and thathe was a sinner; and that |

-

Polar Sea.

The question of the existenceot an open
polar sea in the ice-bound north has ‘many
disputants pro and conira. The views beld
by many writers are for the most part spec-

ulative; yet, if the' declarations of those
Artic explorers who penetrated farthest to
the north and brought back some definite
information relative
to the scenes with
which their perilous researches brought
them in contact, are to be received as .
worthy of our confidence, some credit
must be given to the opinion that an open
polar sea does exist.
Capt. Parry, as early
as 1820, penetrated to nearly 83 degrees
north latitude, and found, not an

unbroken

field of ice as would be at so high a latitude,
but separate floes, with more or less open
water

between them.

The damage -sustain-

ed by his vessels amid this floating ice inParry found the temperriods must be chiefly hypothetical. Beyond
a. duced his return.
ew important fucts that ‘may be’ use Yo pee: 3 ature -along the western shore of Spitzsupposition, there is nothing to enlighten us.
bergen unexpectedly mild, even rain fallWe learn something from the traditions of an- ing now and then.
Dr. Kane, in 1855,
Hquity: the Hebrew Scriptures téll us someenetrated a little beyond 81 degrees, and
thing; the ‘old ruins of the East furnish some
ound evidences sufficient to warrant him;
a time, it pleased God to touch the heart of light; and in Mahometan histories of Arabia
there are passages that seem to present a few in his reportof his expedition to the Navy
the child, and give her the hope of salva.. confused recollections of what was
written in the Department of the
United 8
, to stale
lost annals of the country, but a regular and ac- that he had discevered a large
tion. In a transport of holy joy, she then curate
“thannel to
historical account of ancient Arabia is no
exclaimed,—
; longer possible.
the northwest, free from ice, and leading
:
’
into an open and expanding area equally
‘O mother, if all the world knew this! 1 + The volume
by Moses Coit Tyler, on physical
wish I could tell everybody ! Pray, mother, culture, entitled *“ Brawnville Papers,” is one of free from ice? This open sea he states he
beheld from a promontory 240 feet high,
let me run to some of the neighbors, and rare literary skill, zest and raciness: It has and to use his own words, *‘ A gale from
tell them, that they may be happy, and love something of iconoclasm and audacity, but it is northeast of fifty-four hours’ duration,
not least entertaining when most pungent and
brought a heavy swell from that quarter withmy Saviour.’

‘Ah ! my child,’ssaid the mother,
would be useless; for I suppose,

‘that

were you

to tell your experience, there is not one within many miles who would not laugh at you
and ay it was a delusion,

*O mother!" replied the girl, ‘I think they
would believe me.

I must go over to the

severe upon what the author regards as false and
mischievous views in the sphere of education

and religion. And there is always a dealof robust common sense in his utterances. Take this
specimen of criticism upon the Kirke White

school of scholarship and Christianity :

A delicate youth, born in lowly eircumstances,

with the glorious face and the temperament of
genius, attracts
to hims 1’ the favor of a weal

w
LJ

will believe
Aiea

too. People think more of you if you are
a Sunday school scholar. If you wanted to
get a situation in a store, to be a regular
member of a Sunday school would be a
recommendation for you. Then you learn
so much that is good. It is right to study
the Bible and learn all these things.
My
son, I think the Sunday school is a grand
thing for you. I do not want you to stop.
of eivilized life in human history.
You are not too old to go.” -

the window,

here all day.”

“That's

then, then—"

tone

by the collar: ‘but

show you better
you after ’em !”

shoemaker,
met.

go?
DW

le

1869.

that they might go into his beautiful city
when he comes.— Child's Delight.

my

er left Allan at home to take care of him. The
very

to

you go straight to the door; aud so if we
want to go into the kingdom of heaven, we
must go to Jesus and ask him to let us in.”

It was a rainy Sabbath, too wet for Johnny to go to church, and so father and moth-

Children.

Now, when you want

over the eaves. Sliding down carefully, I
soon got my feet in the trough,and steadying myself for a moment, looked downward. It seemedto me an immense dis-

go
a prey to mortification- A scar upon the and look into my box of playthings. I won't
boldly out-lined the coast, and as T sat cheek may make a beauty morbidly misera- take out one. I just want to look at them;
0 ring into the darkening distance, I must ble; a limp may ruin a Byron's life; but the that wouldn't be breaking the Sabbath, would
en asleep, and slept all night as absolutely deformed seem to enjoy existence itp"
2
“It would be going into temptation,” said
Lin my own bed, for I remember amidst all their bodily sufferings. Some“more until something shook me times they develope such angeli¥fiatures that Allan; ‘and you know you prayed this
y by the shoulder, and a loud the love they thus deserve is inevitably giv-' morning, ‘lead us not into temptation,’”

i ~The sun soon sank behind the high

g

dissipated habits; but as they were

I.

had been in pursuit of me all night, but
should be sent to
there was little hope of finding me as they
if I did not cease
knew the frailty of the skiff and its inabiliher very unkind to
ty to contend with the fast rising sea. no more to her, I
My mother, in her intense joy at my safe
ship. with longing

me, and be taken on board.

were of

firmness which I was far from feeling,
<“ Han't ye 'fraid ?” queried he.
‘‘‘you are joking, are you
not?
You
¢ No, sir, I like it,” replied I.
wouldn’s throw a boy down on that hard
¢“ Well, well!
That's what I call the pavement, would you? Come now, let me
right sort o’ stuff to make a sailor out on,” go, if you please.”
:
said he, turning to one of the crew. ‘Bring
‘¢ No, I'll riot let you'go!” he replied, his
out an ile jacket and roll him up in" it for excitement increasing momentarily.
“I'll
twon’t do to let him’ git too wet !”
drop you after those chips; and you needn’t
That was my first introduction to—or in- try to soft-soap me.
Come along!” and ke
to—an oil jacket;
and,
uncouth
as it attempted to drag me to the awful verge of
ing,” replied

¢¢ Oh, captain,” exclaimed I, ¢¢ That is the

eagerness_to

neymen carpenters, some of whom

‘mind—and
then dropped several pieces. of |

As I watched a beautiful ship that seen me late in the afternoon ‘curled up in

my

and

numbers of jour-

strange sense of indefinite dread upon

"My ocean was bounded on all sides by same ship that I wished to sail in! Why
my mother’s earthern wash-bowl, and great didn’t she go before ?” He turned his full
was my grief when some one hastily upset gray eyes upon me, and in tones that awed
it and left my boat a wreck.
me, said:
.
wh
I often told my mother that when I grew
¢ And where d’ye spose ye'd hev bin, if
to be a large boy I should go to a real the wind that carries that ship ‘had come
ocean, and sail in a ship as large as a house, on last night? The fishes would hev held
but she invariably shook her head, and told
yer funeral away down in the black water,
me she could not spare her little boy to go afore this!”
so far away from her, never, perhaps, to
I shuddereda little, for I began to have
return.
Nevertheless, I persisted in maksome idea of the danger which I had escaping my boats and“sailing them in every ed. Ihad not listened to my conscience,
puddle I could find, and resolutely clung
but had done that which T knew was against’
to the idea of going to sea sometime.
my mother's wishes, and I felt that it was
One summer, when I was nearly eight
the merciful hand of God that had held me
years old, my mother took me with her to
back from the terrible fate that might have
visit my grandfather who lived in the sea- been mine. I had also caused my mother
port village of Y——.
There my eyes a night of intense agony ; she had not noticwere gratified by beholding, for the first
ed my absence until nearly sunset, when
time, the broad, blue waters of the Atlantic one of the neighbors told her that he had
to sail,

was a builder,

large

«Q dear,” sighed J ohnny ; ‘then I wish I

«Here is a text for a little boy who is four

i

bigger than a ten-year-old boy.
:
Isata few moments without moving—a

tions are of sailing a little boat, which occu- water. Bless me! It's manya time. one
pation was my special delight. I expect you has kept me comfortable since!
would laugh could yon see such an one,}| In about two hours, much less than I
and 1, too, notwithstanding my gray hair, wished, I saw that we were approaching the
should belikely to join in your merriment; «“ Harbor.” Just before we entered, the
for it was made of a bit of shingle whittled great ship passed us with every inch of
to a point at each end, and had for its mast canvas spread.

ocean.

uncles

»t

scarcely larger than bricks; while a man
who passed across the yard appeared no

used to sich baths as this that’s commin’ 1”
«] should rather stay here if you are will-

y

desires

that

“Young skipper, I guess ye'd better go
into the cuddy there, and stay, for ye han’t

Uncle Harvey wishes the little boys who
read the * Family Circle,” to know a bit of
his boyish experience ; and as my fingers are
he

in

minutes the salt spray would fly all over

Blt

than his,

my

gr lie

chimneys, when I concluded to take

agin

us ; then the captain said:

Uncle Harvey’s first Voyage.

, more nimble

im

of Peril.

with, their private affairs, content to let
Thatters take their own course so long as
his interests did not suffer.

brought me a plate with some hard bread
and salt beef upon it, saying :
‘“ We don’t have no great 'commodation

Fast moldering on the hillside green,
My wee cold boy reposes.

BRADFORD.

comin’

A short time afterward, one

°

No arm his form encloses—

BY MAY

An Advepture

they called my relative, seldom interfered

we'll try it. Down hellum! Let her come
round!” and we were soon headed in_the
opposite direction.

Close nestled in his mother’s arms,
My week old boy reposes.
‘Where myrtles bloom, and roses,
His baby brother sleeps, I ween—

isabout all that is worth the living for.

respectful and

lifted me on board the smack and
¥ecured
my skiff in tow, ¢¢ this child’s mother han’t
slept much to night, I guess,” and he must
be got home for all o’ work!
It’s a hard

The Three Boys.
ap

for life, it is not
heart.
Deformi-

°

was at church.”

¢ Wanted to go to sea, did ye? Wall
to show you how he is like a door. The third
should say as how ye got what ye wanted I” __ I frequently visited the houses upon which word is ‘the,’ which has three letters. Jesaid the captain. “‘ Out here in that pig’s these men were engaged; and, boy-like, sus says ‘the door,’ because thereis only one
trough! Why, it would hev rode ye to the was fond of climbing to the roofs, when, if door into the kingdom of heaven. The fourth
bottom like an iron kettle if it hadn’t ben not seen and called down by *‘the boss,” word is” ¢ door,” which has four letters in
one of the pootiest nights on record! What's I would clamber about, risking my neck and it. A door lets people into the house; and
yer name skipper!” continued he making tearing my clothes for nothing in the world if there was no door they could not get in.
but just to be in mischief.
:
a mock bow.
So the Lord Jesus lets his people into the
I was, one, day, when about sixteen years
‘¢ Fred Harvey,” said I.
kingdom of heaven; and if if was not for
‘ What, old Captain Harvey’s chick ‘at of age, on the roof of a new college, five sto- him, they could not get in atall.
:
ries in hight, with no companion save a car‘| the Harbor.”
“A door keeps out the rain, and the dogs
penter, a hard drinker, named James Butler,
¢ Yes, sir,” replied I.
and thieves ; and so Jesus keeps all evil and
‘ Well, boys,” said he to the crew, as he who was finishing the work around the hurtful things out of his beautiful heaven.

vow

Money Creek, Minn,

it.is sad for a

ty may win more love than beauty—and love

a ‘employed at times

was received with a shout of laughter by
the smack’s crew.

But O!I love my early home,

so, although,

. child to be marred in form
so sad as to be marred in

One of

some-

what confused at finding myself in such
position.
‘ What ye out here for ?” continued he.
¢¢ Because I wanted to go to sea,” -replied I with returning assurance, which reply

I love the beauteous flowers which bloom

And

STU GR

)

pa
¢

out disclosing any drift or other ice.” The
statements of Parry and Kane are the most
definite of Arctic explorers on the subet of an open polar ses. But even were

ts-existence a fact, the impossibillity of
its use for naval purposes is apparent on
account of the dangers surrounding its
approaches.
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The priests of Buddha, in China, in one of firstto keep vital time, than the watches to which Pompeii has been subjected at age, undoubtedly had more to do inb
>= Spain has long been famed for her robdeparted brother to Christ than any
ng else.
:

S

3

- | into action,

©

Spain.

the fame and deserves
She deserved

bers.

that the

traveler willbe told

The

it still.

robbers are exterminated, but they are not;
they have only changed their method. Formerly they attacked the tourist on the road
highways and rifled his pockets by force.

en of Salt Lake, Iremember a scene in a
temple at Canton—a mill in which human

souls were ground up—a slow, steady turning of the stone. The'soul went in head
and some-" foremost.
This was inconvenient, uncertain,
Down below was a trickling
times dangerous; they have accordingly stream of blood and brains. ‘It is'so here.
abandoned it, and adopted the profession Intellect, joy, happiness, hope, peace, brains
of innkeepers, which is less exposed to and hearts are ground slowly out in this in"wo
Cn
the hostility of the law, and offers far great- fornal mill."
er facilities for plunder.
But there is the man who runs the mill—
He who has traveled mmeh. in Europe is the head of the church—President and Revfamiliar with many forms of extortion, va- elator—in the privatebox by the side of
in different countries. Tn Spain he the stage. He is portly, his hair is nicel
rying
"will find them all employed ina single 'ho- brushed. He wears a white vest, blac
tel, and he will no more expect to escape broadcloth coat, kid gloves, puts an operabeing robbed by landlords “than to escape Flats to his eyes and looks over to the galry containing us Gentiles,to see who is
being bitten by fleas. The double luxury
may always be enjoyed under the same roof. here.
He has a broad forehead, large
.
landlord
nose, whiskers turning
white.
Ability,
Nor is the genius of the Spanish
bounded by the limits 6f a single continent. decision, duplicity, shrewdness, cunning—
Alone of ail European countries Spain com- the good and bad elements of character
bines the two systems of hotel-keeping are plainly marked in his countenance.
known as the European and American.
Apostle Wells, a tall, thin, spare man, near,In America you pay a fixed sum, which ly<as old as Brigham, is by his side.
but wine. In Europe
includes everything
In Brigham’s family circle we see two of
you pay a fixed sum fora room, and are his concubines and twenty-two of his chilthen charged for service, ¢andles, meals, dren—all but three of them girls. One of the
and whatever else they can think of. In women is past the prime of life—plain
Spain the cautious traveler first agrees to countenance,
plainly dressed.
She is sad
pay a fixed sum to include everything on —sad when others laugh. The play is the
_the American system, and is then charged Somnambulist, but the comic scenes which
for all the extras of theordinary European set the crowd laughing bring no smile
Ifhe resist, a part will be taken to her face.
hotel bill.
off, but continual resistance to petty swinAt the end of the seat is one of the favordles, though conscientious persons incuicate ite concubines—a woman of thirty, pale,
those who come after them,

it as a duty to

embitters the enjoyment of travelto such an
extent that it seems better to pay for peace,

though the landlord does not charge for it
under that name. Nor will any economy
make Spain a cheap country to travel in.
Still less can comforts be procured which do
not exist.
The remark of Gautier is as true to-day as
itwasin 1840. Inothger countries you are
fleeced, but you have what you pay for; in
Spain you pay for the want of everything its

Thehotels of Madrid have

gold.

weight in

long been famous for their badness and dearness; they continue to deserve their reputation. I spent some weeks in the one now
considered the best. . It is cleanly and the
service good, but nothing less than a stomach of cast ironcan resist the inroads of its
Bad as that is, it was the best
cooking.
I found in Spain, with one exception. ". The
dishes on a
attempt to graft the national
French cuisine is a dreadful failure. If this
Revolution had an able man at its head, his

out

- first act would be to abolish the pipkin

of Spain, the utensil which Spaniards call the

puchero, and then call the product of it by
the'same name. Once there was an outery
against garlic, I suppose a just one,but
“whether just or not, Spain gives you no opportunity of kowiug, for the protest of invading travelers has banished the garlic from
dish offered to a foreigner. Doubtless
every
Spaniards continue to consume it in

the

se-

cret as the chiefs of the Christianized tribes
of Africa still keep .cannibal’s food hung in
their larders for the pleasure of trusted
Would
gourmands of their acquaintance.
they now banish the puchero there might be
hope for freedom in Spain. Itappears on
bvery table, public and private, rich and
poor, driving the fish out of its proper place

in succession

to the soup,

which itself is

Surprisedby the subSpanish and greasy.
stitute, supposing you are to have. no fish,
and doubttul whether any other dish ma

puchero xn

follow, you rashly attack the

you perceive

and a

stew,

kindof

to be a

stew, you rightly consider, may be a very
good thing. May be anywhere out of Spain,
but in Spain never, Tough meatand vegegarbanzas,

name of

table bullets under the

without flavor and generally half cooked,
will be the penalty of your rashness.
Other dishes are not much better. The
Meat

fish will come, but it will not be fresh.

will be loose grained and tasteless. The
oil in your salad has theflavor of pitch,
which has already repelled you from the descanter. Y "The old storyis told you, how the
custom of the

wine. is good in itself, butthe

country is to transport it in pig-skins tarred
onthe inside. Iam not sure but they are
turned inside out for greater convenience of:
the pitch sticking to e bristles. With prac-{
tice this mixture is drinkable ; the choice is
between it and water, for the French wines’
are bad and their price about twice what it
was

in war times in New York.

Sights in the Mormon

Theater.

Brigham

Young

" nearly as
with

large

owns a theater

which

and . which
has
It.is a well built

as

yielded
edifice,

the Boston

Theater,

parquet and circle, dress circle,

ily circle

and gallery.

Gentiles

fam-

are

con-

signed to the dress circle, though saints

ssasit there.
:
or
Climbing a narrow stairway, we find ourselves in the dress circle, occupyinga front
seat, giving us a good position to study the
audience.
We are not there to see the
play, but the people. The curtain is still
down and the audience are taking
their
seats. The parquet is arranged with
slips
like those in achurch. Atthe right hand
side in the parquet circle is Brigham’s family pew—distinguished from all other seats
by its red plush or damask upholstery.
In the right hand aisle of the parquet is
a rocking-chair which Brigham sometimes
occupies, when he wishes to be on a familiar footing with the saints.

= |

:

At our right hand is a woman with a ba-

by in her arms, three other children by her

with

an

glass in her hand.

‘

“Its effects, sir,”

is a motley

"

with

sinners

and Indians:
Farup in the gallery I see
three of the Ute tribe, in moccasins and
blankets, gazing with imperturbable gravity upon the scene.
i
Brigham looks upon the audience most
of the time—turning his attention to the
stage only when something especially attractive or laughable occurs.
He talks
with brother Wells, takes a knife from his
pocket, pares an apple, which he slowly
munches.
He has the appearance of a man
not well acquainted with the usages of
good ‘sodiety, but whois well off in the
world, independent of everybody, and who
for the remainder of his life is going to
take things easy and have everything his
own way.—CARLETON,in Boston Journal.

Barthquakes.
—

foretell by

replied,

¢ Sir,” the doctor

with an air of nonchalance,

added,

on

motive of the hushand was a desire to marry
another woman.

o society can with impunity suffer

:

community which, by its legislation, offers
scoundrels facilities of this kind for their

Before I quit his side I ascertained
sixteen

that

breed of men or women ever yet

cigarsa

prodigious amount but little!
:
¢¢ This,” continued the doctor,

dissoived.

if he did,

homes rapidly disappear

did

in "the

have

patronize

it and

as we may, on the

score

of

Particular

denounce

account

for it

selfishness

signs

in the earth, air, or

heavens when the dread visitation is at
hand. Sometimes it comes when the tropic
skies are cloudless, when the air is fresh
with the scent of summer flowers, and the
breeze plays with the orange-leaves; sonre=

times the stars are brightest, and night
smiles upon the earth. At others the air is
thick and heavy; a dull fog covers the

or

obituary.

skies, and a sulphurous stench sickens the
sense.
Sometimes it comes in darkness,

and then in the broad daylight. Now in
winter, when the airis calm and cool; and
now in summer, when all. nature melts beneath the torrid heat.
At Lima, says a
traveler, the inhabitants believed that they

could foretell an earthquake when the rats
ran swiftly over the rafters of the houses,
or when the stars twinkle with an omilihous
brightness. But the next one came in a

number.

vulsion at Lisbon came without a warning,

when that city had felt no severe shock
for more than a century. Caraccas was
overwhelmed in an instant, while all its
eople, withouta thought of danger, gay,

kettles

were

about

forty

in

A most" striking fact connected

with this discovery. is that the kettles were

found at a depth of seven feet below the
surface of the ground. Growing above
them

were

trees,

were evidently two

starless night, and the rats were unusually

terrible frequency proved to them that they
were miserably
deceived. The great con-

and

the same material as that used by the Indians for their housware, such as plates, dish-

poplar

and

oak,

which

centuries old.

A True Gentleman,

quiet. The Spanish conquerors imagined
that earthquakes happened only once in a

hundred years in Pera and Chili, until their

well, Mr.

found, to his surprise, a line of salt kettles.
The kettles were of stone
ware, made of
The

Some one lias

traiture of a true

given

the

following por-

gentleman.

Itis

true to

life. We wish there were more of them in
the world.
If all in the church of Christ

were such, it would be the dawning of heaven on earth.

He is above a mean thing. He cannot
to celebrate a high festival of religion. The +stoop to a mean fraud. He invades no sechurches fell and destroyed the multitude of cret in the keeping of another, He takes
worshipers. Neither science nor. observa- selfish advantage of no man’s mistakes. He
tion, nor the wise philosopher nor the pre- is ashamed of inuendos.
He uses no igsuming empiric, has succeeded in laying noble weapons in'controversy. He never
down any laws by which the dread~ de- stabs in the dark. He is not one thingto a
stroyer éonsents to be bound.
man’s face and another to his back. If by
An earthquake, in its most destructive
accident he comes into possession of his
mood, usuklly seems to strike the solid neighbor's counsels,he passes upon them inund
a heavy blow from beneath. This stant oblivion. He bears sealed packages
by far the most fatal form. Nothing can without tampering with the wax; Papers
resist

had crowded

the

into

concussion.

their

The

churches

earth itself

seems to rise into the air; the

strongest

buildings start upward, crumble into rujns,

and fall in a confused heap upon their occupants ; the land slides away from its accustomed place, and whole fields and towns

are driven through the air to the tops of
hills or to some distant region; men and
cattle are shot out as if from a catapult,

not meant for his eye, whether they flutter
in at his window, or lie open before him in

unguarded exposure, ave sacredto him.

He

profanes

the

no privacy

of others,

however

sentry sleeps. Bolts and bars, locks and
keys, bonds and “securities, notices to trespassers are not for him. He may be trusted
out of sight anywhere.
He buys no office,
he sells none, intriguesfor none.

He would

destruction, the‘fearful concussion is sometimes repeated three or four times, until

rather failof his rights than win them through
dishonor. He will eat honest bread.
He
insults no man, If he has a rebuke for another,he is straightforward,open and manly.
He cannot descend to scurrility. Billings-

earthquake a man

gate don’tlie on his tract.
Of woman, and
to her,he speaks with decency and respect.
In short, whatever he judges honorable he

and fly like missiles over the land until they

fall, bruised and bleeding, uponjthe earth;
and as if resolved to complete the labor of
the whole face of nature is changed into a
chaos of ruin. At the great Calabrian
was

carried, in

an

in-

them with
an
to

cash

single

G.

Martin,

died

in Candia, March 20, aged 46 years, 8 mos., 21
days.
She experienced religion 80 years ago.
She was a loving companion, tender mother, and
a practical Christian. She bore her distressing
sickness of eight weeks, with all Christian pa-

MRS. CLARRISSA PECK died at the residence
of her son-in-law, William O. Lillie, Sheffield,
Ohio; Feb. 21, 1869, aged: 83 years, 8 mos., 21

days.

Sister Peck was a daughter

of Mr.

of Cooperstown, N. Y

Bates

G. W. S.

ANDREW C., son of Albert and Augusta Burke,
died in Moscow, Me., Feb. 26,-of canker rash,

aged 22 months. Thus another little one has
gone to dwell with the blessed Jesus. Funeral
attended by the writer.
A. J. BUKER.

:

a worthy

member.
DAvID Moss died very suddenly in ‘Alton,
March 3, aged 75 years, 2 months, 14 days.
:
D. L. EDGERLY.
SUSAN, wife of Samuel Loramar, died in Milo,
Bureau
Co., Ill.,, of consumption,
March
1,
aged 42 years.
Sister L. was a member of Boyd’s
Grove church, she loved the house of God, and
sometimes was there when her countenance indicated death more than life. But she has finished her course and gained the prize. She leaves
to mourn, a husband, three children, a sister,
and brother.
Sermon by the writer.
L.

L. Cross.

BRO. MOSES GAREY died in Waterborough,
Me., Feb. 22, aged 41: years, 5 months.
Bro.
Garey experienced religion a few weeks previous
to his dedth under the labors of Bro. P. Smith,
whose héart has been made glad over the happy
conversion of a good number in the neighborhood during the winter past.
Bro. Garey was
the first of the converts called to the Christian’s
reward.
He leaves to mourn their loss a wife,
five children and many other relatives.
,
Con.
IRENE, wife of Dea. Azariah Bangs, died Feb.
17,
aged 59
years, 8 months.
She united with
the first F. W, Baptist church in Bakersfield, Vt.,
attheage of 17, and was a faithful and worthy
member.
She was a bright and shining light and
a way-mark for glory, ever willing and ready to
bear the cross of Christin meeting and whereever duty called her to go. She was an ornament
to the church, and now she has gone to wear
the crown laid up for her in heaven. She leaves
a companion and son, two daughters and a large
circle of relatives and friends to mourn.
[Ye

SAMUEL LANE died in Bement, Ill., suddenly
of typhoid fever, Nov.
1, 1868, in the (9th year
of his age.
He. was a native of Deerfield, N. H.,

stant, together with the field on which he practices towards every man.
:
and the youngest son of Deacon Noah and, Meside. Behind us are three roystering fel- was laboring, toa distant part of the val- |
hitable Lane.
Ia the year 1834, during a revival
lows, from the mines of Montana, ogling ley. At Riobanba the bodies of the inhabitof religion, he became interested for his soul’s
the girls in the parquet. They are Gentile ants were hurled through the sir to the
salvation; and after a severe conflict with the
Herculaneum.
wolves.
Elder Williams cautioned the top of a neighboring
enemy ofall good; obtained a strong hope in
hill. hd Calabrian
ps
Christ. » Phis 1 ted for a short time, “but being
girls last Sunday to beware of those who, shock was described as resethbling
the exVictor Emmanuel has ordered the resump- naturallyof a doubting temperament, clouds and
came in sheep's clothing to lead them away
losion of a subterranean mine, which did
darknesy,soon
enveloped
his mind, through
from the church and down to perdition, ts fearful work in an instant. In Chili a wit- tion of the excavations at Herculaneum, and which thg.
sun did gecasionally shine, but not
These wolves ‘do sometimes carry away ness of one of the severe earthquakes de- an annual grant of thirty thousand francs is clear enodgh i
im that it-was his duty
the fairest of the flock. Some of the girls scribes it as a sudden explosion, ac¢com- added to his civil list for this purpose. The to make a public profession of réligion.. In 1848
King
has
also
undertaken
to
provide
for
the
he
moved
with
his
family
to Illinois, subscribed
refer the undivided love of a hardy,
good- panied by a noise like that occasioned by
for the ‘Star in 1849, and continued to take it unmaintenagee
ot
a
pupil
at
ths
Archmologiooking young
Gentile to the fortieth or the discharge of countless cannon.
So cal Schobl of Pompeii. A corré@pondent til his death, often remarking that its principles
fiftieth part of a withered old Apostle.
erfect is
the change produced on the writes: ‘The earliest researches were in- just suited him. An honest, faithful man has
Two seats distant is another baby.
The
gdne; and in his dying moments he said that he
ace of nature that lawsuits have frequentmother is wrinkled and careworn.
We ly arisen after an earthquake as to the stituted® at Herculaneym, with what mag- could trust in God.. He leaves a wife and five
children.
7
P. LANE. ,
nificent’
results
we
may
see
in
the
National
can soe lines of care and suffering across
ossession of lands and houses that have Museum at Naples, or in the pages of the
her forehead, and in her sunken cheeks, as
Miss JENNETTE PEAK, daughter of George
eén wholly removed from their ancient
if Time’ had been turning deep furrows bounds. In the indiscriminate destruction Antichita di Ercolano (eommenced ir 1767, and Charlana Peak, died in East Brookfield, Vt.,
.
and his ploughshare had gone down into and removal it was impossible for .men to during the reign of Charles 11, and extend- March 22, aged 19 years.
But partl
MRS. ASENATH MoXLEY died of influenza, at
the subsoil and had cut the heartstrings: iciermite what was their own.—Harpexs. ing to nine folio volumes).
the residence of her son, John Moxley, in Tunfrom the hardness of the material in whic
Not hers alone. We see the same joyless

are Jory
have all

running
from
the
head
into the stomach.
It ends
in Consumption.

Bronchitis is the legitimate child of Catarrh. Troches and all palliatives cannot in any case reach the
fountain in

contributors

the head, where

the

cast of

coyntenance on every female

face:

agazine.

:

the

acter—who

can read the joys and sorrows

should

come to Salt Lake City?

face—

They

would find it one vast studio-~every
woman a subject.
“Dead Affections” would
be an appropriate title to their pictures.
Stifled, rather. These women have never
known what it is to love or to be loved.
They know only sacrifice. They are slaves

—in bondage to the church and to the | dev, il at the same time. They are ground to
powder between two mighty mill-stones—
the upper one a religious idea, the lower
one the lewdness and lust of hard-hearted
men. Heaven and hell together are brought

The Doctor's Task.
—lr

continued and transferred to Pompeii, where

—

. Why particular families should rundown,
and taper off, and die out, it is not always
easyto say,

but

we

can all see

that

the

rocese is continually going on around us.
hen Nature has made up her” mind that

she has had enough

and that its room

of its offspring and
be

particular

stock,

is better than its company,

the work of patching
they can ever

of a

up

the constitutions

keeping them

called

so, is one

are imbedded, and partly from a

fear of endangering the foundations of the
modern town of Portici, the works were dis-

Artists, who with pen and péncil paint charof life in the lines of the human

ruins

alive, if
of

the

most desperate tasks assigned to the healers of men. How many lives, physiologi-

labor is far easier, and, therefore, moré
remunerative. Pompeii; fiom the circumstance that it may be almost entirely laid
bare, presents
greater attraction for the
tourist,

one

and awakens associations to

is a stranger

at Herculaneum.

which

But,

Nas a set-off against this defect, the works
of art uhearthed
superior

character,

here are generally

of a

not only because

Her-

bridge,

Vt.,

March

18,

1869, aged

Nature speaks out and says no! at every
opens the water ducts, and floods the
water to drive out the intruder, just. as
the eye are opened when dust affects

American Writers each in his own department on
FARMING,
PLANTING,
STOCK BREEDING,
POULTRY RAISING,

PLANS OF COUNTRY HOMES,
RURAL ARCHITECTURE,
ORNAMENTAL GARDENING,
FRUIT GROWING,
FLOWER CULTURE, &c.

she was

mérried

to

Dr.

Thomas

Moxley, well known as one of the fathers in the
denomination, and moved to Tunbridge, where
she has made her home for nearly seventy
years,

She commenced a Christian life in youth, and
was baptized in 1830 by her husband. assisted by

running

at the

nostrils ; the

breath

sometimes

disease advances cautiously, until pain in the chest,

lungs, or bowels, startles him; he hacks and coughs;
has dyspepsia, has
blood purifier, or

liver complaint, wants
cod liver oil. Bosh !

LL]

Tle

to take a
The foul

ulcer in the head cannot be reached by such nostrums. He becomes nervous, his voice is harsh and

MRS. STOWE,
GRACE

unnatural, feels disheartened, memory loses her power, judgement her geat,gloomy
forbodings hang over-

GREENWOOD,
MRS. MARY

nN all the charms

TO ALL

WHO

to

bring

LIVE

IN THE

course the dupe is not silly enough

Sound

Teaching

the church over which he is settled) for $2,50.

A specimen copy sent free.
No traveling agents employed.

munication to

Address all com-,
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BATES
37 PARK

&

Row,

CO.,
YORK,

THE MAGIC
COMB.—Teeth are coated with
solid dye. You wet your hair and use the comb, and

it produces

a permanent

black

comb sent by mail for $1,25.
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Springfield,

Mass.

wanted by a Manufacturing Co., to

travel and sell by sample

Situations
& Co., 413

or brown.

Address

PATTON,

a new

line of goods.

permanent ; wages
good, H. H,
Chesnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Bank
San

|

name.

Richards
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of California,
Francisco.

to pay

SURPLUS,

.-

cause of pain in the

majority

of cases, and

tacked.

Medicines taken in the Stomach,

Bankers,

cure—and few are bold enough to deny this assertion.

not

know it; those of the highes: standing buy

pihilator” to cure it.

for the

BANK

CARBOLIC

ANNIHILATOR

affords a safe

cure, when n0.BONES come from the head.

SOAPB.

The ANNIHILATOR is gold at 50 cents, and full
$1 a bottle with full directions.
Pints hold

tick,

scalp,

Head, or one pint of Pain Paint double strength sent
free of express charges, on Feceint of the money; or
one
gallon of Pain Paint (double strength) for $20,
Small bottles sold at all Drug Stores.
R. L. WALcorT, Inventor and sole Proprietor, No. 181 Chatham

50

SY

CHICOPEE

SEWING

First class and fully licensed.

EXSPTOM,
THE COST sp)
~REFUNDED.o=™ BE
R BOOKS

IN BOSTON.

A full 8

y of Freewill Baptist
Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle

St., Boston, Mass, They furnish our books to all par
ties desiring them, at our published rates. See thel
a

For

Sale.

Chance

for Investmens.

CITY OF DOVER
quire

of the

Star Offize, Dover N. H.

(Patent)

&c.*‘ Plant

given.

AGENTS WANTED everywhere to introduce them, Address CHICOPEE 8. M. CO., 41 Summer St., Boston,

Mass.
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SALE.
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To
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sale or”to let,
in New

Hampton,

Snow
ol

0

KEEPER and
se, with glass erystal,

COMPASS, in a handwhite enameled dial

steel and metal works, ordinary watch size, soun
and serviceable. Warranted to denote correct time
and keep in order two years. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ost-paid for $1, or 8 for $2. Agents wanted.—
Sent
Circulars
free. WALTER HOLT & Co., 102 Nassau
Street, New York City, ©
20t33

FREE!

M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO’S

GUE OF SEEDS,
CATALO
AND GUIDE TO THE
lover of flowers
should address

immediately M. OKEEFE, SON &

The Ji

In.

L. R. BURLINGAME.

CO, Ellwanger &

Barry’s Block, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
place

sale.

SOLD.—The Magnetic Pocket TIME-

Published in January.
Every
wishing this new work, free of ch
(so called)
Sonia

rabout 30 acres of land sui
vided
into
Mowin
Pasturage and Woodland, With a good orchard roi
arden. There is on the premises, a good two-story
ouse, with eight finished rooms, wood-shed, stable
and outbuildings. There
is good running
water at the

JOB 190% Brown's Iron Building, Phila:

delphia, are authorized to contract for advértising
in this paper

for

FLOWER
AND VEGETABLE
GARDEN FOR 1869.

T.et.
the

BONDS

subscriber at the Morning

CATALOGUES

MACHINE,
territory

000
‘some

Every Machine War-

Exclusive
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i
FIT DOES NOTDYSPEp
"BILIOUS,
ILE

A Good

Protector,”
&c. Send for Descriptive Pamphlet.
Manufactured solely by
JAMES BUCHAN § CO.
1416
190 Elizabeth Street, NEW YORK,

ranted for five years.

pints
ee

50c. bottles, Buy none except in pure white wyapers.
Six pints of Annihilator for Catarrh or Colds in the

.

For Destruction of Insects, and Cure of Skin
Diseases in Domestic Animals.
destroy

speedy

The nos-

uable. Twelve pints should be used for Catarrh,one
pint each week.

-

For household, physicians’ and toilet use.
*¢ Sheep Dip,” to

and

trile must be rinsed with ANNIHILATOR, by snuffing
through to the throat, and spit out the nasty corruption instead of swallowing. or allowing it to run
down the throat, and thus keep the ulcers clean of
matter and they heal permanently.
Also for Weak
Nerves, Chronic Headache and Neuralgia,it is inval-

advertisement in anather column,

OF CALIFORNIA in New
5tl4

& CRESYLIO

‘‘An-

©

For all affticted with this disgusting complaint, DR,

$200
And Agents
York,

worse

Many Physicians have Catarrh themselves and do”

¢

LEES & WALLER,

are

than useless.. Physicians know nothing, comparatively, of the symptoms of this disease—its cause or

* AGENCIES.
VIRGINIA CITY,
GOLD HILL, - { yppap4
AUSTIN,
WHITE PINE,
RUBY CITY, Idaho.

ing Lands, City or other property on the Pacific
Coast, willbe paid by Telegraph or otherwise in any
art of California, Oregon, Idaho, and in the Mining
istricts of Nevada, through the Bank and Agencies
as above, on the most favorable terms,

the pa-

tient is curable. Nolung complaints can exist unless
caused by Catarrh, But the liver is always first at-

_ $5,000,000, GOLD.
2. =k 1,200,000,

A GENERAL BANKING AND EXCHANGE BUSI;
NESS TRANSACTED BY THE BANK
AND AGENCIES.
ors deposited with us fer investment in Farm,

bal-

3

Square, N. Y.

CAPITAL,

the

Thousands are restored to health whom doctors
call -hopeless victims of Consumption, Physicians
think the lungs affected when the liver is the only

WOLCOTT’S

NEW

give,

ance, but thanks God he was not killed outright by
the outrageous treatment. The villians cooly wrile
a flaming certificate and attach thereto the victim’s

COUNTRY,

Entertainment,

can

down-with the dust, pays $5 for a useless exanfindtion, $50 more as part
for a job cure. Of

.

hope

opulence that gold

by inches.
Many hire some miserable scamp or
some big sounding charlatan, having such a string
of
promotions from Europe that they actually bewilder and dazzle their victim, who at once comes

will be specially provided for, and will find their own
page always lighted with fun in pictures and fun in
stories, so tempered with good Sachigg dal we hope
to make them wiser and better while wé
make. them

we

and

should deliberately choose a quiet grave ; others
drag on a weary life and sink'under lung complaints

THE BOYS AND GIRLS
merrier.

~

head;
hundreds, or thousands
seek a rope,a river, or
a razor, and cut the miserable thread of life. The.
world looks on and wonders that a man surrounded

E. DODGE,

contribute regularly,and the best writers in the coun:
try will constantly enrich this department.

Woolen
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Remnants

AT FACTORY PRICES.
49 Samples and prices gent free. Address Fo
the Remnant man,
Providence, R. I.

Constitution

a

Water

is a certain cue for Diabetes and all diseases of the
Kidneys.

For sale by all Druggists,

1867

ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL.
:
BUY ONL
SILVER TIPPED SHOES

For Children, Will outwear three pairs without tips,

:
[

Ka

re-

ventures by Sea and Land, Pure and Elevating Stories, Sketches, Biographies, Poems, etc.

Elder
Buzzell. Through her husband’s long and | house, and stable, also a fountain in the front yard.
arduous labors in the-midistry, she cheerfully en- It is very pleasantly situated 3-4 of a mile from New
Hampton Institution.
| dured the privations
of a pioneer minister's
For information inquire of E. G. KeLLeY Esq., on
wife, counting it a privilege that she could share
the premises, A. B.
MESERVEY, or the subscriber’ nt
R. C. ROLLINS.
in making known a free salvation to all
igen. Hill, N, H.
For the last six years she has been unable to
8ti4
5,
!
help herself on ‘account of a broken limb.
f
00., Publishers’.
Agents “Tribun

culaneum: was itseli the seat of a richer
and, more refined community,
but also besuffering much, she patiently waited
cause, as M. Gualterio observes, in his Though
until her Saviour shold call her to her home
address delivered atthe recent inaugural above.
A
8, 8. NICKERSON.

sneeze. She
nostrils with
the ducts of
that organ.

veals to his neighbors the corruption within; while
the patient has often lost the sense of smell. The

In its Literary Department it includes the choicest
original reading for all members of the family: Ad-

mos., 26 days, She was born in Windham, Conn.,

twenty-two

festering,

Taking snuff will produce Catarrh.
The patient
feels dull, heavy, stupid and sleepy ; his fears are not
aroused until perhaps too late.
°
He catches cold constantly in the head, sometimes

GARDENING,

91 years, 9

May 23, 1777.
When she was six years of age
her parents moved to Randolph, Vt.,~the town
then containing seven families.
At the age of

polluted,

corrosive matter issues, Snuff or dust of any kin
aggravates, and never cures the disease.
A sneeze is nature’s emphatic warning, and is producedin consequence of an irritation of the head.

meets with universal favor

SARAH, wife of John Bickford, died in Rochesand Valuable Suggestions.
ter, Feb. 11, 1869, aged 64 years, 9 mos.
q
TERMS FOR 1869
~
EL1ZzABETH
D., wife of Ebenezer M. Philingle Copies, $4, invariably in advance; 3 Copies
brick died in Alton, Feb. 23, aged 52 yrs., 10
$10; 5 Copies $15.
Any one sending us $24 for a club
mos.,
She experienced religion in 1841, in Newof 8 Copies (all at one time), will receive a copy free.
market, and was baptized by Rev. E. Hutchins.
Postmasters who will get us up Clubs in accordShe has lived an exemplary Christian life ever
ance with above rates, may retain 10 per cent. of the
since. She was a member of the second F. W + |.amount, and are respectfully solicited to act for us.
Baptist church in Alton,
A husband, four chil- We will send HEARTH AND HOME one year, to
dren and many other relatives mourn the loss of any settled Clergyman (he stating with his remittance

a faithful friend, and the church, of

of

and

these symptoms,
others
only few. Very little pain
attends Catarrh until the
Liver and Lungs are attacked in consequence of
the stream
of pollution

STOWE,
and

soreness

dryness

the nose, matter
from
the
head

cough and colds
common.
Some

BY

BEECHER

HEARTH AND HOME

Verses are inadmissible.

MRS. MARY J., wife of John

;

plan, as parties

down the Throat, ringing
or deafness in the
Kare,
loss of Smell, Memory impaired, dullness and
dizziness of the Head, pains in
the lett Chest or side and
under the Shoulder Blades,
Indigestion invariably attends Catarrh ; a hacking

from all classes of persons in town and country.
It contains every week original articles by the best

than a

any

FEATURES.

Throat,

heat in
running

and Fireside,”

assisted by a corps of able editors
in all departments.

insertion.

Not more

of Policy-Holders.

Eyes,

the

G. MITCHELL,
AND
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HARRIET

do not

tience, and died in full faith in Christ. Services
bythe writer.
—.N. MORISON.

face. He found in it a well about eight
inchesin diameter, filled with very salt wa-

es, etc.

accompany

Garden

DONALD

GEO. WHEELER.

‘his investigations,

flam
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Mary T. THoMPSON, wife of Ira Downing,
died in Ellsworth, Me., March 27, in the 20th year
of her age. Funeral attended by the writer.

east of Kingston, Tenn.,struck a solid limestone rock, about seven feet below the surdiscovery of the

it, must
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Low cash premiums,
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Annual dividends.
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Persons wishing obitua;

single square can well be afforded

The Chattanooga Union says that a Mr.
William Staples, while digging recently
in a salt lick on his farm, a few miles noi th-
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Brevity is specially important.

Remarkable’ Discovery.

ter.

and

where
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DOLLARS.

with Auditor General -

SPECIAL

Advertisements,

up

homes,

equal to five cents a line, to insure

ignorance, the main body of the profession are mournfully derelict in duty touching the ruinous effects of this great and
fashionable narcotic.

Staples prosecuted

the writer.

Obituaries,

not know

ries published in the Morning

no wish to arraign

iz

in regions

thit a rank and deadly poison could have
anything to do with his case.”
We are indebted to the medical profession for the most effective testimony
against this popular poison; hence we
it in wholesale style. - But,

for Security

7

him, perhaps, that he was not in the path which

husbands can get rid of their wives by paying fifty dollars to a knavish attorney.

first place, that his patient used tobacco;
he

grew

Men who shine in either war or |

peace have to be produced

seem strange, but the, strangest of all is
the fact that his attending physician—regand secondly,

CHARTER

$100,000 deposited

in a country in which mérriage was lightly

‘may

not know,

Boston.

CAPITAL, ONE MILLION

desire, and has all the most desirable and latest fea.
Providence had chosen for him.
And this may
tures of Life Insurance that can be combined
with
be the reason why he was no more settled in his
reliability and securivy.
life-plans, and no more uniform in his Christian
course. But he found favor with God, and died
Agents of integrity and ability wanted throughout
happy. He could say when about to die, “I love
New England.
fa
all, I can forgive all.”
His funeral was attended
by the writer by his special request, at Epsom,
Fall information furnished by
:
DEMOND & SOULE.
on the 7th, where many gathered
to weep with
General
Agents
for
New
England,
the afflicted and show their regard for the dead.
103 State street, Boston.
A dear wifé, and only daughter,with many other
friends are left to mourn their loss.
b
Hon, EDWARD 8. TOBEY, New England Director,
CAROLINE M., wife of Jackson Libby, died at
8. L. SPRAGUE, M. D., Medical Examiner.
Arlington, Mass., April 3, aged 33 years, Tmos.,
13615.
19 days. As a wife, mother, daughter and associate she was all that is desirab. Ry ul consecra~
tion of heart and life to Christ.
e trust, howcatarrh.
ever, that during her 5 months of severe {liness,
Catarrh is a dangerous
which served to turn her thoughts heavenward,
disease; yet it can be cured
she gave her heart to God, She felt that she wantby the use of DR. WOLed to live to redeem her past neglect of duty, but
COTT’S ANNIHILATOR, a different Remedy,
and
unas the slumbers of death came stealing over her,
like PAIN PAINT.
Thoushe expressed a willingness to depart, and we
sands suffer without knowtrust that she has gone to meet the dear one
ing the nature of this uniand others, that seemed like ministering spirits
versal complaint. Itis an
around her sick and dying couch. A husband,
Ulceration of the head.
son, and a large circle of friends are called to
Its indications are Hawkmourn their loss. Her funeral was attended by
ing, Spitting, weak or in-

scoundrelism deserves . to suffer, and all
friends of pure manners have the consolation of knowing that it will suffer. No good

day, and the poor fellow’s soul was so obfuscated by smoke that he considered that

bred—did

men to:

change their wives as often as they please,
and leave their children unprovided for in
the arms of those whom they abandon. Any

¢¢ Did yon smoke at noon?”

ular and well

In this case, the attorney,

in- person, supplied whatever proof was
neededto make out the case, and appears to
“belong to a class of “divorce lawyers” who
absolutely live by perjury and fraud. We
have not as yet begun to see the effect on
society of our present divorce laws, or of the
moral condition of legal profession in some
tof our large
cities; but if something be not
speedily
by way of reform, the next
generation will both see them and feel them.

¢ Yes, a little.”

consumed

Her character.

Sad

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,_103 State street,

tained this impression of duty, and spoke of it
to his companion, jn his sickness, and said that
if he had
done hia duty he should then have

too, was faultless, and she had a child fourteen months old, and _the sole apparent

;

¢ Yes, a little.”

nut streets, Philadelphia,

engaged actively in the labors of life, still he re-

No

;

HOME OFFICE—Corner of Fifth and Chest=

tervened, though ‘he had traveled to the golden shores of the Pacific in search of wealth, and

‘Price current,” or other paper of that class,

which no woman ever see3.

With a squealing voice, more cat-like
than human,
he answered,
‘I usea lit-

he had actually

RS

GETTY, Manager.

C. ¥. BETTS, Secretary.

the Lord in church covenant. It was not long
after this that he felt impressed in his mind that

papers were ever served upon her, and the
necessary legal notice was published in a

«J did not ask you,” I replied, ‘‘ about
the effects of tobacco, but simply ifthe patient used it.”
:
Grufily he said, ¢“Go and see.”
Stepping to his bedside, I said, ‘“ My
young friend, do you use tobacco?”
tle.”
!
« How do you use it?”
_ “1 smokea little.”
¢ Did you smoke this morning

E.

ty, and that she was ‘‘a comiion scold.”

¢ What

.

against Homes.

of Pennsylvania.
GEORGE H. STUART, Presiden
THOMAS W. EVANS, Vice President.
WILLIAM

They then put on Christ
themselves to the people of

Nation thus speaks of a case which lately been preaching the glorious gospel of Christ.
As a man, hie was correct in his habits of lifeand
occured in Cincinnati:
o
honorable in his treatment of others. He naturally
A man gof a divorce without his wife's resented an injury, but had learned to forgive,
Christ had forgiven him. He was a kind
asknowledge, upon a simple statement in his associate,
an ardent friend, He never seemed
petition that she represented herself to weary in and
his devotion to the temporal Drospetity
be thirty-two years of age at the time of her. of his family. In his efforts to procure wealt
marriage, when she was in reality, over for- he seemed to pet with many reverses, to remind

if he does ? that can have nothing to do with

his case.”

a

found the Lord Jesus,
in baptism, and gave

v4 :

Ty
UNITED SECURITY
LIFE INSURANCE AND TRUST CO,

Soon after the burial of this promising boy, in
a protracted meeting, he and his wife sought and

it was his duty to prepare himself for the gospel
ministry, And during the years which have in-

will be too persistently called to the evils and
iniquities of our divorce methods. The

evil

continued, ‘‘ I was

Crime

in

furnishing

There is little danger that public atténtion

3

‘‘are

Co

Nor does the earthquake give any notice
of its coming. Not the most experienced
observer, whose life may have been passed
in the most favored land of the destroyer,
can

he

a council of physicians the other day, on
the border of this town; the patient was
‘a young man, prostrated by paralysis; he
was deprived of the use of his lower limbs
from the abdomen to the toe;: we overhauled him ; we withdrew and talked about
antecedents and probable
causes, and
came to no satisfactory conclusion.
Dissatisfied and impatient, I inquired of his
attending physician whether the poor fellow
used tobacco.”
<0, no,” hereplied, ¢‘ I guess not,” and

dress-

audience—saints,

The

to a splendid speci-

and only evil, and that continually; and
itis a perfect mystery that
gentlemen of
my profession care so little,
do and know
so little about a poison that is doing mischief at so terrible a rate.”

eir classes to enjoy the evening.
It

*

about the baneful effects of tobacco.”

one house alone

as many as seventeen hundred.”

men of the profession, ¢ tell us something

ed—wears a costly, fine cape. Did I not
know that they were Brigham’s concubines,
I should set them down as teachers of a
irls’ boarding school, who had come

£

said

were almost exclusively found

Herculaneum,

of Tobacco.

BR

“¢ Doctor,” we

to light,

a

. Injurious Effects

intellectual cast

She is elegantly

;

shi

.

pty

al-

and

Almanac.

of countenance, with a book in hand which
she readsbetween scenes. She has large,
lustrous eyes, dark brown hair, jewels on
her fingers, and a mother-of-pearl opera-

fond;

BR

cost $200,000,
a large revenue.

thoughtful,

various periods.
The manuscripts, for
instance, which have hitherto been brought

soldat a Broadway mock-auction den are
to tell the time of the day!—Atlantic

their delineations of the damned have accurately orfrayed the condition of these wom-

a

“
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the | GEORGE W. SWAIN, son of Rev. Wm. Swain,
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the prevalent desire, to reduce the expenses to
the lowest available figure; and after the first of
May there willbe but three officials in each State,
namely, one detailed oflicer to attend to the ‘payment of claims and the settlement of bounties,
and one superintendent of education with a single
clerk, and even these officials will be discharged
just as soon a3 possible.
The government has had under consideration
the question of issuing a proclamation relative to
Cuban matters,but the conclusion has been yéached that it is not advisable to do so at present for
the reason that we have no official information of’
armed organizations on that island. Very strong
and positive instructions, however, by order of
the President, have been sent from the Attorney Generals office and the Treasury Department to
all the customs and Judicial offices, to use their
utmost endeavors to enforce the provisions of the
‘ neutrality law in regard to filibustering expeditions, intended or apparently intended for Cuba.
The total amount of appropriations made during
the last session of the Korty-first Congress, just
closed, is $11,173,478, 99; of which $6,256,755,41
is by Indian appropriation. bill, $2,000,000 for river and harbor improvements,and $2,905,723,58 by
deficiency bill.

who

were

not

needed,

Ie

poses to @o farther, and cat off the whole flock of

in their prime ; generally denounced, than he? Is he not, by
and the Senate orders the dismissal of ninety- common consent; pronounced by most of our
three extra men and boys who have been paid to fruit-growers the pest of horticulturists? Does
he not steal our cherries, plunder our: strawberwait upon their body, and are found to be with
Special Agents of the Treasury

out anything to-do.
ITrs said that Admiral Porter's influence is
strongly felt in the Navy Department, in fayor of
aiding and countenancing the Cuban patriots by all
proper and conveni¢cnt means.
The Admiral may
be supposed to have a natural leaning toward efforts for Spanish-American independence.
It will

be rememberdd that when his father, the late
Commodore Porter, the hero of the‘ Essex, retired
from our navy in consequence of what he deemed unjust treatment about the year 1825, he at
once received a commission in the Mexican navy and served in it for four years at a most
stormy period. The younger David Porter had
his early training in that rough school and is
said to have taken from that time a strong interest in affairs in that part of the world,
..
VicTOoRIOUS Brazil, if the latest report is true,
has offered the Paraguayans terms so magnanimous as toleave her hardly a pretext for carrying on
the war.
Paranhos, the Brazilian
Commissioner, had made propositions of peace
to the Paraguayans on the following conditions :
That the independence of Paraguay shall not be
impaired ; that the freedom of navigation of Rio
Paraguay and Rio de la Plata be guaranteed, and
that Lopez renounce his claims to a portion of the
Chaco Territory and the Province of Matto Gros"This would involve an abandonment of several articles of the triple alliance and a. substantial acceptance of the proposition made in 1866
by President Lopez to the Allies. ,
ONE night in January, 1868, Samuel Ketchum,
then treasurer of Coshocton county, Ohio, was

The ideaseems to prevail that the additional
Supreme Court Judge will be taken from the
South.
Among those named are Thomas C.
Durantof New Orleans, JudgeMarvin of Florida,
Judge Paschall of Texas, Joshua Hill and Joseph Brown of Georgia, Judge Underwood of
Virginia, Attorney General Speed of Kentucky
found in his office, tied hand and foot, gmzged,
ana Judge Durell of Louisiana.
| considerably bruised,the safe unlocked and abou
The Secretary of she Treasury one day lust-week
£320,000 of the county funds gone. Ketchum statdischarged ninety women clerks from; the regised that be had been set uponby robbers, who
ter’s office, and will soon discharge sixty more.
beat and bound him, robbed the safe, and then
The Bureau was filled with unnecessary women
made their escape.
The county authorities exby Messrs. Cooper and Jeffries, just before
the
pehded $2000 in endeavoring to discover the
“close of their day of authority, for the purpose, thieves, but finding no clue, gave the matter up.
apparently, of embarassing whoever might be
About a year ago a suit for borrowed money was
the new Secretar,
:
brought against Ketchum, the ex-treasurer, by
Letters from Richmond, received in WashingJames Brown, one of the leading citizens of that
ton, give a cheering account of the effect of the
county, a man reputed to be worth over a hunnew reconstruction bill. They say that it seems
dred thousand dollars, and this led to an expoas if a load of depression had been lifted from the
sure of the whole matter connected with the robspirits of the people, and that the satisfaction
bery.
Ketchum at once made a clean breast of it
with the action of Congress is well nigh unaniThe plot go rob the safe was conedeted between
imous, the only exceptions being some few sullen
himself and Brown.
After they had secured the
reactionists who will. harbor the ghost of the re_ money Brown,in order to disarm suspicion.bound
bellion and spit at the flag.
and gagged Ketchum, and deft bim in the condiMr. Sprague was the ouly Republican Senator
who voted against the bill which was passed in
accordance with the message of the President providing for an election in
| Mississippi, Virginia,and
Texas.

tion in which he was fourid on

the night of the

There are from Stioen to eighteen aspirants for
E. B. Washburne’s seat in Congress. The Republican Convention meets May 26.
The Prohibitory law has been reénacted in the
Mass. House by a vote of 136 to 59; 67 members
absent, or not voting. It hasbeen mddified in the

robbery.
Brown was arrested, and at the trial,
which he managed to get deferred till last week,
he was convicted and sentenced to ten years in
the Penitentiary, and to pay a fine of $40,000.
IT USED to be hard work for a colored man to
get a passport to travel in foréign countries, because being a person of African descent, according to the terms of the Dred Scott abomination,
he could not be a citizen of the United States.
The cannon in the neighborhood of Fort Sumter

process of reenactment, by amendments allowing

—s0 often referred to—dispelled

that nonsense,

cider to be sold not to be drunk on the premises,
and allowing apothecaries to fill the written pre.
scriptions of physicians.

but still the old prejudice lingered around official
quarters.
Now, however, within a short time we
have seen President Grant(not much of an” aboA fire broke out in the Yellow Jacket mine, at _ litionist originally) nominating, and the U. 8.
Senate confirming, several colored men to imGold Hill, Nevada, on the morning of the 7th
portant Federal offices.
One, Mr. Joubert, is
“*inst., and soon communicated with the Kentuck
made Assessor : of Internal Revenue at New Orand Crown Point mines.
At least forty men
leans ; another, C. W. Wilder,once a slave and a
perished in the flames.
Thirty ghastly corpses
mechanic, becomes Postmaster at Columbia, S. C.,
have been recovered, and probably ten more
where Wade Hampton gets his letters; and still
bodies remain in the mines.
another, Capt. Wall, is confirmed as J ustice of

FOREIGN.

the

Mr. Lowe, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
recently introduced into the House of Commons
the annual budget.
The estimated éxpenditure
of the present yearis £68,250.000, ard the estimated revenue £73.000,000, which gives a surplus of £4500,000 and just meets the deficit in
last year’s revenue.of £500,000 and the unpaid
portion of the cost of the Abyssinian war.
The
budget is favorably criticised by the London

press.

»

Amendments proposed by the Conservatives
to the Irish church bill are in effect that the
grants made to the Irish church since the Refor‘mation are to remain intact; that the glebe lands
be retained by their present holders without piir-

our consideration, the robin, Where will you
find, hereabouts, ong more complained of, more

pro-

Peace

in the District of Columbia.

these, probably, are only the

beginning

we shall see, until the time

comes

And
of what

when

color

the

grand

shall cease to have any regard before
distinctions of American citizenship.

he culti-

vated there have been baptized, up to the pres”
ent time, more than forty thousand converts—
Burmans, Karens and Shans.
Diplomatic

Appointments.

The cable despatches

stricken out.

repeat

a rumor current

in Madrid that General Prim is to be the new
Captain-General of Cuba,
The Cuban news covers: operations in nearly
all the disturbed districts of the island; but aside
from a few light skirmishes the troops of both
parties seem to have been for some time absolutely motionless, and the general situation is
consequently unchanged.

land in the place of Rev-

There is a two-fold merit in this

that

between

Radicals there

his Administration

is the ufmost

harmony.

literary

Paragraphs.

™~

like it because it submits the constitution of their
framing to the people,
The “new movement”
men claim that it is exactly what they have been
asking for, all along, and the conservatives hail it
a8 defesting the plans hoth of the republicans and

of the‘ ‘new movement” party.

Each of the three

parties is moreover firmly persuaded that the
message

of General Grant

Congress

were directly brought about by its own

and the

response of

exertiond. Bolong as the legislation 1s satisfactory
to all,the factions may as well be allowed to quarrel
as to

orship of the plan

and the

relative

value of the influence of each party.
It does not seem difficult to predict what will be
the result of the election. The position of the three
paresis briefly thix: The republicans will supu port the whole constitution, including the disfran-

chisement of rebels and negro suffrage clauses;
the “new movement” men, with a minority wing
he republicans, will support the constitution,

accepting negro cuflrge, but opposing the disfranchising clauses. The democrats will oppose
the constitution,
but will vote separately

against

; the disfranchisement of whites. The middle party
ly holds the balance of power, if it ia not

In all . this into grass in the best manner.

Shall he sow
grass seed this spring with any of the small grains,
or seed down to grass after the grain crops are
taken off? By the former course, if the
ced

and gov-

does not eatch or is killed ‘after having dro
he has a second chance the same season, whén
the grain crop is harvested.
Perhaps some of your land will have to be kept

up another year, and will- be well adapted

It was said that

liberal.

culture

is

broad

potatoes new ground with a good sod
and how prepare it?

alrous, high-toned, and eminently respectable.
The
worthy heir of “an illustrious name, the
President of the Union
League,
prominent
duting the war by his loyalty and self-sacrifice,
an Abolitionist long before Abolitionism be-

of preferment, and one of the

most

active

efficient

and

leaders

of the Repub-

lican party, Mr. Jay’s claims upon the Administration and the country are second
no other American citizen.
Gov.

Curtin

ef Pennsylvania,

|

Bonators ‘whose occupations’
I directory, forty.

, fiveare merchants, five editors,
pre

m—

tL SEE

BRE: pe

The

‘

Gov. Curtin was one of the most popular War
Governors during the:wag, and has always been
a leading and active member of the Republican
party of his State. He was its choice for Vice
President,and but for local dissensions which
transferred to Chicago, would probubly have
been nominated along with Gen. Grint. The

The food of their poultry 1s very carefully regarded by French breeders,

For the first week

after being hatched, (and in winter for a much
longer time,) the chickens are fed on barley meal

mixed with milk, stale. bread soaked in water,
and green food finely chopped., Very few instances can be found where poultry are fed on
whole grain. It is believed that whole grain
would

be

too

expensive,

prodtice

top much fat, and cause more

been an intimate friend god fellow-townsman of
the President. He lives at Galena, and for eight
years has held theuseful and lucrative office of
United States Marshal for 1llinois.

fewer eggs,

disease

fowls
are fed ad libitum, so as
pletely fill their crops, which renders

and the use of the farmyard dung is the foundation of all successful farming.
A very larze
proportion of the manure this produced ix e uployed for the root crop. Its employment diff rs
very widely according
to the nature of t e s il.
In some cuses it is drawn upon the land :8 8 on

as it is made, and plowed into the

when

to comdigestion

soil wit out

delay; in other instances it is heaped in 1)
reld
until the spring tillages are well advanced ; whilst
some adopt the rule of drawing it fresh from the
yard, and putting it in bouts or ridges, ready fot
being at once covered up by the ridge plow.

Each system has its advocates, and there are
circumstances under which each may be preferable.”

Anthracite,..

among ‘ Farmers.
——

George

W.

Bungay

writes:

“ One cause why

-go many farmers become the - victims
is due to their hard work in the

hot

of insanity
sun.

Vast

numbers of farmers are voluntary slaves.

They

until late in the

and from year to

thousand fold, there can be no excuse for the
well-to-do farmer making a serf of himself; stesm

stands at his elbow to turn the erank und
loud, and press

Machinery

lift the

the lever,

at his command

‘pulverize the soil,

sow the seed,

vest and grind the corn.

will

plow

and

the

hire

resp

The (glegraph

mukes

difficult. Tbe food is mostly composed of aboyt him acquainted with the market prives,; and the
oné-half bin and one-half bnekwheat, barley or. locomotive takes his produce to the storehouse
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of the Maine State Seminary, on Wednesday
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|

—

“ Qrar RPANGLED

'JRERE

STATE

#+th day of April, inst., at Nichol’s Hall, at 10 o'clock,
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befcre the Board.
A.M, JONES, President.
Lewiston, April 5, 1869.
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City Government,
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CARPETING.

Mackerel,
lge 13 50 @27 00 Nap
VISIO @.. 21
Shore......18 00 @23 50
PROVISIONS,
Alewives..... 000 g 0 00 | Beef—Mess,
Salmon. tce..30 00 @34 00 | Western...19 0C @20 00
Herri
ick.4 50 @ 8 50 | Eastern...18
00 @19 00
FLO
AND MEAL.
|Pork,
St.Louis, Sup...

schools.

OF

16

@..

DISCOUNT

SPECIAL SALE

Ruiking Stripes 16 @ 27%
[1]
Ticking
«vs
8
Sinn Fo
45 | Vermillion.....22 @
Whiting—
Denims...
Ginghams.
J5
Bosra. “2258
Mous.de Laines.. @ . 20 FrenchYellow 2% @
Carpetings—
Varnishes ....1 50 e
Lowell sup.3-ply@ 1 65 | Putty...oessenei.d e
Extra super.... @1 27} | Glues: viii... 14
Superfing....... @1 12%
PETROLE
FIS
Crude...ceveee.19 @.. 20
Codfish, large 6 50 @ 7 50 |Refined.........533 @.. 85

year, until they exhaust the very fountains of vitality and make themselves prematurely old, and

sacrifice their vigor of body, and elasticity of mind
upon the altar of (shall I use a soft word here or
say the truth in plain words!) ambition and av.
arice, Now,in these times of invention, when
fire and water are harnessed to machinery and
men have multiplied their muscular power a

A LIBERAL

Linseed—Eng..00 @ 1 v0
COFFEE,
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1
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Over Work
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_ Unwashed

The" production

England.

ers, we offer our own prize books which
gre not excelled by any other books :

‘MOLASSES.

MouldSeeessasscld Bos
Sperm..esessee 48 @..
Adamantine....22 @..
COAL.

a 3%:
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Notwithstanding the great use made of artificial manures in Great Britain, the value of the
produce of the yard is not overlooked.
A late
number of one of the best English
agricultural
journals speaks as follows on this subject:* The
produce of the farmyard is to every farmer the

evening from month to month

be
The following is the French system of feeding
fowls, as given in the Country Gentleman:

goes to Russia.

Farmyard Manure.

in New

In addition to the publications of oth-

Markets.

CANDLES.

.

and Home.

the chief assistance.

bought elsewhere

_
BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
* For the week ending, April 14, 1869.

ciently thick to be in danger of igniting, for large
scales of burning soot will readily rise above the
chimney, fall on a single roof, and, in many instances, set the building on fire. In order to remove the soot expeditiously, a * chimney-sweeper’s broom,” with a brush on both sides of the
head, may be tied to the end of a rope, with a
stone or other weight beneath the broom; then
let it down into the top of the flue, and draw it
again to the top of the chimney. The broom will
sweep when it is drawn down by the weight, as
well as when the person at the top hauls it up.
By standing on the windward side of the chimney, a person can sweep the flue in a few min
utes, without sufféring inconvenience from the

first and

schools at as low rates as they can be

ter-

MO,

Pruning,

soot.— Hearth

which

"

and in winter a certain amount is given whole,

work from early in the morning

Feeding Fowls.

to those of

absolute
absolute majority, Joining with® the repub: tender of this high office is a grateful act on the
on
adoptionof the constitution und bende of the President; and we are sure the
suffrage bey ond the possibility of failure, PVeTOF will make an efficient representative,
of the demograts will insure
Mr. J. Russell Jones named for Belgium fas

of the disfranchising clauses.

When will you begin to cart

it out; when to plow, when to sow, and when to
plant?
How many men do you need for permanent help? Have you an eye on them, and found
what wages they want?
Depend upon it, forethought and system are as
necessaryin farming as in any othef business. The
man who neglects them and does things by haphazard will most likely be behind hand all the year
and come outa loseraf the end of it. “It is a good
rule never to put off till to-morrow what can and
ought to be done to day, nor to leave to chance
what can be fixed for a certainty.— Exchange.

and

the badge

will be far

preferable. Now how many acres shall be set off
to each crop? Whatkind of manure will you uge,

He is a man of marked courtesy—chiv-

came

for

Indian corn. - In this case, grass seed might be
sowed atthe last hoeing, provided you have plowed in your manure and made no hills. But for

English Question” a more thorough an decomprehensive study. - Mr. Jay’s

Work.

whatto do with his old ground, such as was under
cultivation last year. His object will be to get

erning classes. Between Mr. Motley and Lord
Clarendon relations of intimacy exist; and these
relations are shared with the leaders of the
Liberal party.

Mr. Jobfi Jay goesto Austria.

Tae Mo8T decidedly satisfactory feature of the
legislation of Congress in regard to Virginia.is that
all parties are pleased. with it. The republicans

Monthly.

and

Mr. Jay was on the point of being named for
the English Court, and we presume this would
have been done but for the commanding influence
of Sumner, which was properly and naturally
used for his friend Motley.
Mr. Jay would have
honored the country in London—just as he will
honor it in Vienna. In some respects his appointment would have been even more appropriate
than that of Mr. Motley. Few men have given ‘the

the

able to all other grain asa stimulant
to egg laying,
ia

organization

prefer-

Russia, v Shoat

other respects the selection of Mr. Motley is proper. He has an honored name in our literature.
He is well known to England, and will appeal to

the liberal, the cultured, the

with

‘is considered

Do.

Laying Out Farm

country

or boiled, and mixed
Buckwheat

or fireplaces in which large quanties of soft wood

nomination. -Mr.Motley’s embassy will rebuke the
spirit which recalled him from Austria.
We
owe much to Mr. Senator Sumner for his devotion to the great principles of freedom.
Mr.
——
———
Sumner has requested Mr. Motley’s nomination
Every intelligent farmer will, about this time,
just as he requested it from Mr. Lincoln, and | take a look ahead and see what crops he will put
the President's graceful acquiesce nee shows the
in the coming season, and what fields and manure
shall be appropriated to each. He will first decide

and the regium donum

food.

are burned, shouldbe swept clean as often as
a coat of soot has accumulated in the flues suffi-

modifications ef the financial sections of the bill
are also proposed, including the establishment of
a capitalized sum for the support of the clergy instead of the granting of anpuities and the application of a large portiqn of the church revenues to support public worship and to defray the
expenses of the management of the church.
Finally;an effort is to be made to have all the

clauses in the bill referring to the Maynoofa grant

other

matter of any kind

erdy Johnson.

Mr. Motley goes to

\either fed raw

whatever ‘could be found in the food of the robins. Insects, in large quantifies, varying greatly
as #o kind, condition, and development, were
during all these months their sole and exclusive
food. The larvae of a species of fly known to
naturalists as the Bibio albipennis of Say, formed'a Targe ‘proportion of the contents of their
stomachs.
Not unfrequently as many as two
hundred of these insects, in this stage of development were taken from a single bird, and for the
most part wherever any were found they were
the only food in the bird’s stomach.—Atlantic

chase, and that-the'unicn of the Irisif church and
the Church of England cease in 1872. Important

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

minates in prostrate health and insanity ?” °

_ How: to “Sweep Chimneys.

not a particle of vegetable

In the field which

overtasking of physical

other vegetables are supplied in some cases, being

re
—
ries, strip our currant-bushes, pilfer our raspberries, help himself to our choicest grapes, and, if |. Between the first of March and the first of
we have some rare’ Shepardia berries, will not
May, is a period during which a great deal of
the. glutton take the whole?
And does hé not, heavy . pruning is performed.
Universal cussome one_else will add, attack and spoil our
tom,
however, in this respect, as sometimes
handsomest pears?
elsewhere, is at variance with what is the best
In reply to the last charge we cannot respond .pragtice ; for it is a well established theory that
affirmatively. We do not believe it, and if it none but absolutely necessary pruning aught to
were true, we would say to whoever made this be undertaken so late toward or into the Spring
charge: *‘ My dear sir, it only serves you right.
that the wounds made thereby will bleed.
This
You should not leave summer pears on the tree
bleeding exhausts the energies of 4 tree, and the
long enough to become so soft as to tempt a bird
wounds where it takes place rarely heal oVer
to peck at them.
Your fruit should have been satisfactorily.
A penknife is strong enough for
gathered when so hard that no bird could molest
any pruning where trees are properly cared for.
it, and thus you would have sayed your pears
Heavy pruning, made necessary by neglect, as is
and improved their quality!” But we are get- too often the case, may .be best performed-all
ting off our track, and will return to the robin.
things considered—during the six weeks preWith the exception of the pear accusation,
ceding
December
1st; but cautiously always
which we believe to be bosh, we admit the truth
when the wood is frozen.
Lighter pruning is,
of all these charges—but what then? What do most satisfactory in its results when done in the
they prove? Simply that the worst traits in the latter part of June. The heading in of a tree transcharacter of the robin are those which, unfortu- | planted in the Spring is Justidales because the
nately for his reputation, are the most apparent,
diminished rootof the tree cannot always susand which are brought home to the notice of all tain the quantity of wood which it could have
who have fruit to be plundered, while his benesustained had the tree not been moved.
Wounds
ficial deeds escape the general observation, The
of an inch or more in diameter made in pruning
robin is eminently ‘one of those who delight in ought to be pared smooth, and then covered with
doing good by stealth, but alas! he is very rarely something
to protect them from the weather.
put to the blush by finding it fame.
The world,
Gum-shellac dissolved
in alcohol to the consistenas a general thing, is but tog prompt to recognize
cy of molasses, coal-tar, grafting-wax, common
the mischief he does, but khiows little or nothing
house-paint, all answer a good purpose, the latter
of his good deeds, far overbalancing his faults.
being perhaps preferable to any of the others.
Fortunately for the reputation of the robin,
Where paint is used, by throwing a little dry
careful and faithful friends have looked into his sand or loam wpon it while fresh, the coating and
record, and the result of their investigations. its color are both improved.
proves him to be an invaluable friend to. the
farmer,and demonstrates by indisputable evidence
Roast Meats.
that his services are of an indispensable importance. Nearly eleyen years since, the very same
—
gentleman who this last summer signalized his
ROAST BEEF.—A piece of beef to roast for my
imperfect knowledge
of birds by protesting
tablemust come from the surloin, or first or secagainst the European spar row’s coming to Bosond cut. The third cut is near the shoulder, and
ADT, Because it was not an insect-eier, atat a meetis not as good as the others. A small portion of
ing of the Masfachusetts Horticultural Society
the shoulder-blade is taken with the third cut,
introduced a motion in favor of the presentation
which the butcher removes, and in its place
of a petition to the State Legislature, in the
neatly inserts a piece of fat, thereby deceiving
name of the Society, praying for the repeal of: all the uninitiated ; but it makes a poor roast.
Epilegislation for the protection of the robin. After cures require that beef and mutton should be
an animated discussion, in which it was shown
cooked rdre,
There is a great difference between
that the robin'was not even then without strong
raw and rare meat; raw meat inside of a roast
friends, the Society, instead of adopting the mowill have a dark purplish color, while rare meat
tion, very wise!”
voted to look into the matter is of a delicate crimson. The plates should be
before they thus - mmitted themselves, and re- very warm when rare meat is served.
Allow no
ferred the whole subject of the habits of the rob- flour or fatin the gravy. Carrots chopped fine,
in to a select committee, who were desired to turnips mashed, and whole potatoes and cabbage,
make a very thorough investigation,
are excellent with roast beef. I never mash poFortunately, at the head of this committee was
tatoes for hot roast beef or mutton.
‘placed
J. W. P. Jenks, Esq., of Middleboro’, an
ROAST VEAL.—A loin of veal should be thorardent and zealous friend of the bird. He enteroughly cooked;
a large piece will require three
ed upon his duties with an alacrity and an inter- hours in a moderate oven. I ‘should not put
est, and completed them with a fidelity and a ‘water in the pan for veal; a few slices of salt
thoroughness that reflect upon him the highest
pork placed upon the top will improve the flavor,
credit. The leisure hours of an entire year were
and will also serve to moisten or baste it.
devoted by this gentleman to a careful and miFILLET OF VEAL.—This is cut from the thick
nute investigation of the subject committed to
part of the leg. Insert into the opening a stuffing
his charge. Day by day; and at all hours of the
made of crumbs of bread seasoned with summer
day, he procured specimens of the birds for the
savory, pepper, and salt, and a little lemon juice,
purpose of carefully examining the contents of if convenient;
tie around with a string, making
their several stomachs,
for evidences of the genthe piece the shape of a small cheese.
Never use
eral character of their food.
Robins were thus
sage or onions with delicate
meat like veal.
obtained by him, both from the villages and from Roast thoroughly; make a brown gravy by adthe more rural districts, apart from gardens and
ding flour and water to the exuded juice in the
orchards.
Beginning with
the first week in
pan; serve with slices of lemon, and fried or
March, 1858, these examinations were continued,
boiled pork.
The loin should be served also with
with more or less frequency, until the same
pork and lemon, and flour should always be admonth of the succeeding year.
ded to the gravy.—Am: Agriculier ist.
Confining ourselves here to such portions of
the results as may havé a direct bearing upon the
points we seek to establish, we find that Profess———
or Jenks has demonstrated, among other things,
that during the whole of March, April, ahd May
Those chimneys communicating with stoves

DB.-JUDSON reached Burmah in 1813 and labored diligently until 1819 before reaping the first
fruits of his ministry ; but the seed’sown in prayer
and faith, and watered by tears, has brought a

bountiful harvest.

the

ZRr¥sE

suspension.

en clerks

is boiled,

fat skimmed off, and when coagulated, thoroughJy mixed with the meal food. Cabbages and | excuse can he give for that severe and continuous

e538

until Congress directly orders” their

It has been determined, however, in obedience to

tary of the Treasury has dismissed the-wom-

shops

a

Days and mights are wings of white and, black,
wafting him along a career of prosperity.
What

©

ance of that Bureau. They have decided, on careful consideration, that the scope of these laws is
such as to continue the claims and educational
branches, contrary to the opinion generally held,

butcher

The seasons seem to delight to do him honor. | '

mot
E8wk

examination of the laws bearing on the continu-

of the

his servants.

Pl owe
2a888

to an

occurrence, is open, palpable, and not tobe gain
said. And yet these very birds are often really
our greatest benefactors.
Let us take up first for

“THE P. M. General has found some ostensible
helpers that he can dispense with, and the Secre-

The waste

and sun are

B2gSs8e

the Secretary of War and General Howard

The mischief which birds do is often of daily

and rain and snow

S8s&

The failure of the Freedman’s Bureau bill has led

——

At ‘Wholesale Prices,

have more leisure than the merchant. The wind

and young. ‘In some cases where the fowls have
not had the run of meadows, they are provided
with a certain.amountof animal and green food.

Robins Indispensable.
|

This diet is given indiscriminately to old

sees

firmed.

sunset.

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES

where purchasers unctuous of greenbacks and
larded with notes and bonds hasten to pay the
highest prices. It is possible for the farmer to

oat meal, made into stiff pasté; with which the
fowls are fed twice a day, namely, at sunrise and

FY YY)

Rural and Domestic.

|.

Y

two.

I PY

»

three bankers,

Fpuukissss

\

planters,

g
&

or

2Ss

farmers

%

four

teachers,one a manufacturer, and
the other a
railroad owner.
In the House there are,lawyers,
= one hundred and nineteen; merchants, nineteen :
MISCELLANEOUS.
editors, sixteen; farmers, seven; manufacturers,
The U. 8. Senate convened in Executive session
six; railroad men, five; bankers, five ; ministers,
on Monday of last week. A large number of nomtwo; doctors, twe; painters, one; prize fighter,
inations made by the President have been conone.

1869.
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hundiods of times a year, and sells withwanparalieled

Fapidicy, even Among those who reldom look at a
soription book, . Vearly every family will buy it,
bit it vill ba found about as,
ent a necessity
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